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Foreword

Why is it that so many seemingly effective school practices never
become truly effective school practices? Is it because the research is
couched in obtuse language? is it because the research does not filter
down to the practitioner? Is it because the practitioner is more concerned
with the pragmatics than with the theory?

Effective Schools and ClassroonK A Research-Based Perspedive r ikes an
unusually lucid attempt to clarify these questions. The book has an
overriding theme of improx ing student achievement. Its authors
David Squires, William Huitt, and John Segarscombine the research
on effective classrooms with the research on effective schools to suggest
important ways that teachers and administrators can make a difference
in student achievement. .

In a clearly written, carefully documented work, Squires, Huitt, and
Segars examine those factors that are most closely related to achieve-
ment. They describe how a school's organization, personnel, and
Jimate affect achievement. And finally, they indicate how principals,
superintendents, and school boards can use this information to improve
schools.

LAWRENCE S. FINKEL

President, 1983-84
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
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Improving Classrooms and

Schools: WhPat's ImOortant

"Our student athict ement has improYed!" Bill, an elementary school
print ipal, bubbled with enthu-aasm. lie had lust reteR ed the results of
hi, st.hool's standardired aL,hie' ement tests, and, Mk r three years oi
hard work, the outwme was gratifying. Here's a part oi his story.

Three years ago, I act epted inn second In inegialship in a 400-siudent
:lementary s(hool that had a histoiu of low stores on in hiervnient tests. lost
student,. left the sthool at the end of fifth grade a year be/HMI in math and
readnig. Alanti welt' and three years behind. The students Lame fl OM 1100?
fannlws, and while a soh! many staff members WOked IeNIOlishl. a
Lonsensus had dei'elOped thlat not mlith more (Ould be evetted of "our-
students,

'Oui- student:, are thqc sttnIng above ,,;rade eathris and math.
That's a fait I'm ivy proud of. Ihe teachers have worked hard to atIneve this
change. Let suininarize what we've done in three year:,

niuuig the In st Von, the staff and I t(tok a (lose look at our athuovment
lustoru and the lands of skills and knowlede required by the adueveme it tests.
We bled to determine if we were 9stenwtualln teadung the skills C:at were
tested. We found, to some people's slap, !se, that we WO en t . The fa, ultn de, tiled
to deolop unit, in both reading and math that spetifitally addleed these skills
aint provided an 0/1?orhnity for qudents to learn.

In thhOhnl, I speLt ninth of my time in classrooms making sure students
u'ere nwoli,ed in their burning. About a half-dozen teathers were having

,eith (lassre011i nhinagement, and -tridents tended not to be innolved,
We Wo?ked thiough the 11, 014e nNnx a ( iu le (Pf supoitn,itui that I moot/wed af
a ample of fat nth/ roeetniss. While tlw ision was not alceao Lomfor table,
We were able to ge; rnore students mrolved,

A
1
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During the second pear tee «pitirlited writing our skill units. I noticol tlwt
cstu lent in manp tlassroorns were tonsistentlp fading mana of these units,
however Intleed, the failure ;ate at the end of the first pea hi:it been high. A
(tramline(' of teathers tlet hied ihe sthool should adopt a mastery learning
arprotith to insbrnttion I his approath gices ,:tutlents who /ail the hrst
'ha ?native test- more instruction in the skill area and a than( e to sluiced on the

final test INe ft110141 that by prochtin,,: the el t Pa instrrntion, many more students
ave aNe to pass the Illa,tow- or final tests for each unit Studilits were
expo lent ing a higher level of suites,. I z.en giatle, on /eptut und, went up. I
also btxari to asf, all lea,hers to repot then mastery teq store!, to me atter each
unit so I I an keep thu rent tratk of student progress

In the thud pear «e further deceloped a super cistrry spstern that un,olved
assisting teat lit is in planning, iliqllitt10,1, and lass, OIPM ManaXt Ment. al.N)

Ont at students' incoloement in chissworn a, Ittql le, and at then
',11t t On the skill units

Mese few a( tivities have helped give the sthool till at tdelliit 1t1t1P,
a, Int.t.t.oient ha, imp, wed t t 'ni stentlp at all ade lei VI, Ill the 111 sl three Pears'.
In .itij t tql 00 te0,)\( tt Oil s( hoot pa«.ditte, so the sthool is more orderly
now ,Ind most important, teat het, ale ex/letting, and getting, mote sum's,
110111

1 he idea, we put into prat thee terriplito inipor tant areas highhghted bp
reseal, h on improz.ing stud(111 at hlei'eMe111 Ill fat t I was hood partlp for nip
use of ideas hientined 1u the researth on (We( tree tlassroorriz, anti sthools. I hese
ideas -.rem to me tt bt' good «marital sense I 0, example, a ',th001 Sholild be a safe
pia( t' , 111110,1( Zit ii Pit I p-Ut 1101001111o, to, dulthen 10 engage 111 the 1111eles1111X

plif sit 1 t tt1 leai 11111X in a (Innate where (vett/one succeeds 1:111111ilig a safe mh001
Means !If Peldin a few (lea, Pules and filen making sure the,/ re mimed with an
ecru hand I ear rung needs to l'e 111,1 , and feathers need to hell, rookie thildren
with ext lt111:y expo writes that ahlintain lugh student incoloement and interest.
All st bitterns should master at Odell/It 4,11t, ll'hen leathers agree on tchpt all
students shcald learn, then -stutlenf mhiceernent Is to unroce and
e..'er pone is more latch?! to -.rutted

p, rpal is 4 WC t.tt thr tn41,-4 inglot jalit petiple in the st hod when it come,z,

10 setting ',hog 4 bindle Ina 4,.(:Aling katiership he luau iltal max, sloe the
staff has the supercision needed to SitprO,i' 11111110Celllt'llt. hlOity,l1

slttleWts1011, lea( he?, tilt' hOte Shell pla11111M, 1,1,1,1101011, al Id

I17a11(1:4 'Meld !utter ns afft.(1 then students and their st at,

I hi,. prineiral ,tuirunanre,.. the finding% ot reeent rewareh
on the ehariteteri.,tie-, ot etteetiee elas.s.roorns. dnd [WOK I he. purpow
ot this, book Is to ltw re,,COrt h tinkling" like. thew to suggest area% ot

enw.nt r, ith thc ,urn ot imp 0. ing ,ttudcnt at. hie. (Inept. Along
the' %%de, ee,e'll roe \ample., hoe teak het% and adminis.tratore
hetet.. used the%e idea., to improee tlassntetins end sehook, In this
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chapter, we describe how we picturc the influence,, that toster student
achievement On standardized testsind summarize our understandings
about studynt achievement.

Over the past 20 sear', yy.2`y c learned some things about student
achievement and instruction in schools:

Student ac hie% ement can be measuied with validity and rehabiht
in important areas.

Teachers and schools make a difference in how well students
succeed on standardized tests.

Students IA ho are in oh ed in class generally succeed better than
those who don't paw attention

Students who succeed on daily assignments and tests are more
likelv to have higher achievement on standardized tests.

When teachers teach most of the content and skills co% ered by
standardized tests, students are likelY to haY e higher achiey ement
scores.

Curriculum packages, in and of themsel . es, will not result in
higher achievemc nt tor s. tuLents.

Schools can produce exceptional student achievement, even
when students come from low socioeconomic backgrounds.

The principal exerts a tremendous influence toward refining and
maintaining a school's social system that promotes achio ement and

Chang s! in school practices happens over a number ot years.

Thesc sti,:ements don't appear too startling, but then neither do
other common-sense notions, such as the idea that the more training
teachers recene, the better they will performan idea that, unfortu-
nately, is not supported by recent studies. But the preceding list ot
learnings, because each one is borne out by research, pros ides us with
some reliable and y alid places t start when we are trying to improve
schools and classrooms.

A caution is in order, however. There are to date relatively tew
experimental studies demonstrating that a change in any combination ot
these characteristics results in a change in student achieement on
standardized tests, We are nes ertheless encouraged by the depth and
breadth ot the mostly cprrelational studies that proyided the toundation
tor this book. Liken as a IA hole, they suggest important areas to
consider if improved student achievement is the goal.

A Model for School and Classroom Effectiveness
We hay e combined research on ettectly e classrooms with iesearch on
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Figure 1. A Model for Improving School and Classroom Effectiveness.

Leadership
Modeling
Feedback
Consensus building

Supervision
Entrance ÷"
Diagnosis
Technical
success
Personal and
professional
meaning
Reintegration

School Climate
Academic emphasis
Orderly environment
Expectations for success

Teacher
Behaviors
Planning
Management
Instruction

-->
Student
Behaviors
Involvement
Coverage
Success

-->
Student

Achievoment

eftectit e sehook to suggest important wat s that teachers and adminis-
trators make a differenee m student ,Khiet enwnt (Squires, !Witt, and
Segars, 1981). Our,model, shown in Figure 1, plot ides one way of
t lest ing schools aild classrooms m order to answer the question, "What
can schook do to,improte student achiet enwntr In wnstructing this
model, we begin lit suggesting those factors most doselt related to
achietement, and we build the modd ou.st ard to show how the school's
organizationthat i, its personnel (sueh as teachers and supert isors),
administrant e leadership, and school climateaffect student achieve-
ment. The following discussion of the elenwnts of the model will
proceed in the same order as its construction.

Effective Classrooms

Not surprisingk', student behat wror w hat students do in classis
most directly corrdated with their acluet ement scores. Specifieally,
researeh points to three areas that hat e the most potential for affecting
studert achievenwnt:

1. Involvement: the amount of time a student actit ely works on
' academic content

2. Coverage: ti_le amount of content cot crud bt a student during a
year, especially content tested by a standardized instrument

3. Success: how well students pe;form on daily assignnwnts and
unit tests indicating mastery of academic content.
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Student in\ olvement, e overage, and slicLess make sense: if stu-
dentS have successfully spent cnough time Loy ering the wntent to be
tested, then achieY ement should be high. We propose that measures of
in olvement (or engagement), Loy erage, and sueeess beeome Ho. focus
of school improvement efforts. Sikh meosures could be used on a
quarterly basis in ey aluatmg a school's progress toward improved
achieY ement. In olyement, wY'erage, and sucers, are so important and
so relatively easy to measure that they should be ',Irefully 'aewunted
much .3s money spent to support the sehool is accounted for, Chapter
Iwo suggests flow this can be 'accomplished by centering the school's
program around miproy ing students' iny olyement, increasing eoverage
ot content, and promoting student success.

,

Student behaviors and student achievementthe last two elements
ot the model in Figure 1are thus the starting points for the model. The
rest ot the model propw:es school organization that supports the all-
impoctant student behaY iors of iny ol ement, success, and coverage.

I he next element is teacher behavior. Teachers have the most
influence oyer student behay ior and support student achievement
through planning, instruction, and classroom managetnent. To the
extent that the teachers' behay iors support students' involvement,
success, and cenerage, then student aehieY ement will improve. Teach-
ers can do this through planning, delis ering instruction, and managing
student behaY ior in their classrooms. If improyed student aehieY ement
is the goal, then research has some suggestions about w hieh teacher
behavior patterns are most effective.

lust as a teacher's behaY ior supports students' behay iors, so ,-uper-
vision can support teachers. A posithe super\ ison process that brings
to light the conflicts inherent in any super% isory relationship may
promote professional grow th it the supei y ision is focused on improving
the shidents' involvement, coverage, and success.

Super\ ision also creates the opportunity tor increasing teachers'
skills in planning, managingind delis ering instruction. In the pnicess
ot super\ ision, the supen isor and the teacher explore the meanings in
the patterns of their professional behaY ior. The goal of positive super\ 1-
sion is to improve professional practice so that both supervisor and
teacher become increasingly competent in performing their roles. If the
teacher and the super% isor agrec that student achieY ement is important,
then patterns of student and teacher behaY'ol are an appropriate to us
ot supervision.

Effective Schools

In unusually ettectiy e schools, actiy e leadei ship creutes a `,L hool climate
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it hith suttess eye '. ted, academics are emphasized, and the
environment is orderly.

I gat hers and administrators in these schools emphasize a cgrricu-
kim ot read,ng, writing, and math in a businesslike en\ ironment that
promotes and reinfortes distiplined instruction that takes up much of
the st hool dav, I eathers in ellet tit e sthools spend mor; time on lessons
ibeginning and ending on time) and pros ide periods of quiet work. In
sewndart schools, homework is git en and graded regularly. Thus, an
atademit emphasrs promotes student int ol ement and coverage.

Students tannot be NI.ILLessfull engaged in academic work in a
disorderit ern irooment, how ex er. Dkctit e schools generallx recognize
a uniform standard ot disupline, tt hith is entorted fairly by administra-
tors and teat hers. Students are entouraged to hold positions Of respon-

, and their t ontributions are publitlt recognized. Classroomsibilit
routines also promote an orderh ironment in w hich lessons start
and end on time, students bring the necessan materials to class, and
t (hers git e and torret t homt work. Students are more likely to he
enga0d lassroom routine, and distipline procedures help keep them
on task and invi ilved.

In ettet to, e st hook, students are e\petted to reach the goals set for
them. Student '4Ittl'ss is built into lessons, and teachers provide
tonsistent rewards tor demonstrated at:hie\ ement. Standards for
aJlie enwnt in ettettit e st hook are high, t et reasonable, and students
e\pet t to master their afademif work and graduate from high school.
I het feel teathers tare about their atademic pertornlance and believe
hard work is more important to that performance than luck. Because
they hat e been sutcessful in the past, the students have a sense of
wntrol, o\ er then. environment.

Student suttess is dead\ related to school climate, which is, in
turn, related to leadership. I hree leadership protesses build and main-
tain a hool's climate modeling, feedback, aind consensus building.
eadership geneiall\ tomes from the principal", although teachers may

pro\ ide it as well. Printipals, in partitulai, model appropriate behavior,
o. hit h supports a positi\ e st hool tlimate. Printipals support inservice
programs, monitor t lassrooms and super\ ise instruction, and providt
time tor teathers to plan together. B\ tieing so, they set the tone and
tot us of the sthool I:\ en pat ing attention to faculty punctuality
reintortes the principal's toncern tor how sthool time is spent. But

print ipals tan also pros ide negatit e models. It the principal believes
students are not likeh to learn, then the printipal is not likely to be
tonterned about tt hether the staff de\ otes enough time to instruction.

Eeedbatk that supports and retognizes successful academic per-
tormante and appropriate behavior is also more likely to occur in

1 4
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th, "4.11441k P11111.11,01', 1!,1\ te4tbdb,h k obsen, mg lass-
n borns, n.ith tea .. het, about insh tn. norm! and

In,eL\ tt1 enhame tea,heis' sKills he\ ,see that tonna] punish-
Inetit's ate kith-ministered sl\ ittk , aud Ow\ linnilltt.tu takult\ to reduie
et bat humiliation and unsani !nod k totem against students In short

the plink Ira! s i non-. 01111/11111/11,11c tht' that
Ind tt, fitT;a(4l ,,ant. nun',

I )'\ ettrtn_', 4- l'Ill',111".41`, ab0,111 ith 11, and \ toi
bchax tot a thud ll'adc1,11,r ess 141 vIlet tIN e ',I,. hook (
'4cluctatcd h011h% VT (V( t" 101 thange and k appropriate and
onsistent and tee4Iha,1, \i;am the prim, !pal rix otai in

de\ 1.111tIllg "1"..CPV-AN r11111. ipaI'. 1 ettek hook have a tok:as in
mind hen i tinning then si hook I cristile that si [tool goals are set,
4uudt. the de\ elopment ot ionsensus mound those goals, ,ind systernati-

\ Ow< to see tl,a, '-.4- 110(11 ()relating au oidingh In s hook
.\ stiidents and tat tilt\ pen el\ a I Mell'AP, on dis.i.ipline and

adenni s hoot outkOrlIt', OW genet alk

Measuring Student Achievement
our model to, uses on la, tins assoi fated ith student a, hie\ enlent Olt
,tandardwed tests an unpin tant edn,ationat out, dm,. ,-,tandartilied
tests pro\ kle a reliable and 1. ahd Indn atm el heol ()ta1 nines, partk

In the bask skills areas ot leading «implehension and mathernatks
(imputation

I\ ink si hook tanlk ()they puiposes and goals as \NA It
dick ,111.'",11.11 1110,1 01 Hien students tbcse bask
TaIk then the\ prohabh \\ uli not be onsideied lk t II\ students.,

Nrents, and the s( 11001 htord 1 o be stile, k-sting doesn't tell the whole
stoi, not ts it the onk alued tesult ot edit( anon Indeed, some
sui h 1A dial language ,uid gwup pioNen, sok ing are
dun., haduional standardlied instiuments, but that'
ihies not mean the\ should be pliuo.' as important outk ()flies or
signitkant pu ts the uhun use standaidiied te,ts as
benk hrn,n ks tor a `A. hOOV, atl-C thi: an' mow rehaHe,
and epted (11.141 tttnei Mat inc,l,dlne ith that In Intnit let's
take I Ii 4 it soffie ot the thilk,,,, L e knov ak student ak hie\ einent

standaidired testuk;
I ii st, student ai einent on standoidwed tests ,s;enerallx edn ts

Ii tile\ (+Men( tel ,-,111, eedin4- 2, and gams.ot deo.. it, in stand,ndued
ti"-sts tend to ha \ uniulan \ '.'tI*'I 1. hen \ WV.cd s11.10, a numbet

eat s 1 lins, the duleielk r in .1.. IlIcN 1,1.11\ CCII till and
studvnts liii leases r all (belt age, Pleda to. e vdittlity 01 ,tailddhived
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stores, and their torrelatum with future at hie% support their
importance as a. signilk ant mitt orne measure.

Lteiond, as the pubIi tutor mei- the &time of SA I stores during
the lq70s Licari% show ed, standardized tests pros ide a measure of
eduLational diet to, eness in the publit's uses, Indeed, man% minimum
tompetent% testing and sthool impi os ement programs has e resulted e
trom publit i onk n tailing stores and demands in the state legisla-
ture tor eduLational at it gintabilit% Betause ot puHrt atteptance, then,
standardited tests are an important measune ot ed Ui at ional outconws.

I hird, st hook that at hies e abuse (rpettations on standardized
tests ako tend to silt teed in other important areas, sut h as attendance,
student sell oft ept and partitipation, lat k of student disruption and
sandalism, and loss int idente of delinquent behasior in the communits
I his suggests that areas that Lori-date ts ith tandaidtzed test perkirm-
Mill' pros ide t hies to mole eilettise tlassrooms and Sl hook. 1 or these
reasons, tiur model oiganizes Lorrelates ot student at hies ement troth
mans studies to suggest .11 cas li 'I & an change In order to int rease
student at Ihevement

Overview
I he ii odd pi (11, Ilk', the outhne toi this book. In C haptcr 2, we pros Ric
an ON. CR KIN, 01 i eseart h about in% ois ement, os eragt , and sUCCe,
Instruments and pro& cduies toi monitonng tht se student behasiors are
'minded in .\ppendi\ I. We then destribe how leathers' behaviors in
the Liassroom support anables tor improsed student at hies e-
ment and suggest implit ations tor at bon based on the researt h.

( haptei suggests %%a% s administrators an heip teat hers promote
in ols ement, toserage, and slit& es-, through positise su kion in
ft hit h taint-11(1s utherent iii upers Num are appopriatels ma
protessional gnivt th tan in tut Rill, the printipal introduced at the
beginning ot this L haptel, gist's an e \ampk. ot his supeisisors s% stem,

L'nusuath eftet lite SI, hook are_,the top( ot hapter 4, and Chapter
demonstrates hots indit ators ot ellettise stlutok ate grouped Into the

more general categories of school &Innate and.leadership.
In hapter 6, a 11% pothetical case studs used to show how Rill's

httol kadel ship prot esses promoted ,1 t hot)l i. limate het(' there is an
atadenut emphasis, an orderl% ens,gonment, and expet tations kg
suttess, 1 he thaptei ends with suggestiOns tor superintendents and

boaids ho I.% ant improsed student athiesement. ( hapter
ink ludo', a questionnaire lot toilet ling data about a st hook etfective-
ness. I he book & out hides k summarizing ideas about t hange in
schools.
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Characteristics of

Effective Classrooms

Iheie o ninth te'Nein Ch it often SCOW, contr ad ic tor y 1 lust tan't figure out
what', important and what 1,n't

I don't 'see how te,earch (an lull) nnInOVe My teatInngtt's all too vague
and too abstratt

Teachers and administrators ahke seem to want to be guided bv the
best we know about teaching and learning, but they often have
reservations like those Quoted Aim e. Fortunately , research has provid-
d sonw cues as to what is important IN hen attempting to improve
classroom practice, especialls as it relates to student achievement in the
basic skills ot reading, language artsind mathematics. Figure 1

,ummarizes mans of those findings. The purpose of this chapter is to
pitsent some of 'those findings and suggest hos% ses eral key indicators
ot ottective classrooms can be monitored bs teachers and administrators.

One important finding is that students' classroom behasior is the
most direct link to student achiesement. A second important finding is
that teachers' behas io can ailed students' behas tor wavs that will
lead to improved student learning,

An overview ot the effectis e classroom resean" indicates that
students do better on standardired achiesement in basic skills
when they have been actis els ins oR ed in and sucu:sstul on content for
which they are academicalls repared and w hkh i closely related to the
content tested.

same research indicates there are few, single teacher behaviors
that seem to be critical in and ot themsels es. I ooking at composites ot
important teacher behas iors, lu es er, ss e seem to find three categories:

9
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Figure 1. Dimensions of Classroom Effectiveness.

Teacher Behaviors
Planning

Student Behaviors
Invylvement
Coverage
Success

1-->
Student
AchievementManagement

Instruction

(.1i planning, or gettmg read% tor ilassitiiim at 'IN (2) management,
w hit h has to do t% ith con lii tiling studenk beha% iolind (1) instruction,

Ilk h tont erns pro% iding toi tir guidmg students' karmn v. leaclwrs
who plan, manage, and instruit in %%OA', that lakilitate studk nt involve-
ment, i. i erage, and stillVS`, are hkel% to be i. nsidered more duet nve.

thiSe tindings ma% not sliund er% new or surprr,mg, in tact, many
edukators (mid probabl% identit% these same student and teak her

sunpl% nom experient e But the fait is, tlus knowledge is
being applied- in a wide %Mill% ot w .1% s 111 hool s% stems across the
ountrv And it Vl 4)k larchulh, at the iesealth, thew are a few

-IIrpri`A",

Student Behavior
I he important student beha% ions ill ink ol% ement, 1.0% eiage, and sui Less
ha% u been studied independentl% and shoo, a signitit ant ielationship Ii
student achievement

Involvement

In% olvement simpl% means the amount ot time the student spends
aktivel% in% tit% ed in learning a spet nit sublet t mattei. In% oh enwnt has
two aspet ts. how much time is pro% illud h \ the lea, net (allikatekllime),
and how well students are engaged dui ing the time pro% ided (engage-
ment rate) Lqudent engaged time, of time-on-task, is al measure 01
in% oIk ement that takes in tonsideration both allotated time and
engagenwnt rate (that is, student engaged .111W allotated time
engagement rate).

One of the surprises that researt h tin tirne has pi ok ided is the range
that exists in praktit e for both allokated time and engagement rate. lAn
example, Dishaw (1977) reported that time allokated pt.i da% fin second-
grade reading and language arts ranged from a lo ot 14 minute to a
high ot 127 minutes, tor sekond-grade math, the range was nom 10
nunutes to 709 minutes. Similarl% , allot ated rime liii tilth glade leading
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and language arts ranged from 57 minutes to 156 minutes and for fifth-
. grade math, 23 minutes to 76 minutes. Ranges among classrooms for

engagement rate are similar to those for allocated time--,namely, in
some classrooms, students are engaged an average of 30 percent of the
time, while in others the average is 90 percent (Brady, Clinton,
Sweeney, Peterson, and Poynor, 1977).

A second surprise in the time research, giveri the average allocated
time and engagement rate found in other studies, was the amount of
student.engaged_time needed before one could expectimproved student
achievement. For example, it would be reasonable to expect-an average
classroom to have about 72 minutes of student engaged time in,reading/
language arts and 27 minutes in math,' but a reanalysis of the Stallings
and Kaskowitz (1974) Eollow Through Evaluation Study indicated that
much more student engaged time is needed (Rim, Caldwell, Helms, and
I MU, 1980), In a first-gracle classroom, as muchas 130 to 210 minutes of
student engaged time in reading and language arts may be needed to
show greater-than-expead student achievement gains in that subject
(based, on a pretest), whereas in a fifth-grade, classroom, only 90 to 135
minutes of student engaged time in reading and-language arts may be
needed (see Figure 2). , At*

A third,surprise is that more time isn't always better. For example,
the same reanalysis uf the Stallings and Kaskowitz data (Rim, Caldwell,
Helms., and Huitt, 1980) showed that for first-grade mathematics,
student achievement increased'as student engaged time increased up to
,about 95 minutes per day, but then began lo decrease as more student
engaged time was accumulated (see Figure 2). Similar results were
found for third-grade reading and language arts. approximately 135
mitiutes of student engaged time appeared to be optimal.

pwerage

Coverage, the appropriateness of tic content covered by the student,
can be considered in two ways. First', is the content covered appropriate
-given the student's prior learning? And second, is it appropriate given
the achievement test the school or aistrict will use to judge student
achievement?

The issue of prior learning is relatively simple, does the student,
before instruction begins, exhibit the prerequisites necessary to learn the
new makerial? For example, students should be able to add two-digit
numbers without regrouping before we teach them- how to add two-

I This figure is based on an ae vow: allocated tune ot 120 mmutes and 45 minutes in
readinglanguage arts and mathematics, respected) (Ileinrichs and Run, 1980, (raeber,
Rim, and linka, 1977), and an craw: engagement rate ot (Cpercent in both subjects
(Brady et al., 1977).

'14
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Figure 2. Relationship of Student Engaged Time In Reading/Language Arts
and Mathematics to Student,Achlevement.

Student'Engaged Time
Subject (minutes/day

Reading/Language Arts

Grade 1
3
5

Below
Expected
40-110
45-90
40-80

At
Expected
110-130
90-115
80-90

Above
Expected
130-210
115-135a
90-135

Mathematics
Grade 1 5-35 35-45 - 45-95a

3 10-45 45-60 60-100
5 Range = 15-45b`

.'Student achievement beyond this point began to decrease as student engaged time
increased (maximum value. third-grade RLA 170, first-grade math 140).

bNot significantly related to student achievement .

digit numbers with regrouping,On a bro:idiir sae, most of the content
taught in school assumes sonw developmental sequence of learning
tasks. It is generally assumed that a student needs to learn first-grade
content before attempting second-grade content, that a student should
pass Algebra I before beginning Algebra II, and so on. It is often easier
tor teachers to assume that all students entering a learning situation
have the necessary prerequisites, but student test results, grades, and
Lumulative record., provide abundant evidence that each student enter-
ing'a classroom brings a unique array of knowledge and skills.

Bloom (1976) reviews research that high:ights the importance of
attending _to students' prior learning. As much as 80 percent of the
variance in post-test sages mav be accounted for by pretest scores
alone. Similarly, Bracht and Hopkins (1972) foundthat about two-thirds
of the variance in eleventh-grade achievenwnt could-be predicted from
third-grade achievement. The knowledge the student brings to the
learning situation, then, has a strong effect on how, wephe student
performs on subsequent measures of studept learning.,less low-
scoring students are given instruction that tikes into accourff iVhat 'they

uirrently know and can-do, their pattern of achievement is unlikely to
change.

The second aspect of coveragethe extent to which the content
covered by the students is the content assessed by district achievement
testsis sometimes referred to as criterion-related instrilction or instruc-
tional overlap. As one might expect, students in classes thatcover more
ot the content tested generally nfake gicater gains in achievement. In
fact, in one study (Brady et al., 1977), achievement gains were more

1 E
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highly linked to the differences in instructional overlap than to any other
classroom variable.

A surprise is the range of criterion-related content actually covered
during instruction. In the Instructional Dimensions Stpdy, a study of
readinglanguage arts and mathematics instruction involving over 100
first- and 100 third-grade teachers, (13rady et al., 1977), the researchers
found that the percent of overlap between content taught and content
tested on a norm-referenced achievement test ranged from 4 to 95
percent That is, students in Some classrooms covered an average of
only 4 percent of the content tested, while students in other classrooms .

covered an average of 95 percent.
A second surprise is that the percent of instructional overlap- for

which one would predict better-than-expected achievement (again
based on a pretest) was found to be different for reading/language arts
than for mathematics. And, at least for mathematics, the level of overlap
also depended on grade level. For reading/language arts, about 70
percent of the content tested needed to be actually covered during
instruction-before one would predict that students would make better-
than-expected achievement gains. For mathematics, on the other hand,
the comparable figures were 40 percent for first grade and 60 percent for
third grade (Brady et al., 1977). In other words, if teachers want student
scores on an achievernent lest to be better than might be expected on the
basis of a pretest, their elementary (first- and third-grade) students
should cover at least 70 percent of the content represented on the
reading/language arts achievement test, and at least 40 percent of the
first-grade and 60 percent of the third-grade mathematics content tested.

A third Surprise is that, again, more is not always br,2tterat least
not for first-grade mathematics, in which student.achievement increases
as instructional overlap increaseS up to about 65-percent, but decreases
when inStructional overlap exceeds that level (Brady et al., 1977). That
is, covering more' than 65 percent-of the-content represented by items on
the first-grade mathematics test seems to have a detrimental effect on
student achievement, At least on the standardized test used in the study.

Success
/-

Success r. eters to the ex'tent to which students accurately complete the
assignments they hate been given. Bloom (1976) and Skinner (1968)
consider student success to be one of the most important of all
instructional variables. Followers of Skinner's theory, in fact, advocate
"errorless learning," suggesting that learning proceeds optimally when
no errors. are made.

By now the first surprise for success should no longer be a surprise.
As is the case for both involvement and coverage, the range for

r

.
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students success is quite laige. For example, in the Beginning,Teacher
Ealuation Study, Phase 111 (BTES-111), researchers found that students
in some seLond-grade classrooms had completed as few as 9 percent of
their reading tasks with no errors or Only careless ones (i.e., at high
success), while other students completed as many as 88 percent of their
reading tasks at high suUess (Fisher, Tilby, Marlia e, Cahen, Dishaw,
Moore, and Berliner, 1978). Comparable ranges were found for second-
gra& mathematics (2 to 92 percent), fifth-grade reading (15 to 81
percent), and fifth-grade mathematics (8 to 89 percent).
, The second surprise is that the appropriate percent of high success
seems to contradict Skinner's "errorless karning" theory. For example,
in a reanalysis of the Fisher et al. (1978) data, Rim (1980) found that
student achievement in second-grade wading increased as the propor-
tion of tas!Cs completed at high success increased up to about 75 percent,
but then began to deocazw as more tasks were covered at a high success
rate. A study of 43 second- and third-grade Llassrooms (Craw ford, King,
Brophy, and Evertson, 1975) somewhat-corroborates the work of Fisher
et al. (1978). these investigators found that the optimal le\ el of correct
answers to teachers' oral questions was around 75 percentigain
considerably different from the WO percent pothesized by Skinner.

The third surprise related to the research on sUccess is that the
appropriate le%el of success may vary depending on student characteris-
tics. For example, using highly structured programmed materials and
experimentally %arying sucliess rates, Crawford (1978) found that college
students classified as having low motivation for achievement but high
fear of failure did best .when th6ir success rate was approximately 93
percent and worst when then- success rate was approximately 60
percent. Conversely, students classified as -having high motk ation for
achievement and low of failure perfoimed optimally at a 60 percent
success rate and did worst- at a 93 percent rate.

Summary

To suMmarize, the research on involyement, u erage, and success
indicates that wide ranges for these beha lois are found in current
practice, that more is not alw ay :2' better, that the appropriate levels may
depend on grade le\ L;, subject area, and student characteristics, and
that the appropoate le els are different, from w hat we might expect on
the basis of current practice.

Taken independently, these bchavkirs Lan be considered critical
aspects of student classroom behaior. Combined, as Fisher and his
colleagues (1978) have done, they form the construct of Academic
Learning Time (ALT). ALT is dLfined as the amount of time that
students spend actively working on criterion-related content at a high

44)
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'rate of success. It is instructive to look at how much ALT students
actually accumulate per day, gi en that students genurally spend about
five hours per day in school (Brad\ et al., 1977). Data from the BTES-111
study indicate that second-grade students accumulated about 1.1 min-
utes Academic Learning Time a day for mathematics artd About 19
minutes for reading, Average ALT for fifth-grade students -was only
slightly better. about 14 minutes a day for mainematics and about 35
minutes for reiiding. Again, how every there are wide variations among
classrooms. For example, some second-grade students spent an average
of only a minutes a day _% orking successfulk on reading, while others
spent as much as 42 min ites. Certainly, there is room for improvement
in most classrooms in terms of these critical student behaviors.

Teacher Behavior
Our review of the research on effective classrooms indicate's that
teachers can have an impact on student behavior and student achieve-
mir t,nt And teacheTh-Tao that by planning, managing, and instructing ih
ws that keep students ins oh ed and successfullycovering appropriate
content.

Planning

A number of models of teacher planning describe planning as a process
of selecting objectives, diagnosing learner characteristics, and selecting
appropriate instructional and management strategies (Peterson, Marx,
and Clark, 1978), Many teachers do not consider these aspects during
the planning process, liowever. They are more likely to focus primarily
on tasks or,activiti(!s that will be presented in the classroom, rather thi-in
on instructional objectives (e.g., Peterson et (.11., 1978; Shavelson and
Stern, 1981; Zahorik, 1975).

Nevertheless, if students' invols ement, coverage, and-success are
to be adequate, careful planning will certainly play a significant role.'For
example, selecting appropriate management and instructional strategies
is likely to'keep students more invok ed. Likewise, there is reason to
believe that' planning to cover skills and objectives that are to be tested
will increase the overtop between content hught and content tested.
11so, considering such student characteristics as prior learning in the
selection of appropriate instructional strategies is likely to lead to better
student success.

Prior learning: A number of Bloom's students (Anderson, 1973;
Arlin, 1973; Block, '1970, Levin, 4975; and Ozecelik, 1974) have shown

r
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that it detmenues in prior leai mng are attended to, most students can
learn ss hat was pres iously learned by only the best students. Most of
htese studies involved Lompanng scores from one group of students
tv ho reLen cd Lori-can c proLeduics after caLh learning task with scores
from a group of tudents ho did not. For the group whose prior
learning was attended to, the Loi relation bens een entering and ending
aLhies ement was .36, vt hue it.ssaS .68 tor the other group. This means,
then, that by attending to prior learning (that is, by altering the
'normal- instruLtiLihal sequenLe), teaLhers were able to reduLe the effect

ot students' entering aLhievement on their final aLhies ement.
the %yolk of, Bloom and his students suggests that some method of

identity ing and attending to students' knowledge of prerequisite skills is
\ ital aspect of dassioom mstrudion. Bloom summarizLs his position as

follows:

It the sdwol Lan assure eadt learner ot a Ao' of adequate Lognitne entry in
thi:' first ko of three years of the elementan si.hool period, the student's
subsequent his(or ot learning in the si_hool is hkel) to be more positk e \%ith
respea to both wgniti e and atleakc learning outwmes. Similar() , for each new

learning experiemcs hiLh start at later stages of the sL11001 program (c4.g.,

sueme, sodal studies, mad-IA:mat set.ond language), pros iding foradequate
aLhue ement and appropriate wgnitix c cntr) behm ioi in the initial and earl)
suges ot -the ne . set-ot learning eNperiemes us tikel) to ha \ e..,1 strong positive
cited on the learning of the later sets of tasks in the series (1976, p. 70).

One method of atiending to students' prior learning is by carefully
examining students' previous aLhies ement test results. To get a rough
iLfea ot how a *ident or group of students stahds in relation to national
and loLal norms, the teaLher Lan look at perLentile rankings, stanine
seores, grade equis alent scores, or similar ratings. For more specific
information, the teaLher Lan look at the right response summary
provided tor most- tests, ts hich will indiLate vt, hy a, specific score was
received.

A seumd way is to gis e a short quiz on knowledge pertinent to the
next lesson. 01 worse we has e all heard stories of teachers who tested

.more than they taught, but sometimes just two or three questions can
elicit the required information. I losses er, sometimes it is simply easier
and quiLker to give a brief review, before introduLing new content.

Instructional overlap. Planning the content to be taught' so that it
overlaps adequately with the centent tested is not an easy matter. Often
the-teaLher Is pros ided-with a curiculum guide that defines the content
to be taught and a text that supposedly cos ers the same content. In
addition, teaLhers,must Lonsider,thcir own opinions, as well as those of
the onncipal and parents, as to which topics are of most importance.
Consequently , the teacher is, likely to need some help and support in
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selecting content to be taught if an adequate instructiOnal Merlap is to
be obtained.

One Ivay districts or individual schools might help is by developing
a curriculum guide that at least represents the majority of the content to
be tested. This will likely require some adjustiilits in the present guvie
(if one *has already be'en developed), since fning a test that overlaps
with the content and skills in the curriculum guide is difficult, if not
impossible. Also, tests vary widely in the emphasis dn various topics,
even when.the content covered is the same.'For example, in a study of
fourth-grade mathematics tests, the proportion of itenis using whole
rdmbers varied from 39 percent on one test to 66 percent on +another
(Roden, Porter, Schmidt, ,and Freeman, 1980).

One drawback to i-elying on a cturiculum 'guide is that teachers may
not follow the guide when planning what content to teach (English,
1980), Indeed, teachersare sometimes more likely to be influenced by
content covered in the selected text than in the guide (Floden, Porter,
Schmidt, Freeman, and SchiAille, 1980). For that reason, a second
alternative might be to select a text that overlaps well with the test.
However, there is a wkie variety of topics covered by texts and tests,
and again, an adequate overlap maybe difficult.Tor example, in a study
of core topics covered in fourth-grade mathematics texts and tests, only
six specific areas were consistently emphasized across the three text-
'cooks and the five tests considered (Freeman and Kuhns, 1980). In fact,
this same study showed that, at best, only 41 percent of the tested topics
were covered by one of the textbooks.

Given that teachers would likely need to teach additional topics if
an,adequate overlap is to be obtained, and given teachers' apparent
unwillingness to omit topics already' being-taught (Floden et al., 1980),
any effort to improve overlap will.probably require considerable ivflec-
tion as to what is most important. While this could-be a time-consuming
and conflict-laden process, there is little reason to believe that any
improvement would be made unless it is done in a systematic way.

Management

The second category of teacher behavior to be considered is manage-
ment, cominonly called classroom management. This category includes
all the skills and ,chniques that are primarily intended to control
students' behavior and are consequently most relevant when attempting
to increase students' academic involvement.

A number of recent studies on classroom organization and effective
teaching by the Research and Development Center for Teacher Educa-
tion (Anderson, .Evertson, and Emmer, 1979; Ernmer and Evertson,
1980; Emmer, Evertson, and Ander'gon, 1980) provide support for
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reviews of earlier work (for example, Kounin, 1977, Duke, 1979). Seyeral .
broad themes have emerged frum this research, including the need to:

Analyze the tasks of the first few weeks in detail and 'predict what
will confuse or distract students

Present rules, procedures, expeLtations, and assignmLnts to students
in a clear, detailed manner and establish classroom routines

Establish a system of student accountability for behaL ior and aca-
demic work <,

Consistently monitor behavior and work and provide feedback on its
appropriateness.

Other effective classroom management strategies are (1) structuring
the physical envirunment to prevent distractions (Berliner, 1978), (2)
planning smooth transitions betwcen acti% ities (Arlin, 19791 (3) pacing
aLtivities so that students-become neitherconfused-norbored (FiSher et
al., 1978, Kounm and Doyle, 1975), and (4) avoiding negative affect
when controlling students' b-ehavioi:(Soar and Soar, 1977).

leathers we have worked whth have reported that they could
increase student involvement by making very simple changes in their
management strategies. For example, some teachers simply print an
independent ork assignMent- on the board before-students ehter class,
ao tr14 students can start working immediately. Others give students
flags so-they can signal the teacher Moen a problem develops during
seatwork, rather than stopping and waiting for the teacher's helP. Still
others ask students to keep a book at their desks so they can read *vhen
they have completed the assigned work.

We haN e found it hdpful for teachers to work in pairs or small
groups as they attempt to-develop specific management strategies in
their classrooms. A staing example of how thia can work.is the case of a
relatively inexperienLed elementary teacher who asked an older, more
experienced tolleague to Lome into her room and, observe her students'
mvolvement. During the observation, it became readily apparent that,
during small group aLtivities, as many as seven or eight students would
be out of the room (in the restroom, they said) at any one time.

As the two teachers discussed the situation, the younger teacher
said,."). es, I had noticed the situation. Bathe students really do need to
go to the restroom, and I thought it unreasonable to not let anyone go."
The-teacher then decided to try a strategy that was suggested by the
observer. She took two piecs of cardboard, labeled one ''boys" and the
other "gals," and bung them up in the back of the room. She then told
the children, "Only one krson can leave the room at a time. When you
go out, simply turn the card over So that the _blank side is showing,
when you come back, return thi: card to its original position. If the blank
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side is showing when you want to go to the restroom, you must wait
until the other student returns."

When the observer returned seveial days later for another observa-.
tion, she reported a dramatiechange. The children had.quickly adapted
to the new routine and were no longer leaving the room en masse. The
result was higher student involvement:

' One,last note about management strillegies. Several studies (Duck-
ett, Parke, Clark, McCarthy, Lotto, Gregory, Her ling, and Bur lson, 1980;
Goldstein and Weber, 1981) show that the most effective approaches to
management build group cohesiveness and consensus, establish an
academic emphasis, and develop postitive-teadier-student and student-
student relationships. An authoiitarian approach in which tile teacher
assumes full responsibility for, controlling student behavior, often
through the use of pressure and force, is significantly less effective.

_Instruction

The_third category of teaCher behavior is instruction, often,called the
quality of instruction or the process of instruction. Typically, research on
specific instructional methodologies (such as questioning strategies or
encouraging pupil participation) reveal numerous and complex relation-
ships with student achievement (Rosenshine and- Furst, 1963; Medley,
1977). Several efforts have been made to synthesize research on class,-
room characteristics and instructional methods, however. These efforts
range from theoretical models, such as those of Leinhardt (1978, 1980), .
to prescriptive models, such as direct instruction (Rosenshine, 1977, ,
1979; Good and Grouws, 1979) and mastery learning (Anderson and ,
Block, 1977; -Bloom, 1976; Block and Burns, 1976, -Burns, 1979, Barber,
1979; Abrams, 1979).2 These instructional models, in addition to other
syntheses of research on classroom instruction (Hunter, 1979; Medley,
1977), point to a number of behaviors that seem to cbaracterize quality
instruction. We have categorized these behaviors under the rubrics of
presentation, pra tice, performance, and feedback, as shown in Figure
3. Although prest. ted in a somewhat linear sequence in the figuie,
these- behaviors ually oCcur in a cyclical fashion, with_the sequence
varying according to the lesson's content.

, By presentation we mean the introduction and development of
concepts and skills. The first behavior is an overview of the lesson. The
teacher provides a review of previously learned concepts and skills,
explains what is to be learned, and provides a-reason for why thelesson is
_important (Bloom, 1976; Fisher et al., 1978; Good and Grouws, 1979).
I The second behavior in the presentation portion of the lesson is

1Seo Huitt and Segars (1980) for a review of these instructional models.
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Figure 3. Instructionil Events Related to Quality Instruction.

Presentation
Overview

Review
What,
Why

Explanation
Students demonstrate understanding

Practice
'Guided/controlled
Independent

Performance
Daily work
Unit tests
Periodic review.

Feedback,

oplanatiwi, when the teacher develops or explains the concepts and,
slsells to be learned. This explanation should be a planned part of the
lesson (fisher et al., 1978), focusintg' un- the concepts and skills to ,be
learned rather than on specific worksheet direLtions (Good and Grouws,
197. Throughout the explanation, the students denwnstrate their initial
understanding of the concepts and skills to be learned, perhaps by
responding to oral questions. The teacher continually provides feedback
as to whether the stddents'. understandings .,,are correct, and if not,
provides and explains the correct answers. This provision of-feedback
and correction is one of the key concepts ,underlying ' a "mastery
learning" strategy (Bloom, 1976).

Studies by Fisher ..et al. (1978) and G6od -and Grouws (1979)
eMphasize the importance of, providing a structured lesson and explain-
ing concepts and skills fully and ,learly. Also, these same studies
recommend devoting more lime to presentations forlarge -groups and,
increasing..the 'number of academic interactions between teacher and
students. These interactions can be in,creased by asking students more
questions (Fisher et al., 1978, Good and Grouws, 1979) and by establish-
ing fast-paced instruction, (Kounin, 1977).; 'et

After the teachekis satisfied that students have developed an initial
understanding of the ksson, the students are, ready to practice what
they have learned. They begin under guided or controlled conditions by
completing one or two short tasks unde r. close supervision. Then they
work independently with little or no teacher-- guidance. Several studies
indicate that this independent pradice shouldpccupy from 25 to. 50'
percent of the allocated time for the subject_ ar6 -(Fisher et al., 1978;
Good and Grouws, 1979).

,eS
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Several teacher behaviors are related to improved student practice.
For example, teachers need to give clear alai specific directions about
what to do (Fisher et aL, 1978) and hold students accountable for
completing.their academic woik within i1.. required time (Anderson et
al., 1979; Fisher et al., 1978; Good and Grouws, 1979). Again, teachers
provide feedback about students' answers and explain once more if
necessary.

Finally, student performance on daily work, on twit tests: and on
periodic review is roonitored. Students in effective classrooms spend at
least half of their time' working at a high level of success on daily work
and less than 5 percent-of their time working at a.low level of sticcess
(Fisher et al., 1978). Student? mastery of a unit's content is evaluated
every two to four weeks, with subsequent corrective feedback and
remediation that lets all students, master the content tested: Periodic
review is provided on a regular basis, (for example, weekly or. monthly)
to maintain mastery of concepts and: skills (Good and GrOtiw-S, 1979).

Changes in instructional strategieg do not have:as dramatic an
impact as do changes inmanagement strategies. Nevertheless, teachers_
report making changes they believe'do affect students' involvement and
success. Por example, a number olteachers use the list of instructional
events shown in Figure 3 as a 1:ia,sis or checklist for their instructional
planning. This has had an impact on the format of their instruction,
especially the inclusion of reviewing the previous lessomand explaining
the purpose of the lesson and why it,is -important. Teachers also report
that they are more aware of students' responses and are providing
correction with feedback, rather than simply stating that an answeris
right or wrong. Most important, though, teachers-report that they are
cOntinually assessing their instructional techniques and modifying those
techaiques when their students' behavior tells them that modification is
needed.

Implications for ActiOn
We haVe highlighted- two sets of classroom characteristics that are
relatIed to student achievement, particularly in the basic skills. The
relationship between student behaviors ed student achievement is so
strong that we can argub, that, when students are involved, covering
appropriate content, and successful oti classroom tasks, there is a high
probability that they will be achieving as well as or better than expected. .
In addition, we have described teacher behaviors relating to planning,
managing, and instruction that can have an impact on student behavior.
Now we would like to suggest wh nu, se characteristics are particularly

6
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useful as a focus in supervision, inservice, and other instructional
improvement efforts:

First, as a result of recent'research, most of the behaviors described
above have been defined in such a way that they.are readily observable
(see Appendix 1 for suggestions for monitoring student behaviors).
Because of their relationship to student achievement, observations Of

these behaviors can yield indicators of classroom effectiveness and help
teachers, principals, and supervisors identify areas of ,strength and areas
tor possible improvement. Observations also can be used to assess "in
real time" the effects of classroom improvement efforts.

Second, the student behaviors and their ,relationship to student
achievement have a face validity for most educators and lay -persons.
Obviously, students will be apt to score poorly on achievement tests if
they have not.been taught the content covered by the testsin a way that
enables them to achieve a high level of success on a day-to-day basis. It
further follows that students will be more apt to achieve day-to-day
success if (1) their lessons start from where the students are, and (2) the
classroom is managed and the instruction is delivered in ways that are
appropriate for their individual, learning styles and that catch their
attention and involve them.

Third, each of the student behaviors can be logically linked to other
important aspects of the classroom and school. Thus information on any
specific characteristic may be ,used to stimulate inquiry into a series of
related areas. To be specific:

If evidence suggests that student engaged time is relatively low,
teachers and, supervisors might examine:

allocated time for various instructional objectives
protection of allocated time from unnecessary disruptions
Management strategies for controlling student behavior.
how children are socialized to the norms of both the school and
the classroom.

It evidence suggests that students are not covering an adequate
amount of criterion-relevant content, teachers and supervis s might,
examine:

teacher attention to students' prior learning
the content taught that is not criterion_relevant
the match between the test content ,and the textbook content.

If evidence suggests that students are not expriencing an adequate
level of success, teachefs and supervisors may need to reexamine all the
areas .relating to the design and implementation of instruction, includ-
ing:

teacher attention to student characteristics and to the scope and
sequence of learning tasks
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the roodeg of instruction used
the quality of feedback provided students.

In conclusion, then, we believe recent research has identified at
least three student behaviors that can be used as indicators of effective
classrooms. Research has also,identified a number of teacher behaviors
that can be used to affect student behavior. The challenge now is to
design and implement programs that encourage teachers, principals,
and supervisors to take advantage of this knowledge.

We are aware, though, that when attending to these behaviors,
attention must also be given to orchestrating and integrating them with
the other factors making up the complex environment called a class-
room. For example, research indicates that student learning is facilitated
by an appropriate match between students entering ability and the
lssigriment of tasks. In a norinal heterogeneous class, this means that
ability grouping within the classroom might be necessary. However,
other research indicates that students are more likely to be engaged if
taught as a whole group. Therefore, a higher success rate for low-ability
students may co.me at the expense of a lower engagement rate for the
whole class.

In addition, teachers must be able to orchestrate and integrate their
own behaviors. In fact, Hunter (1979) defines teaching as "the process of
making and implementing decisions, before, during, and afterinstruc-
tion, to increase the probability of learning." V\le propose, then, that any
inservice program must concentrate on two areas. First, teachers and
supervisors must learn to aitend to these important student behaviors
on a day-to-day basis. Second, and equally important, teachers must
develop the ability to make decisions regarding their appropriate
selection and implementation of planning, management, and instruc-
tion strategies to increase inVolvement, coverage, and success. These
professional skills can be developed through a positive supervisory
process, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Administering Effective

Cla\srooms: Conflicts in

Positive Supervision

Tom, a beginning third-grade teacher, isjhaving problems, with students doing
seatwork during readim groups. He's spent time developing learning centers,
but the students are still interrupting reading group instruction with questions.
TOM and his principal, Bi ll, decide -to explore the problem further during an
upcoming observation. br the classroom, Bill records each student's engagement.
This information helps Bill and Tom decide how to improve stjrdents' patter& of
time use. As a result, Toni feels more successful- and less threatened by the
process of supervision.

Mary's standards for writingare not going,to change, no matter how poorly
her students perform. As a supervisor, Bill examides his own assumptions about
student success and is able to confront conflicts in his superpisory beliefs while
Mary changes her own professional practice.

In this chapter, Bill, Tom, and Mary use a supervisory process to
improve their professional practice by fo.cusing on the student behaviors
of engagement and successnot without problems, however. Indeed,
problems or conflicts --re part of any supervisory experience. -When
supervisors and teachers understand that such conflicts are inherent in
supervision, both will be able to improve their professional roles.

Supervision that supports classroom teachers' efforts to increase
student involvement, success, and coverage may lead to increases in
student achievement,if supervisors help teachers pran, manage, and

24
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instruct-so that there is an im.rease in student involvement; success, and
coverage of appropriate conteht. These six areas relate directly to
student achieyement, as the model introduced in Chapter 1 shows (see
Figure 1), Every supervisor should4 be proficient in observing class-
rooms, conferencing, and planning with teachers to improve perform-
ance in these areas. Supervision that is practiced in this way can make a
difference.

Past research has nut concluded that supervision has much impact
on student achievement, however, largely because the, content of
supervision in these Studies was undefined. As recently as 1973, Cogan,
a pioneer in the field, lamented, "The still unbridged gap between the
observed behavior of teachers and the learning outcomes of students,
represents a serious we9kness in the use of observational systems in
clinical-supervision" (p. 160). t.

The problem has been confounded by the fact that many supervi-
sors don't really supervise, but act instead as curriculum implementers.
Some become the superintendent's assistants, and others lose their jobs
in budget crises Building principals have stepped into the breach,
faithfully shouldcring the burden of teacher supervision again. But for
Most administrative personnel, supervising classroom instruction con-
sumes relatively little time (Ellet, Pool, and Hill, 1974). Conducting
classroom supervision is relegated to the back burner while other fires
are being put out.

Successful-supervision is possible, however, given some important
if's. It is possible if the superintendent places a priority on principals
monitoring classrooms, if the principals internalize supervision as part
of their professional role, tf appropriate training is provided, tf they
know what to look for, and if they can manage the conflicts (Vann, 1979;
Bailey and Morrill, 1980; Ryan and Hickcox, 1980; Neagley and Evans,
1980). Recognizing the discomfort and conflicts in supervision is a first
step toward improving supervisory ptactice.

Supervision is an uncomfortable experience. It isn't like Making
friends, or working with a peer on a project.. Unfortunately, textbook
descriptions of warm, caring, andlriendly educational supervision mask
the conflicts inherent in the process. In reality, supervision calls up
feelings of inadequacy, of being judged, of having to conform to the
arbitrary standards of others. Supervisors as well as teachers feel
conflicts anck tensions within this relationship:Bad decisions, capri-

Figure 1. Supervision Supports Effective Classrooms.

Supervision --> Teacher
Behaviors

Student
Behaviors --> Student

Achievement
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ciously made, affect personal and professional lives. Control is lost. A
yearly evaluation elicits discomfort. These are natural feelings about the
uncomfortable experience of supervision. For the moment, take two
aspirins and read on.

The Domains of Supervision
Supervision in the helping professions usually consists of three roles:
the supervisor (such as principal, content area specialist. or'department-
chairperson),1 the supervisee (in this case, the tgacher), and the client
(the student).

We "define the supervisor as a person who has formal authority to
evaluate or rate a professional's performance within an organization, or
as someone who has input into such evaluations. It is the supervisor
who has the major responsibility for communicating and refining the
organization's intentions, such as improved student achievement, to.
those who are evaluated (Etzioni, 1964). The supervisor's role links thee
purpose and goals of an organization to the role of the supervisee (the
teacher) and to improved services for the organization's clients (the
students).

The teacher's role is to help students learn, which implies providing
students with time to learn and appropriate content to learn in ways that
proMote student success. .

The student or client helps the teacher and supervisor keep score.
The supervisor and teacher use students' behaviors to determine
whether the improvements planned have beeh successful.

In a positive supervisory experience, the goal is to iinprove
organization's capability to deliver., valued outcomes (and student
achievement is one we value) through the supervisor's and teacher's
increased competence in performing their professional roleg. Supervi-
sion, then, is centered on improving professional performance, al-
though at times, the supervisor and supervisee may delve into more
personal matters (Herrick, 1977; Squires, 1978,, 1981). Cogan (1973)
would argue that the domain of supervision should be limited strictly to
teachers' behavior patterns, but this prohibition does not recognize the
meanings professionals attach to their behavior. On the other hand,
supervision is not a therapeutic or counseling relationship (Hansen,

lOne could also see the superintendent of small and medium-sized_districts serving
this function with their principals. In this case, the teachers are seen as third party, while
the superintendent serves in the role of supervisor and the _principal in the role of
supervisee. However, given certain minimum t.onditions, the supervbory relationships
and processes would be the same.
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1971). What appears to differentiate supervision from therapy is the
emphasis on improving a professional role (Squires, 1978). Thus, the
process of supervision consists of the, supervisor and snervisee explor-
ing the patterns of their behavior and interaction, an's the meanings
associated with those patterns.

Certain assumptions are implicit in this definition. First, we assume
that professional behavior is observable and patterned. If one enterg a
classroom, one can observe all the activities going on herestudents
looking around the room and asking questions of other students, for
example. Further, this observable behavior is patterned; that is, the
behaviors shOw some consistency and regularity over time. For exam-
ple, classes begin and end with some regularity. Some teachers begin
the lesson when the bell rings; others begin after all students are seated
at their desks. The instructional process itself is usually patterned as
well. It consists of such segments as review, presentation of new
material, guided practice, and independent practice. Not dnly are most
classroom environments patterned, but people's interactions with their
environment also form patterns. For example, Ms. Jones patterns her
class so lessons begin 0I1 time, students keep busy, and homework is
assigned after the bell has rung. Ms. Jones also knows that, despite this
intentional patterning of the environment, if Mary sits by Tasba, neither
will complete her seat work. Teachers and students live these patterns
most of the time. The patterns help to reduce uncertainty and provide a
afe and predictable environment in which to work aria learn. S'uch

behavior patterns may promote or discourage students' learning.
In our definition of supervision, we also assume that individuals

attach different meanings 'or value6 to the same behavior patterns. They
do so by relating the behavior patterns to different criteria, such as
"professional manner," "student achievement," or "student self-con-
cept." For example, two individuals may disagree on the appropriate-
ness of a teacher-directed, structured approach to teaching becadsp one
values students' achievement on standardized tests while the other
values students' learning to take charge of their own lives. Both may see
the same quiet, task-oriented class, yet they would interpret the
behavior patterns differently. Like these two individuals, most of us
make mental leaps from the behavior we onerve to inferences about
that behavior. We have a tendency to judge what we see by personal
standards and by our own beliefs about what is good, true, and right..
While it is not' possible to stop our leaps from data to judgment, in the
professional world of. teaching and supervising we must be ,able to
explicitly.trace the path of our judgments back to the data, and teachers
and supervrsors must share that journey throughout the supervisory
experience. We must also be able to state explicitly the criteria that are
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being used to make judgments.
Student and teacher behavior patterns do significantly affect in-

structional outcomes, and for that reason they can form the foundation
of the school's supervisory system (Bailey and Morrill, 1980). The key
here is to have those behaviors take on meaning, for teachers and
instructional supervisors within the school. In the next section, we will
discuss one format that can provide a structure for the supervisory
relationship and thus reduce the conflict and tension associated with
supervision. 1.

A:Format for Individual Supervision
Having an agreed-on format for individual supervision provides strix-
ture and safety for reducing conflicts in the supervisory relationship. In
this section, we explain an individual supervisory format by describing
the steps of a "clinical" supervisory,cycle. Research documenting the
effectiveness of this format is reported in Sullivan (1980). More detailed
rationales and explanation of this format can be found in Cogan (1973),
Goldhammer (1969), and Goldhammer, Anderson, and Krajewsky
(1980).

The clinical supervisory models consist of at least four steps: (1) a
preconference, (2) an observation, (3) analysis and reflection, and (4) a
follow-up conference or postconference. It is generally assumed that the
school has provided appropriate training for all staff in the format of the
supervisory model and has a clear way of tating professional perform-
ance that is understood by the staff and is consistent with teacher

'association contracts.
The suggestions made in this section are prescriptive and are

Intended for administrators and teachers who are new to supervision.
Naturally, both supervisor and teacher will adapt to their roles as
supervision progresses.

The Preconference

During the preconference, the supervisor and teacher set the goals for
the upcoming observation. These goals are consistent with both the
general goals set by the supervisor and teacher during previous supervi-
sory sessions and the goals of the organization. Specific data-collection
methods are reviewed to determine if they are appropriate for the goals
to be accomplished. A time is set for the observation, with the teacher's
assurance that the time is appropriate for observation of the problem at
hand.

When both supervisor and teachei have some common experience
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with the supervisory proLess, the preconference may last only five
'minutes Supervisors and administrators just beginning this process in a
schoolwide effort, on the other ,hand, will realize the value of fully
modeling a preconference to provide the teacher with vital unaerstand-
ings necessary to the successful beginning of a positive supervisory
experience. Duing the preconference, both' supervisor and teacher
establish an environment in which the ground rules are known.

The Observation

Tile purpose of the observation and the type of data to be collected are
established during the preconference. The administrator or supervisor
arrives at the classroom on time and takes his or her place in a location
agreed on during the preconference. The supervisor does not interrupt
either the teacher or the students during the lesson, unless such
inter ruptions were agreed to in the preconference. During the observa-
tion, the supervisor records the data in the manner agreed on during the

"-preconference. The supervisor may also note other data not included on
the particular form being used but pertaining to the goals identified in
the preconference.

Because students are generally the best source of evidence that
learning is taking place, the supervisor is advised to spend time looking
fOr and recording student patterns. Teachers appreciate this, as some
patterns may go unrecognized by the teacher, especially in large
classrooms. The supervisor resists the impulse to find fault with the
teacher, noting instead the many positive behavior patterns that contrib-
ute to studeats' learning. The supervisor knows from experience that, in
many of the school's classrooms, the majority of the learning-teaching
Rtterns prQmote students' learning.

The sup,ervisor realizes the importance of taking detailed notes on
classroom patterns, as this provides a helpful history for the teacher and
supervisor to use in discussing the class during the postconference. The
supervisor alse .ises the notes to jot down hunches or hypotheses to
discuss later with the teacher. When leaving, the supervisor remainsas
inconspicuouS as possible. No judgment about the class is made at this
point, for the patterns identified during the observation need to be
discussed more Lily with the teacher at the postconference. The
supervisor leaves with a goodbye and a promise to meet with the
teacher during the next few days. As botly teacher and supervisor have
been trained in data ,gathering and pattern analysis, the supervisor
duplicates a copy of the observation notes and gives them to the teacher.

Analysis and Reflectidn

After the observation, the teacher may want to make notes oln classroom
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patterns and areas for discussion during the postconference. After
receiving the supervisor's notes and making an appointment for the
confererice, the teacher sets aside time to carefully reflect on both sets of
notes and discern patterns that appear in the data. The supervisor also
takes time to prepare for the conference by reviewing the observation
form and Jotting down a few areas that relate-to the goals identified in
the preconference. The supervisor further reflects, on the positive
patterns, that assisted student learning, as these provide the key for
helping the teacher improve in the identified goal areas. The supervisor
may want to list several areas on which to focus during the conference.

_ Thus, both teacher and supervisor have studied, analyzed, and
reflected on-the data generated by the observation. Both have discerned
patterns in that data. And both teacher and supervisor come to the
conference with areas that they wish to discuss in relation to the goals
set during the preconference. By completing these tasks beforehand,
both the teacher and the supervisor help ensure that the postconferehce
will be productive.

The'Postconference

The postumference allows the teacher and the supervisor to share the
meanings of the professional behavior patterns they have identified in
order to improve their professional role performance. One postconfer-
ence format is suggested in Figure 2. To keep the conference on track,
beginning supervisors may want to keep a copy of this format on their
desks and give a copy to the teacher. This is not the only conference
format available, qf course. See Acheson and Gall (1980) for other
examples. Whatever conference format is agreed upon, both supervisor
and teacher need to practice its use. Once both are proficient, variations
will come more easily,

The Five Phases of a Supervisory Experience
The clinical supervisory cycle and the Champagne-Morgan conference
strategy shown in Figure 2 provide a structure for reducing conflict over
the short., haul. In this section, the conflicts inherent in a long-term
supervisory experience are described.

Just As the experiences of colleagues change over a lengthy relation-
ship, so do those of supervisors and teachers. In fact, the total
supervisory experience is made up of many supervisory cycles and
many conferences. To feel at ease in a supervisory relationship, as
uncomfortable as that relationship may be, it is helpful to recugnize the
five.distinct phases of the supervisory experience and to be familiar with
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Figure 2. The Champagne-Morgan Conference Strategy.'

Phase I: Setting Goals and Commitments to a Goal
Step I Objectives are speCified,reviewed. 'We decided to take a look at two patterns

in your teaching."
Step 2 All data relating to objectives are shared. "Let's talk for a few minutes about

how you see this and how I see it given the data we already have, before we
begin to augy9st ways to deal with'it."

Step 3 Agreement is made to focus on "key" objectives. "This seems to be the key
issue that.we can begin to' work on today."

gtep 4 Agreement is made that some behavior changes are appropriate. "ern I right
that you want to try to,do that differently?"

Phase II: Generation and Selection of Procedures or Behavior
Step 5 Positive,-appropriate behayiors in the setting reAted to the objectives ars

identified and reinforced. "What was that neat thing you did today? Perhaps we
can build the new procedure on that."

Step 6 Alternative behaviors or reemphases are identified and examined. "Before we
decide what we are going to do, lers.try to think of three or four different ways
to approach this."

Step 7 An alternative behavior is selected. "Which one of these ideas do you think
seems the best one to begin working with?"

Step 8 Detailed implementation plans for the selected alternative are completed. "Now
that we've selected a way to go, our next step is to plan in detail what that
means."

Step 8a (If appropriate) Plans made are practiced or roleplayed. "Try &it Steps 1 and 3
of this process on me here, now. We may need more work on it."

Phase III. ComMitments and Criterleof Success Are Specified
Step 9 Criteria for successful implementation of selected behavior are decided and

agreed on. "1/40.you suggest some ways we can measure or know whether our
plans are working?"

Step 10 Feedback is shared on purposes, commitments, and perceptions of the
conference: "We have worked on today. What do you think we have
accomplished?"

gtep 11. Commitments of both parties are reviewed. "Okay, here is what I have
promised to do, and here is what I think you have promised to do. Do you
agree?" "4

Conference Terminate!.

*Champagne and Hogan (1978). Used with permission of the authors.

the specific conflicts that are attendant on each phase.
The five phases are (1) entrance, (2) diagnosis, (3) technical success,

(4)pergonal and professional meaning, and (5) -reintegration.2 During
the- entrance phase, supervisors and teachers may experience conflict
about the structure of supervision. The diagnosis iphase ma;, bring to
light, conflicts over the teacher's need to improve and the- role of the

'The above phases were summarized from two studitkof positive supervision, one
from a supervisee's point of view (Herrick, 1977) and one frem supervisor's viewpoint
(Squires, 1478.4481) The results are generally Lonsistent with findings of the investigators
in the fieltS ofjcounselor education (Kell and_Mueller, 1966)social work (Pettes, 1967),
psychiatry' (Ekstein and Wallerstein, 1958), and teacher education (Goldhammer, 1969),
and are similar to other typologies in the literature it {organ, 1971, Gross, 1974, Schuster et
al, 1972);
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supervisor as helper. l'he technical success phase may produce conflicts
stemming trom an increasingly open relationship and from the addition-
al demands success brings to both supervisor and teacher. During the
fourth phase, both the supervisor and the teacher overcome conflicts
about delving,more deeply into the professional mennings and personal
implications of their-improving professional patterns. Reintegratiptt the
fifth phase, occurs as the supervisor and teacher overcome conflicts
about ending the supervisory relationship and integrating the improved
professional patterns intotheir everyday habits.

The phases of a positive supervisory experience are different from
the steps-of a clinical supervision cycle. The clinical cycleconsists of four
steps that help to guide the supervisor's and teacher's interactions in the
short term. The five phases of positive supervision occur over a more
extended period of time. For example, a supervisor and teacher may
complete a number of clinical supervisory cycles and still be working
toward the technical success phase.-Indeed, they may never go past that
phase, even though they complete many clinical cycles.

Two storiesone from a teacher's perspective and one from a
supervisor'swill serve as a base for describing the phases of positive
supervision'.

Torn's Story

In the first story, Tom, a beginning third-grade teacher, describes his
experience with positive supervision focusing on one of the factors that
affect student achievement: engagement. To set the scene, Tom met
with the supervisor (in this case, Bill, the elementary principal) on two
occasions. At the first meeting, Bill told Tom about the distritt's policy
for supervising beginning teachers and specified how Tom would
implement this policy. This discussion accomplished one of the tasks of
the entrance phase. They talked about -both participants' expectations
for supervision and set up the first supervisory cycle. After the first
cycle, Tom and the principal agreed it would be profitable to take a more
in-depth look at the patterns of time use in the classroom. Here is Tom's

,description of the second clinical supervisory cycle, which took place in
February of tom's first year:,i

After the first supervisory cycle, Bill thought we might take a look at how
students were using time in the classroom, and I agreed. Besides, Bill was the
boss, and I was-having trouble keeping the reading groups and the rest of the
class busy at the same time. I'd work with one reading group and could never
seem to have enough workslwets to keep all the other kids busy. Someone was
always fooling around, and I'd have to-stop the group and get the kids back to
work. 1 had worked Irdil setting up-activity centers in the class for kids to use
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after their worksheets, but these also Laused some problems', because sometimes

the directions weren't clear (it's hard to site directions for third graders) andso
they'd come and ask rneagain interrupting the reading group.

During the preconference, Bill and I talked about this problem. He began by
commenting on what a lot of work I'd put into the centers and said that during
his last observation, the centers appeared not to be working out as welt as I had
expected. Indeed that was true. I was relieved that Bethought I was doing a
good job.

He asked me to explain some of my goals and purposes for constructing the
centers. Basically, I said I" wanted to use them as an enrichment. experience
(perhaps the fancy term would impress him) after kuis were through with their
worksheets from the reading group. Ile told Ine that it looked like what I wanted
to do was to keep the kids busy on a-varidy of reading activities. I agreed with
that one too.

Pill explained that he woidd come in anti be my "eyes" in the class during a.
ireading period. He would record, once every two minutes, what each child in the
classroom was doing according to the following scheme:

I. Involved in reading group
2. Working on worksheet
3. Working in activity center_ area.

gave him the names of the kids in each of the three reading groups and the
seating charts,,and he said he would make an Xon the chart by thelids who were
paying attention or doing their work, and an 0 by the kids who weren't. He said
he'd make a copy for me after the observation and we'd look for patterns in the
data. Well, it -sounded a little complicated, hut I figured he knew what he-was
doing. Besides, it might be_interesting to really know what the kids were doing-
while ijiy back was to thein during the readinkgroups. We set the time for the
observat ion.

I knew he was corning, so I worked hard ormakirig sure directions for tk
activities in the center were understandable. I even tried.them out orta few kids
Mgre the observation dairWheri these childrertshowed me that they understood
the directions, I put their names on the bottom of the Cards so that if the other kids
had questions, they wouldn t have to interrupt me. Why duia't I think of that
sooner?

Next, tmade sure the worksheets were interesting and reinforced, the skills I
was teaching. I even prepped the class a little on what would happen-when_the
princiPal came to visit. Hi would sit at the side of the room and take notes,.and
the students were to pretend he was just a desk or a chair. The kids thauglit that
was pretty funny.

And that's what happened. I wasn't bothered by his taking notes; I knew
what he was taking notes on. After a few minutes things settled into a routine. I
was a little nervous, but my extra preparations helped me feel more confident.
And the kids giemed to want to "look good for the principal." I really, had a
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heightemq sense of what I was doing, especially those little lip I made:, Bfit

then I remembered that Bill was looking at the students and -nof at me. After
observing, he smiled and left.

I was curious about what he had found out. After school I picked up the
filled-in observation sheets and took a look at them. It was complicated. At the
bottom of, the sheets, were wine notes. "Total engagement rate for class, 70
percent, engagement rate for reading groups, 90 percent; engagement rate for
kids working on ioorksheets, 50 percent; engageinent rate for students in centers,

60 percent."
We ha:: decided to meet during one of my planning periods the next day for

the postco;iference. I had jotted down somf, notes about the obsermtion sheets
but I was curwys and a little sispic ious about the numbers. What did they
mean? Would I be rated on just the numpers? I decided to wait and see, but I
would also have my defenses ready for using just numbers to deterinine my
rating.

When I came into Bills office, we got right to the task at hand. It almost
seemed too abrupt. Bill did inost of the talking at first. He reviewed with me hat;
he had recorded the data and determined all the engagement rates. I was,
fascinated by all that information about just one small aspect of teaching. Bill
briefly reviewed a little oftlw research and gave me copies of some articles to read.

He talked about the standard 75--to 85-percent engagement rate and said that' I
had come prettkclose. Pe compli»wntyd me on the attention I 'received from the
kuis in the, reading groups and said I would soon have. the, xest of' the class
workumast as well. /-k also praised the fast-paced-discussion and my ability to
pull all the kids in for comments. He said they really seemed td be listening td
each other. Then he asked how this,activity was different from working on seat
work or at the centers. ,"Perhaps once we review the differences, we can
nworporate more of what is working in your reading groups in the other
activities," Bill said, "That would probably help to improve engagement rate in
those.two groups." We wine up with the following list of differences:

Reading.Group Other Groups

Teacher-directed . t Self-directed

Interactivo. No interaction with others on the
*External-pacing by teacher task at hand
Everyoiw Inew" they were going Noopportunity for interaction
th participate Everyone working independently .

. `No clear way of giving rewards to
those who did the work in the way
expected-

.
I had never really thought about the different groups in that Way. From the

list, there doesn't appear to be any reason why there couldn't be only two groups
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in the classroom instead of three. That would mean less tune for students
wo'rking alone. And there didn't seem to be-any reason why kids had to work
alone at tile centers,\or even wait for me tophea 'their worksheets, except that
was the'way I set it up.

_I mentioned. these ideas to Bill, who said they were great and that I.should
try some different arrangements-and see how they worked. He offered only one

.piece of advicethat I should face the room while Londucting thereading group.
"Very often," he said, "just a look at a misbehaving kid is all that's necessary."

The conference thne was gettivg short. Bill asked me to try a few.of these
ideas and let him know how they turned out. He offered to return to thedass

_when the .changes I was going to try were going smoothly. If I needed any
assistance, his doiir was always open before and after school, Or by appointment
during mfpreparation period. I left the office with a few minutes left before the
next class.

I was excited abolit the new understandings I had about my classroom. I
was also surprised that we had come up with just a few ideas but nothing really
specific. I will check with the other third-grade teacher about some of my ideas to
see if she has any suggestipns. I am beginning to trust Bill a little more. He
seemed to knoth the right questions to ask,- yet wasn't dogmatic about the
answers. He gave me zinough r#, but I don't feel out on a limb alone.

From experiences suth as this, we have synthesized the five phases
of a positive supervisory experience as one way of charting the inherent
ccintlicts of supervision and their. resolution. Tom's story provides a
framework for discussing-the first three phases.

Entrance

In each phae., The supervisor and teacher are confronted with a number
of tasks. air example, in the entrance phase, they must establish a
structure for the supervisory process, which may resemble the precon-
ference, observation, analysis and reflection, and postconference format
suggested earlier. This task has the potential for blocking oi stopping
the supervisory relationship because of personal and professional con-
flicts. For example, in the entrance phase, the teacher who agrees to a
particubr supervisory format is submitting to the supervisor's judg-
ment. This may foster in the teacher feelings of professional and
personal inadequacy, which must be overcome if a positive supervisory
experience is to occur. On the other hand, the supeiyisor also experi-
ences the conflict of knowing that a structure is necessary but not
wahting to impose constraints on the teacher.

Both supervisor and supervisee can block progress during any of
the Phases by not adequately resolving the professional or personal
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conflicts inherent in the supervisory tasks. Blockage can-also result from
not accepting the tasks of supervision or trying to shortcut them. For
example, Bill and ToM both agreed that the activity centers would be the
focus of the supervision, thus allowing the process to continue. Because
the task was clear annill and Tom agreed on it, there was no blockage.

By adopting a four-step clinical-cycle of supervision, Bill and Tom
completed the major task of the entrance pLyse--agreeing on a structure
tor supervision. The school district and teachers associations play
important roles in the entrance phase, as they prescribe how supervi-
sion and evaluation will be structurecifor most employees of the district.
When there is no structure in place, supervision may be difficult because
there is no consensus on the supervisory format or structure. Conflicts
will then surface around the supervisor's and teachers' attempts to set

,up a structure for supervision, and possibilities for a positive superviso-
rytexperience will likely be blocked.

When Toni accepted the supervisory cycle, he also accepted the
legitimacy of Bill, the principal, as a person who conducts supervision.
As Tom said, "Bill was the boss." While Bill's reactions aren't related in
this story, he might also be experiencing tension from conflicts inherent
in being a supervisor. He may question his own adequacy as ,a
supervisor, even though he has been successful before. He knows that a
new supervisory relationship means putting himself on the line; having
to be.caütious, yet open, hoping for good results, but knowing all the
things that can go Wrong.

Tom probably feels more at ease during the second cycle than the
first, and the initial anxiety for b9th Torn and Bill is'relieved somewhat
as they create a relaxed atmosphere in which Tom's expectations can be
discussed. Bill also indicates to Tom that he affirms Torn's intentions and
capabilities. Tom states, "I was relieved that Bill thought I was doing a
good job."

Diagnosis

cite task of the diagnosis phase is to reach agreement on problems,
strategies, and solutions for improving professional behavior. Bill start-
ed out on a positive note by discussing the-work Tom had-put into the
activity Lenten. This provided continuity from the last supervisory
cycle,, and the centers had been on Tom's mind as he prepared for the
preconference. Agreement was needed on the problems to be addressed
during supervision.

The danger in the diagnosis phase is that the teacher will accept the
supervisor's definition of the problem or that the supervisor will
describe q problem that may not be appropriate or important for the
teacher. Tom's reaction to the obseryation plan wveals a little of this
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conflict: "Well, it sounded a little complicated, but I figured he knew-
what he was doing." Bill took a chance in defining the plan without Tom
fully understanding the meaning of the data. As Tom put it, "I was
curious and a little suspicious about the numbers." Nevertheless, there
appeared_to be sufficient trust in the relationship that Tom's suspicion
did not block further progress.

It is during the diagnosis phase that data is usually collected, and
that task may also create conflicts. Collecting data validates a problem if
one exists, and validating a problem may be perceived as dangerous,
breeding resistance and blockage. Torn says, "I would also have my
defenses ready-for using jiist pumbers to determine my rating." The
supervisor may use such resistance to diagnose problems between the
supervisor and the teacher. In fact, Bill begins the postconference by
explaining the data-collection Method to Tom, thus addressing indirect-
ly Tom's unstated conflict about the use of data. At other times, such
resistance may be discussed directly between supervisor and teacher:

The supervisor's initial focus in the diagnosis phase is on the
teacher's interaction- with students. Thus Bill suggests a continuing
focus on activity centers. Bill also shows respect for Tom's authority and
integrity by liStening to his diagnosis-of the problem without making
judgments about his acthns. The supervisor may experience the prob-
lem of making judgments abotrt the teacher's situation but-still Indicat-
ing acceptance of the teacher. Bill handles this conflict -by eplicitly
stating his judgmentthat the centers were not working out as well as
Tom had expectedin a way that confirms Tom's intuition. Bill also
states the ,Astudents involved in readingwhile reinforc-
ing Tom's efforts in t , t direction. This strategy overcomes potential
conflicts, as Tom had,prepared well fdr. the observation.

Technical Success

During the third phase, the supervisor and teacher experience success
by improving instructi9nal patterns. The supervisor initiates active
interventions in areas where the teacher needs assistance and is ready to
learn. Bill's intervention is to proposegenerating a list of the differences
between the learning centers and teacher-directed instruction. Because
Bill and Toni had successfully completed' the tasks of the entrance and
diagnosis phases, success was more likely here. Bill was able to-meet
Tom's need for a rather loose structuring of the situation without giving
in -to any feelings he might have had about making sure all areas of
improvement were covered. Thus, -the supervisor must consider the
teacher's ability to-learn and change successfully without imposing the
supervisor's own time Sched u le. This may be tricky, as some teachers
_block progress through delay or by always acquiescing to the supervi-
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sor's Ashes. In this Lase, 13111 Mt Tom was not resisting argtwould
follow through because of hi; Lommitment to improving the centers:

Technical success focuses on imOroving students' learning, and the
supervisory experience should be judged mainly on those terms. We
assume that Tom's changes in the classroom will increase student
engagement in aLademic activities. With such a focus, supervision
avoids conflicts about who i; right or wrong, and who won or lost.

The supervisor's relationship with the teacher is a model that is
often copied by teachers in their relationships with students. In this
case, we might assume that Bill's strategy of letting Tom decide how to
implement ideas generated during the conference will transfer into
Tom's allowmg-nwre flexibility in students' use of the learning centers.
Tom states, "There didn't seem to be ,my reason,why kids had to work
alone at the centers, or even wait for me to check their worksheets." Bill
has allowed, control to be vested in Tom, just as Tom is allowing more
Lontrol over the learning process-to,be vested in his students.

TechmLal success is supported in an environment in which mis-
takes Lan be made without fear of failure, and feelings can be explored
without questioning the worth Zit' individuals. The relationship focuses
on future improvements, rather than on detailed analysis of past
mistakes. Bill, for example,suggests that Tom try a few of the.ideas and
report how they turn out, allowing 1 om to deal with the problems in
ways he deems appropriate. Tom can accept or_ reject those ideas on the
bdsls of his own criteria. Bill makes available professional knowledge
such as suggesting that Tom face the ,class while working in small
groupswithout dominating the discussion. The supervisory experi-
ence deepens as success builds trust and confidence. Tom recalls, "I am
beginning to trust Bill a little more. . . . Ile"ga c me enough rope, but 1
doR't feel out on a limb alone."

Bill's Story

In the next story, Bill, the principal, reportson -his experience while
supervising Mary, a tenth-grade English teacher with three years of
experience. Bill describes_part of a clinical supervisory cycle concerning a
conflict between Mary's standards for her students' writing and her
enLouraging their successan important area for improving stOdelits'
aLhievement. Bill examines his own patterns of behavior and thought in
his professional and personal life and begins to change the way he
interacts. Such a, Lhange indicates he is in the fourth phase of positive
supervisory experience, examining personal and professional meanings
for himsdf: Later he integrates-these learnings and his professional life
returns to "normal" thus describing the fifth phase o( positive supervi-
sion, reintegration.
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Our preconfet e,i c ended with Mat y stating quite adamantly *that her
standards for writing were not going to change, We had agreed, during the ten-
minute preconference, to take a look at students in her tenth-grade class who
were successful in meeting those writing standards. The observation would be
held in three days' time, when sturiatS woidd be working in groups correcting
their writing assignments. The'classroom observation was only one part of our
data collection effort. We were also collecting folders of student compositions to
take an in-depth look at students' progress in writing during the past six
months, a project initiated by the English faculty, And we also used Mary's
grade book.

We had known each other pi ofessionally for three years and had successfully
cotnpkted a- nutnber of supervisory cycles. I let classes were -pleasant ,rderly,
and tastraiented, and`she was able to cotatey a real feeling for the beauty of tilt.:
English language to her students in ways that they could understand. At times,
her classes were slightly tnechanical, buT no one would question her cotnpetence
and dedication In tight of our previous experience, then, her adamant reaction
about tnaintaining standards appeared`incongruous to tne.

7'he students were not fulfilling Mary's expectations in written cotnposi-
Hon. There may have been a number of reasons, including Mary's instruction,
the meanings slie gfive to the idea of standards, or the atnount of time. the
students were spending on lhe activities. Perhaps there is an inherent confliCt
between helping students succeed and also requiring that they be graded
accdrding.to whether they attain- a certain standard. Schoolss, after all; sort
students (pass and fail) as weltas assist in their learning. Those are two hats that
are difficult to wear, as I loow frotn tny previous role as _vice-principal for
discipline. The satne feelings came gcrlIss that -I felt when I first took the
"disciplinarian" job: "We must have cleqr rules. We must enforce them.
Otherwise, the school will go out of control. It will be my fault for not enforcing
the ruks." The-same kind of tension maybe at work in Mary's classroom.

During the classroom observation, Mary teviewed the writing standa s

from an overhead transparency and Oren divided theAids into pairs to correct
L'ath other's papos. This appeared to be a frequently used proofreading routine. I

went around the room to the students identified at the preconlet me to see what
they were doing and talk with thon. I also reviewed their folders. Mary went
where students asked fot IwIp. I made a note on the seating chart Mary had given
me of who Mat y helped, and I made In ief notes on what was in the Gumulative
writing folders.

Let me sumtnat Le some of the patterns I noticed in Mary's crassrnrsure
.there were also othersthen bakttack to some of my own feelings and reactions
and the tneanings I attached to those patterns. (1) There did not appear to be any
purpose fm pan ing the students. Por maniple, two students .who both had
pcllimig probkms woe paitoh together, qtul they had a difficult time catching

each other's mistakes. (2) There was no explanation required of or given by
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S uden s to each other about then -nustakes. J3) Neither the class nor individuals
appeared to be moving toward any :,pecific goals. (4) rrom data ir._the folders of
the successful students, all appeared to be rneeting the standards, but they
appeared to have had this ability from their first composition. (5) From the
students I talked to, about 60 percent of the stUdents in the class felt the idea of
standards was an imposition on them. It was an onerous task, and they'didn't see
the point. Well, while some of that is just griping, there seemed to be genuine
confusion in the students' minds about the purpose of the writing standards. (6)
Mary's own explanation to students was, "You'll need this for college or to get a
job." It was (hill tlwt Mary should still be supplying a rationale to gain
commitment to these writing standards when they had Ewen the focus of class
attention for some time.

On lowing the class, I understood a little more about Mary's frustration
with the writing standards. However, I surmised that the ta ndards weren't the
salient issue at all. The fad was, these tenth-grade students weren't cooperating
and, indeed, u"eren't learning and succeeding. Neither was Mary. Mary's
fr ustration !downed from the students' resistance to learningat least that was
my hunch. She may see the students' actions as a rejection of what she is trying
to teach, perhaps even a rejection of herself as a teacher. Her adamant posture in
the_preconference may be another indicator of her feelings of fr ustration.

Perhaps there is a cycle here. I kr students aren't succeeding, she feels
frustnited that she isn't succeeding, she keeps trying, though less and less. Thus,
class activitit descends into tibial. Perhaps I should mention this in the
postconference. The SIA patterns I identified would support doing so.

I played out such a confcr emu: scenam w in my mind. I felt depressed. Mary
has probably 1etl to get- out of this cycle and failed. Bringing it up would
reinforce the failure. I mean, why can't :die see what is happeniv? I feel
frustrated and angry with her in my own imaginary scenario, in the same way I
suspect Ihat she feels. frustrated with her students.

It s at this point that something clicksnty own patterns of reaction become
clear to me. (aril looking for frustration rather than success:because that is'what
Mary directed my -attention toward. In the menario, I have reinforced that
through the patter ns I observed in the classroom. I was not conscious or aware
that Mar y's definition of the problem was becoming my own. I needed to
recognize this in order to be able to break my own pattern, and to break-the cycle
of frustration for myself with this-nezv understandingi

I had fooled myself into thinking I was looking for success: the observation of
students who were succeeding, the gaps I identified in the instruction of students
not 'being paired with_ a purpose, the emphasis on Mary's justification of the
standards. es, they were all patterns, but all patterns that reinforced the
stmlents' lack of achievement and Mary's frustration.

I decided those were not the, patterns to share in the follow-up conference,
Instead, I thought back to the 'observation- to look for patterns that did ;,how
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success. There_were the writing standards and Mary's concern about them. The
students did have folders for-a cumulative record of their writiti. The students
did go through the motions of correcting each other's papers, certainly saving the
teacher much time. Some students had mastered the standardsa potential
resource, The standards were written down and shared with the students. It was
beginning to fit together in My head. Now, the problem was how to get Mary to
see and use the potential of these positive patterns during the conference.

'Even months later, I am still reflecting on this incident, particulaily my
own reactions,. While supervising Mary, I had allowed her way of looking at the
situation to become my own. Her frustration was transferred to me, so that I saw
frustration in our supervisory relationship. In a sense, I let her use me to confirm
her own meanings until I began to recognize the pattern and did something to
break out, I had to break the ))attern before she could. I guess whata supervisor
does is to ,"see beyond." Luckily, Mary was able to break the frustration cycle.

In interacting with other teachers, I am now aware that_they might try to
transfer their frustration to me, and I need to ask if the reality they define is one
that allows for professional growth and for their own success. I need to
understand the teacher but not lose myself, ?lot let go of mmum_perspective.

While thinking about these dynamics, I alsp realized that I might transfer
my own frustration and h,isecurities to the teacher. Focusing on those six
classroom patterns would have been a sure way to keep Mary frustrated in her
teaching of writing In fact, by highlighting and emphasizing those patterns, I.
may have created my own problems. Mary is, after all, a sensitive person and a
very hard worker. -

The success I finally experienced, with Mary during this particular supervi-
sory- cycle is lovershadowed by what I am Icarning about my own interaction

t patterns and the dynamics of the supervisory process. Indeed, I almost can't help
but extend thoughts about professional _behavior into my personal life. For
example, what expectations do I project for my own yife and children? Do we
Construct bur worlds in ways that allow us options for success? How do I
promote or take back options in my own interactions? Not that I think about this
all the-time, but such thoughts do occur to me.

Mary made a similar comment the other day. "I don't know whetheryou
realize this, butewhen you shared wi7h me your own reactions to my frustration
in teaching writing, it made a lot of sense to me. I think what may7lave'happened
was that I was feeling a lot of frustrations with_my six-year-old at the thnehe
ill51 won't listen --and perhapse, bit ofthat frustration spilled over into my_class
and my teaching." She didn't go into much more detail, and-I really didn't feel
comfortable knowing too much more. However, those kinds of comments are
rewarding because they let me know I'm on the right tract

Mary has become less dogmatic with her students, and I feel I haven't been
as rigid with the teafhers-I supervise. My relationship xith Mary is easier, too.
There isn't as much tensionperhaps because we were able to successfully deal
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with the writing .5 tainlailh, and all they symbolized, both for her andlor me. I
know we both karned froin our everience. The positive approach to supervision
has taken on new meaning for me.

Personal and Profession-al-Meaning

From reports like these, we have synthesrzed some ideas that appear in
most positive supervisory experiences during the fourth phaseexam-
ining meaning for selfand the fifth phasereintegration.

During the fourth phase of a positive supervisory experience, the
focus of thee interaction 'shifts from concentration on the teacher's
Interaction with students, to examination of the personal meanings
evolving from the teachers' or the supervisor's improving, professional
practice. Thus Bill has shifted his concentration from assisting Mary
with her teaching to examining his own patterns of interaction with her.

In examining the meanings of improved professional practice, the
teacher or supervisor may reveal personal conflicts and uncertdinties, as
well as personal history, expanding the range of content that is
acceptable between teacher and supervisor. Both may become aware of
how specific feelings, beliefs, and attitudes can interfere with or
facilitate interactions with the others in the professional setting. For
example, when'Bill played out the scenario of the postconference, he felt
depressed. Rather than go ahead with the conference anyway, Bill used
this feeling as a basis for excimining his own reactions. By-using this
approach to reduce his internal conflict, Bill experienced a change in
professional skill, knowledge, and self perception. He recognized the
influence Mary was having on his patterns of interaction with her, then
generalized_ that to interactions with future superyisees.

Personal and-professional growth-for both supervisor and superyi--
see evolve from this shift to a more personal level, and the supervisor-
supervisee relationship is deepened. For example, even after a couple of
months Bill still values what he learned while considering Mary's
postconference. This shift to a personal level also affects Mary. As Bill
explains, the relationship is easier, and there isn't as much tension.
Mary is able to share with Bill her source of frustration, and Bill
consyers Mary's increased technical competence a validation of their
success.

In a positive supervisory experience, the supervisor is aware of this
shift and explores personal meanings to_improve professional perform-
ance. Personal concerns are not necessarily resolved, however. Al-
though the content of the supervisory sessions has expanded, the
supervisor controls the depth of involvement, -thus maintaining the
objectivity necessary to reflect on further changes in a professional
manner. For example, Bill shares with Mary the processes he has useld in
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deciding how to strudure the postconference, but he does not share
these inter,?ction patterns with his own wife. Neither does he inquire
further about,Mary's' six-year-old. Again, the supervisory experience is
aimed at promoting professional, not personal, growth. Personal
growth should be only a secondary othcome of a positive supervisory
experience.

In this phiise, the supervisvr examines the changing nature of his or
her role with the teacher, feeliAg both more freedom and more caution
in the relationship. The supervisor is gratified by the increasing techni-
cal competence of the teacher and thus feels that the format and content
of supervision can bc less structured. For the supervisor; there is a
heightened sensiiivity to the tea9her. and the relationship deepens as a.
result.

Reintegration

During the fifth and final stage, both supervisor and teacher consolidate
the knowledge, the increased professional performance, the heightened
self-awareness, and the self-examination of the earlier phases into their
professional repertoires and personal lives. The fourth stage's construc,
tive tension of dealing with professional concerns through personai
conflicts is now reduced. Satisfaction is communicated.

Bill has become more aware of his own patterns when dealing with
a teacher's frustration. By looking at these-patterns on both a personal
and a professional level, Bill has learned more about himself and"
,process of supervision.

Summary
A positive supervisory experience happens when a supervisor and a
teacher can overcome the conflicts that are inherent in each phase of the
supervisory experience. These conflicts are summarized in Figure 3.

To recapitulate briefly, during the entrance phase, the supervisor
must provide enough structure to get started without dampening his or
her relationship with the teacher. The teacher, on.the other hand, wants
to improve but must submit to judgment in order to do so. During
diagnosis, conflict centers on the issues of disclosure, judgment, and
trust. The technical success phase is characterized by conflicts in
overcoming procedural dit,fficulties. During the personal and profession-
al meaning- stage, conflicts arise over efforts- to maintain a balance
between personal and professional issues. Finally, during the reintegra-
tion phase, conflict-centers on reducing the supervisor's and-teacher's
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dependence on each other, which develops naturally as part of any
positive supervisory relationship.

Supervisors and teachers who can successfully address involv-
ment, success, and coverage and resolve ihe conflicts inherent in the
supervisory process are likely to improve student achievement as well.
What's more, they are likely to view the entire experience as a positive

Fig Uri 3. Examples of Conflicts in Supervisory Experiences.

Phases of SupeMsion Teacher's Conflicts Supervisor's Conflicts

Entrance

Example of a Task.
A structure for supervi-
sion (in other words,
clinical supervision is
discussed)

Being judged vs. knowing
one could improve

Establishing appropriate
formats aryl structures so
that the teacher feels corn-,
forlable, while maintaiNng
avenuei for future growth

Diagnosis

Example of a Task.
The focus of supervision
is decided upon; an
agreement to work on
that focus is made

Fear of disclosure of per-
sonal and professional in-
adequacies vs. profession-
al concerns, trusting the
supervisor

Sensing teacher's con-
flictftroblems while not
making judgments

TeChnical Success

Example of a Task.
Supervisor and teacher
experience success on
the focus of supeMsion

Justifying the status quo
vs. accepting, trying, and
overcoming difficulties

Resisting imposing a "per-
sonal" schedule on the
teacher, Aile ensuring
that success (in the teach-
er's terms) happens, and
encouraging teacher's
continued growth

Personal and Professional
Meaning
Example of a Task.

Supervisor and teacber
examine what implica-
tions the success has

4- for their professional
roles and personal lives

Disclosure to tbe supervi-
sor of the more personal
m, 'flings of technical suc-
cess

Controlling dapth of in-
volvement with teacher's
more personal concerns
while maintaining balance
with professional'thange

Reintegration

Example of a Task.
Consohdabon of mean-
ings for professional and
personal self, integration
of technical success into
professional repertoire,
and disengagement
from supervisory tela-
tionship

Feeling comfortable in us-
ing newly acquired skills
and understanding while
resolving conflicts about
dependence on the super-
visor .

Letting go in a successful
relationship while wanting
to continue in this powerful
stage
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one that will enhance the effectiveness of the classroom and- the school:
The result for both supervisor and teacher is increased technical compe-
tenee in performing a yrofessional role.

Learning and growth are evident in the supervisor, the teacher, and
the student. The feedback from students continUes to be positive, and
problems move toward a solution. The teacher has become aware of
how specific feelings, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors can interfere with
or facilitate interactions with students. The teacher has also come to
assess changes in his or her behavior in terms of their impact on the
students, rather than in terms of winning the supervisor's approval. The
teacher experiences competence, self-confidence, and trust in his or her
professional judgment. The- teacher and .supervisor have-explored and
come to a fuller understanding of personal conflicts that affect the
performance of a professional' role. Both are more open and less
dogmatic. This expanded conception of the self by the teacher or
supervisor has been integrated into the professional practice-of each.
The supervisor's positive experience validates and reinforces his or her
philosophy and approach to supervision. .The supervisor generally
becomes more trusting and open- to the supervisory relationship and
process. The teacher-supervisor relationship has come to resemble that
of colleagues. Both teacher and supervisor have become more autono-
mous.
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Effective Schools:

What Reseaich S'Ays
,

Pick a school you know and ask these 4&estyns about its climate:

lioes the school have an orderly' enVironment?
Does the school promote an academic emphasis?
Are there expectations for success?

Then ask three more questions about its leadership:

Are models of appropriate behavior attitudes, and beliefs encour-
aged by the school's climate?

Has a consensus developed around patterns of acceptable behav-
ior and around the academic emphasis of the school?

Does feedback to school participants provide a large number of
rewards distributed over most of the population, as well as punishments
that are consistent?

These questions have been synthesized from-The research literature
on effective schools (Squires, 1980). The school's climate and leadership
are necessary ingredients in supporting the teacher behaviors of plan-
ning, classroom management, and instruction that, in turn, foiter
student success, involvement, and Coverage of appropriate content. As
the mpdel in Chapter 1 show, improved student achievement is the

". likely outcome.
Three areas appear-inii3ortant in creeting a positive s.choo1 climate:

an academic emphasis, an orderly enlyifonment, and exptctations for
success. Thredeadership processes that build and maintain this clithate
are modeling, consensus building, nd feedback. These, at least,.are our
conclusions after reviewirT the research on effective khools (Squires,
Huitt; and Segars, 1981).
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Different types of studies are induded in this review. (I) studies that
concentrate on quantifiable input-output relationships, (2) studies that
look at the correlates of safe schools, (3) studies that compare high- and
low tchieving schools, .(4) a longitudinal study of urban schools sue-
ceeding above epectations, (5) studies of successfully desegregated

ikhools, and (6) descriptions by journalists of ot.hools with reputations
°Tor effectivvness. The studies were chosen because they used a wide
variety of methodologies, were relatively well known and accessible,
and attempted to associate a wide variety of variables with schooling0

outcomes. While the review covers a large number of studies, it is not
intended to be comprehensive. --

We- have chosen to summarize the results by turning-the conclu-
sions into questions that teachers, administratois, superintendents, and
school board members can ask to determine the effectiveness of a
school. For example:

Finding Question
Student reports of strict enforce:
ment of school rules and strict
control of classroom behavior are
associated with low levels of
school property loss (N1E Safe
School Study, 1978).

In the following chapter, we group the questions to illustrate how the
themes of school climate and leadership emerged for us.

We would like to stress that the results reported here Are based
either on correlational studies or on descriptive case studies, and it is
therefore risky to infer causation. Still, the consistency across studio
using various methodologies is strong enough for this line of-research to
merit a closer look, particularly as it provides a potential -body of
knowkdge for those who make school policy and desire school im-

\ provement.
Our discussion is organized around input, process, and outcome.

Examples of these terms include the following:

Iriput: students' socioeconomic status,-students' IQ, school size
Process:courses are planned jointly by teachers; high proportion of

4tudents- hold leadership positions, administration checks that teachers
a,ssign homework .
r.1: Outcome: tandardized test score:5; student behavior; attendance,

Do stu,dents perceivecougruence
among the faculty in enforcing
school rules and strictly control-
ling classroom behavior?

delinquency

We-

wlence, and vandalism. .

egin by summarizing studies that ask, "What inputs generally
affect a school's outcomes?" Then we review research suggesting that'a
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school's processes are related to-its outcomes. In the third part of the
chapter, Nve summariie a longitudinal study that confirms this.relation-
ship between processes and outcomes. Next, studies of effective deseg-
regated schools are summarize' d. Finally, journalitts' descriptions of
effective schools test some conclusions of the more rigorous research.
Throughout, we highlight questions derived from the research to
stimulate thou& on characteristics of effective schools. Then, in
Chapter 5, we cluster these questions into groups and discuss their
implications.

The Search for Input-OutpUt .Relationships
During thc 1950s and 60s,.educational research focused on relationships
between a school system's inputs and outcomes. These studies were
generally on a large scale and tended to concentrate on areas that could
be easily quantified. (Averch, 1974, reviews a substantial amount of this
research. Bridge, Judd, and Moock, 1979, and' Sweeney, 1982, review
research done more recently.)

The input conditions in these studies generally included such
factors as the number of books in the library, amount -of leader
experience and, or college preparation of school staff, availability of
instructional materials, dollars spent On instruction and administration,

,and socioeconomic level of, students. On the output side were su-h
things as grades, entrance into college, dropout(' rates, Scholastic Apti-
tude Test scores, and achievement test results. If research found a
significant association between input measures (such as dollars spent on
instruction) and outcomes (such as student grades or college acceptance
rates), the results could become the basis for recommendingihat niore,
money or more emphasis-.be placed on those aspects of schooling.

James Coleman (1966) conducted perhaps the best-known study. in
this area. With the exception of socioeconomic status (SES), which did
tend to show a high correlation with pupil performance, Coleman found
no significant relationship between the inputs and outcomes he-exam-
ined: "Only a small part of variation in achievement is dile to school
factors. More variation is associated with the individual's background
than-with any other measure" (p. 7). The input conditions of a school's
physical plant, its services, its extracurricular activities, and the charac-
teristics of teachers and principals did not appear to be associated with
student achievement.

There are three common interpretations of Coleman's findings:

I. Despite all the resources-put into schools, they are not able to
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affect student athievement. Therefore, schools should receive fewer
resources.

2. If SES is what makes a difference, 'then putting- more resources
into schools serving poor students is likely to affect their achievement.
(Title I/Chapter [legislation resulted from this line of thinking.)

3. With the exception of SES, what was studied did not appear to
make much difference. Therefore, other aspects of schools should be
examined.

By now the furor and debate has subsided,, and most educators and
researchers have embraced the third option. The search now focuses pn
other-school characteristics. z

We would like to add a footnote to this brief review of the Coleman
Report, however. Coleman also foUnd that, in addition to SES, student
attitudes showed the strongest relationship- to achievement. Student
attitudes were divided into three components: interest in learning and
reading, self-concept, andenvironniental control, Of these three compo-
nents, Coleman-concluded t!..it "the-child's sense of control of environ-
merit.is mpst strongly related to-achievement" (p. 320). Thus, students
who feel that luck is more important than hard work', and that
something-or somebody- is- stopping- them when they try to,get ahead,
are less likely-to succeed in school than are those who believe otherwise.
Two'questions arise from these firidings:

Do students believe that luck is more_important than,hard work?
AP Do students believe' that they can get ahead without something or

someone stopping them? -

The Search for Process-Outcome Relatiopships
(V

The-Coleman Reportindicates that theinost easily measu?ed character-
istics of school context, with the exceptions of SES and student attitude,
are not ivociated with student-outcomes. This-suggests that something
in the school environment influences those attitudes. The review of
studies in this section attempts to track down, those influences.,

Processe That Lead-to an Orderly.Environment

The studies in Violent SchoolsSafe &hoots. The Safi: School Study Report,to
thc-Congress(1978) sought proLess factors associated with school violence
and vandalism and a safe and- orderly environment. Out review-here
links school effectiveness_ withlow amounts of violence andNandalism.

From a random sample of urban, suburban, and rural schools across
-the-United States, 15 factbrs were associated with the extent of crime in a
given sehool. The authors o.ganized these factors into five closely

55,
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related themes and concluded that, "taken together, they' suggest a set
of overall process goals that schools should work to achieve" (p. 132).
These themes provide the basis for our questions, which, when an-
swered, point the way to ekeriki've schools. Most of the themes involve a
school's processes, rather than community influence or socioeconomic
factors. The study's findings are shown, according to our paradigm, in
Figure 1.

One theme arising from these factors is that the size and imperson-
ality of a school are related toschool crime:
',lige schools haul greater property loss through burglary, theft, and vandal-
ism; they also have slightly more violence.

rhe more 4tudents each teacher teaches, the greater the amount of school
violence.

the ress students Lalue teachers' opinions of them, the greatei the property loss
(p. 132).

In larger schools, especially when classes themselves are also large, it is
More likely that students can "slip, through the cracks" and go unno-
ticed. In addition, in an impersonal school where there is little contact
between teachers and students, students are less likely to be affected by

_teachers opimons. We will return to the effect of teadwrs' opinions and
expectations later; for now, one, question arises:

Do teachers have extensive contact with a limited number of
students in several aspects of their education?

Three factois;suggested the Safe School Study's second theme
systematic school discipline:

0 Student repoits of stria enforcement uf school rules and strict control of
classroom behavior are associated ithrow levels of schoorproperty loss.

Student perceptions of tight classroom Lontrol, strictly enforced rules, and

Figure 1. FMdings of the 1978 Safe School Study.

Input Process Outcome
Rural Size and impersonality Violence

Sumo ban , Systematic school Vandalism
discipline

Urban Arbitrariness and
student frustration

Reward structure

// Alienation

5 6
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principal's firmness are associated with low levels of student violence.
Reports by the teachers of strong coordination between faculty and administra:
tion are associated with a lower level of property tosS (p. 133).

Perceptions of coordinated discipline and tight classroom control
may indicate that there is enough social interaction among school
participants for a consistent disciplinary policy to be developed and
carried out. Also, students are likely to perceive this consistency in the
principal's firmness and teachers' tight classroom control. These find-
ings suggest the following questions:

Has the printipal built shared expectations and strong coordina-
tion about school rules?

Do students perceive congruence among the faculty in enforcing
school rules and strictly controlling classroom behavior?

The third themearbitrariness and student frustrationsuggests
that student crime results -When students perceive rules to be arbitrarily
enforced by an unnecessarily punitive staff. As the study points out:
Schools where students complah, that discipline is unfairly administered have
higher rates of violence.

Schools where teachers express authoritarian ahd punitive attitudes about
students have greater amounts of property loss (p. 134).

These two factors tend to exist in schools that have a weak or lax
disciplinary policy. Such a policy may make students feel unfairly
singled out for punishment, which, in turn, tends to increase crime.
Because they see students as unruly, teachers begin to develop unfavor-
able attitudes toward them. The cycle of frustration escalates and ends
up in violence and property loss. This suggests the following questions:

Do students perceive that discipline is unfairly administered?
Does the faculty express punitive or authoritarian attitudes to-

ward students?

The fourth theme emphasizes the importance of a school's reward
structure. Four factors appear related to violence and property loss:

Schools where students express a strong desire to succeed by getting good
tirades have less violence.

Schools where students express a strong desire to succeed by oting good
grades have more property loss.

Schools where students have a strong desire to be school leaders have greater
property losses.

Schools where teachers say they lower students' grades as a disciplinary
measure have greater property losses (p. 135).

The last three factors indicate that an emphasis on getting good

5 7
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grades decreases violence but increases vandalism. The study descri1,2s
this syndrome as "a situation in which the competition for rewards is
intense, the availability of rewards is limited and the unfair distribution
of rewards is prevalent. These students careabout the rewards of the
school but see the rewards being unfairly distributed; they react by
attacking the school" (p. 135). This raises_the following question:

Are rewards earned fairly by a large number of students?

Rewards here can go beyond the academic rewards of grades. For
example, being on a football team or in the band provides explicit
recognitionmf special talent and a possible reward for that talent.

The fifth theme, afienationIppears to encompass many of the
other themes that went before. The study 4fines alienation as "the
breakdown of the social bond that ties each indi% idual to society" (p.
13o). One of the study's major findings touches on this concept directly
student kideme is higher in schools where more students say that they cannot
influeme what will happen to themthat their future is dependent upon the
actions of others or on luck, rather than on their own effons (p. 136).

As we reported previously, Coleman also found that a sense of
efficacy, of having control over one's destiny in the world, was strongly
related to academic achieven\ent. We believe that this sense of being
connected to the larger society (and for children- this means being a
"part" of a school) i? the most significant finding of these large-scale

'studies. a
.The importance of this findingis, in a sense, unexpected, consider-

ing the thousands of variables that were studied. Nevertheless its
implications for the school as a social instittition appear to signal a need
to weave students, facultylnd administration togi2ther into the fabric of
the school and to let personal interactions demonstrate to students their
abihty to affect the environment. The following two questions emerge:

Do students, faculty, administration, and the community feel that
their own efforts govern theirAfu

Does the social structuiV offht2 ;chool teach those who live there
that their actions have some effect?

Processes That Lead to Improved Student Achievement

Ihe second group of studies in this section examines school processes
while controlling SES variables in order to discover which of those
processes are associated with higher student achievement. Researchers
first aggregated outcome data by schools, then grouped the schodls into
categories according to students SES, and finally examined processes in
high- and low-achieving schools within SES categories that may account

ScS
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for achievement differences. :lite research concentrated on school-level
variables. This strategy may be summarized as follows:

- Input: control SES
Process: what processes make the difference?
Outcome: high-achieving or low-achieving school?.

Interestingly, a number of these studies were conducted at the
state's own initiativein Maryland, New York, Michigan, Delaware,

'Pennsylvania, and California, ioi instance.
The findings did show differe.nces among schools ,with students

from the same SES levels. The following passage from Bookover et al:
(1979) gives some results of these comparisons between high- and low-
achieving schools:

Our data indicate that high achieving schools are most likely to be
characterized by the students' feeling that they have control, or mastery of their
academic work and the school system is not stacked against them. This is
expressed in their fedings that what they do may make a difference in their
success and that teachers care about their academic performance. Teachers and
principals in higher ahieving schools express the belief ihat studentscan master
their academic work, and that they expect them to do so, and they. ars
committ?d to seeing that their students learn to read, and to do mathematicr
and other academic work. These teacher and principal expectations are ex-
pressed in stkh a way that the students perceive that they 'are expected to learn
and the school academic norms are recognized as setring a standard of high
achiewement. These norms and the teachers commitment are expressed in the
instructional activities which absorb most of the school day. There is little
differentiation among students or the instructional programs provided for them.
Teachers consistently reward students for their demonstrated achitn,ement tn
the academic subjects and do not indiscriminately reward students for- resrond-
ing regardless of the correaness of their response.

In contrast, the schools that are achieving at lower levels are characterized
.by the students' feelings of futility in regard to their acadergie performance. This
futility is-expressed in their belief that the system functionl in such a way that
they cannot achieve, that teachers are not cornmitted-to their high achievement,
and that other students will make fun of them if they actually try- to achieve.
These feelings of futility are associated with lower teacher evaluations of their
ability and low expectations on the part of teachers and principals. The norms of
achievement as pQrceivedb the students and the teachers are low. Since little is
expe'cted and teachers and principals believe that students are not likely to learn
at a high level, they devote less time to instructional activity, write off a large
proportion of students as unable to learn, differentiate extensively among them,
and are likely to praise students for poor achievement (p. 143-144).

Our questions, taken from Brookover's description, ask those who,
are concerned with effective schools to look at how; the schools reinforce
pogitive expectations:
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Do students master their academic work?
0;Do students feel the school helps them to master their academic

work?
Do principals and teachers believe and expect that students 'can

master their academic work?
Do teachers and principals support the academic focus of the

school by spending most of the school day on instructional activities?
Do teachers provide rewards for actual achievement?
Is there little diffeentiation among students or in the instructional

program provided for them?

In Brookover's descriptions there is a shift in perspective from the
material aspects of the schooldollars spent, years of training, curricu-
lum materialsto a cluster of attitudes and perceptions. For example,
students believe that what they do will make a difference; teachers and
principals expect students to succeed; the role of the principal emerges,
as it did in the Safe School Study, as an important factor in effective
schools.

In summarizing studies of`high- and low-achieving schools, Austin
(1979) found the principal's role to be important in supporting the belief
systems held by teachers and students:
Strong principal leadership (for example, schools "being run for a puiRose
rather than running from force of-habit"). ,

, Strong pm upal participation in the classroom instructional program and in
actual teachings. ,
Prinupals felt they had more control over the functioning of the school, the
curriculum, and'program staff (p. 13).

Wellish et d . (1978) found that administrators in schools where
achievement was improving were more concerned with instruction,
communicated their views about instruction, took responsibility for
decisions relating to instruction, coordinated instructional programs
through regularly discussing and reviewing teaching performance, and
emphasized academic standards.

Weber (1971), in examining four inner-city schools that were
successful in teaching children to read, found eight factors that affected
reading achievement, strong leadership, high expectations, good atmo-
sphere, strong emphasis on reading, additional reading personnel, use
of plans, individualization, and careful evaluation of student progress.
All of V.:tese factors are usually under the direct control of the principal.

Certainly, there are other, studies that support the need for strong
leadership: Edmonds (1978), Felsenthal (1978), Irvine (1979), and
McLaughlin and Marsh (1978) are a- few. In addition, the Safe School
Siudy also reported that:
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the data point to the prjnopal and the school administration as the key element.
An effective principal who has developed a systemancpoliLy of discipline helps
each, individual teacher to mpintain discipline,by_providing a reliable system of
support, appropriate inservice training for teachers, and opportunities for
teachers to coordinate their actions (p. 137). .

A number of questions emerge from these findings:

Does the principal have a purpose in mind when running the
school?

Does the principal emphasize academic standards?,,
Does the principal provide a reliable system of support, appropri-

ate inservice training-for staff, and opportunities.for staff to coordinate
their actions in the areas of instruction and discipline?

Does the principal regularly observe classrooms and confer with
teachers on instructional matters?

A Longitudinal Study
..

The next study, riftcen Thousand Hours, by Rutter et al. (1979), is more
sophisticated than the, previous dries reviewed in that it tracked the
performance of 12 innei-city London-schools over a period of five years.
The study controlled for SES and examined four outcomes: achieve-
nient, attendance, student behavior, and-delinquency. Again, it con-
cluded that school processesthe characteristics of a school asia social
organizationinfluence the school's effectiveness. The study's compo-
nents are categorized according to-ow; paradigm in Figure 2.

Rutter and his colleagues suggt_st that the formation and mainte-
nance of a'social group, with norms and values tha support the purpose

-of the school, may be the most important resource a school possesses. In
addition, they suggest ways in ivhich classrooms and teachers affect a

Figure 2. Components of Rutter's Study, Fifteen Thousand Hours.

Input
Control for SES

Process Outcome
Academic emphasis Achievement'
Skills of teachers 4 Attendance
Teachers' actions in Student behavior

lessons Delinquency
Rewards and punish-

ments
Pupil conditions
Responsibility and par-

ticipation
Staff organization
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school's climate. (Aube this study is powerful in its implications and
conceptually elegant in its design, we have chosen to discuss its
conclusions in more depth.

All 12 schools that Rutter studied had relatively similar students
(input variables), but produced very different outcomes in Jerms of (1)
academic a,tainment on exams, (2) student behavior irrse'hool, (3)
attendance, and (4) delinquency.

For example, controlling for Parents' occupation and students'
verbal reasoning ability_ (two variables correlated with delinquency),
Rutter found that for comparable groups of boys ho happened to
attend different schools, those in one school were three times aS likely to
be delinquent as were those in another school. Indeed, delinquency
rates for boys varied from a low of 16 percent in one school up to 40
percent in another. The significant difference in these groups of students
appeared to be simply that they attended different schools.

Upon finding that schools differed in outcomes, Rutter hypothe-
sized that certain school processes influenced these cdifferences and,
further, that thUse processes were, for the most part, under the control
of teaLher.s ,and administrators. (Note how far we've come from the
Coleman findings reviewed above.) For our purposes, Rutter's general
findings can be summarized as follows:

I. Variations %%ere partially related -to student intake; namely,
where there was a substantial nucleus of children of at -least average
intellectual ability, students generally scored_ higher on the tests. Delin-
quency rates were higher in those schools with a heavy preponderance
or the least able. However, the differences in intake, while affecting
otitcomes, did not affect school processes.

2, The variations between schools were stable for five years and
were not related to-physical factors.

.3. Better-than-average schools tended to perform at higher 'levels

on all ou/tcome measures.

The differences between the schools were systematically related to
their characteristics as social institutions. These characteristics, the most
significant of which are listed below, can be modified by teachers and`
adminiStrators:

Acactemic emphasis
Skills of teachers
Teachers' actions in lessons
Rewards and punishments
Pupil conditions
Responsibility and participation
Staff organization.
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Measurement of these seven characteristics of effective schools
provides further insight into what Rutter means by school processes. In
Figure 3, each measure that is significantly associated with one or more
Outcome area has been changed to a question. As you review the chart,
try out the questions on a school-you know.

But this is not the end of the story, for Rutter also introduced the

Figure 3. Processes and Measures Assoclated'wlth School Outcomes.

Schoot Arocesses
Academic Emphasis

Skills of Teachers

Teachers Actions in Lessons

Rewards and Punishments

Punishment

Rewards

Measures
Is homework frequently assigned?
Do administrators check that teachers

assign homework?
Do teachers expect studerits to pass

national exams?
Is work displayed on classroom walls?
Is a large proportion of the school week

devoted to teaching?
Do a large proportion of students report

library use?
Is course pjanning done by groups of ,

teachers?

Do teachers spenda large proportion of
their instruction with students involved?

Do inexperienced teachers consult with
experienced teachers about classroom
management?

Do teachers spend a large proportion of
time on the lesson topic?

Do teachers spend less time with
equipment, discipline, and handing out
papers?

Do most teachers interact with the class as
a whole?

Do teachers provide time for periods of
quiet work?

Do teachers end lassons on time?

Are there generally recognized and
accepted standards of discipline
uniformly enforced by leaders?

Do teachers praise students' work in
class?

Is there public.praise of pupils at
assemblies?

Is students' work displayed on walls?
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School Processes Measures
Pupil Conditions Is there access to telephone and

provisions for hot drinks?
Is care in decoration of the classroom

evident?
Is there provision for school outings?
Do students approach staff members about

personal problems?
Do teachers see students.at any time?

Responsibility and Participation

Staff Organization

Do a large proportion of students hold
leadership positiohs?

bo students participate in assemblies?
Do students participate in charities

organized by the school?
Do students bring-books and pencils to

class?

Do teachers plan courses together?
Do teachers report adequate clerical help?
Does the principal check to see that

teachers give homework?
Is administration aware of staff punctuality?
Do teachers feel their views are

represented in decision making?

concept of "ethos" or "clirnate"the style and quality of school life
which he attributed to the norms and values of the school as a social
organization. In explaining the concept of ethos, Rutter took a second
look at the measures that correlate with outcomes and reorganized them
into four areas: (1) group management in the classroom, (2) school
values and norms of behavior, (3) consistency of school values, and (4)
pupil acceptance of norms. We will discuss each category and then offer
a series of questions based on Rulter's analysis.

Group-Management in the Classroom

Rutter's findings about group management in the classroom are includ- .
ed here for two reasons. First, this study examines significant aspects or
both the classroom and the school as a whole, and Rutter contends that
the social structure of a classroom in an effective school reinforces and
supports the norms and valuesthe climateof the whole school.
Second, the Rutter study reinforces the Importance of students' engage-
ment and success and of teachers' planning and managing instruction.

Rutter found that children's classroom' behavior was much better
when the teacher had prepared the lesson in advance, when the teacher
arrived on time,-when little time was wasted at the beginning in setting

.6q
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up, and when the teaLher mainly directed his or her attention to the
class a§ a whole. These findings suggest a structured classroom in which
lessons begin and end on time and stUdents' attention to the lesson is
high. Our questions, then', are:

Do teachers plan lessons in advance?
Do teachers start lessons on time and continue without interrup-

tion?
Is whole-group instruction used?'

School Values and Norms of Behavior'

Rutter $iuggests that values and norms are commuhicated and reinforced
through three social mechanisms:,(1),Aeachers' expectations about chil-
dren's work and behavior; (2),MOdels provided by teachers' conduct and
by the behavior of other and (3) ,feedback children receive on
what is acceptaWeTerformance at school. We will discuss each of these
mechanisms in order.

Teachers' expectations and standards, The Brookover et al. (1979)
study touched on,teacher expectations as a potent indicator of effective
schools. Rutter suggests that these expectations can be communicated to
student,s by regularly assigning and marking homework, giving stu-
dents responsibility for bringing books and pencils to class, and provid-
ing students'with numerous opportunities.to exercise leadership. Ques-
tions arising from these findings are:'

Do teachers expect students to succeed?
Do teadiers regularly give and mark homework?
Do "sq,dents bring books and pencils to class?
Does 'the social strUcture of the school and classroom:provide

opportunities for students.to practice leadership?

Models provided by teachers. Standards of behavior as, modeled by
the school's staff als,o 'reinforce a school's climate. Positive models
convey the message that the school is valued because staff members
attempt to keep it,clean and attractively decorated, to begin lessons,on
time, to be sensitive to the needs of children, and to givs their own time
to assist students. Negative models show that teachers do not value Ike
school, do not start classa on time, do not spend class the on the
lesson, and do not di,cipline students in ways sanctioned by the school.
Two questions arise from these findings:

Are positive models or behavior provided by teacheis?
Does teacher behavior, such as helping students on the teacher's

own time, Indicate that the school's children and the profession of
teaching are valued?

,
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Feedback. Feedback to students can also support the norms,
values, ari,ci climate of the school. Xccording to Rutter, "Feedback that a
child recenes about what is and what is not acceptable at school will
constitute a powerful influence on his behavior" (p. 189). Ruttej found
that praise during lessons happened on -the average of th;Reor four
times a lesson, surprisingly, there woe three times as many negative
reinforcer?. The ,mwunt of punishment showed only weak, insignificant
associations with outcome, however, while the amount of rewards and
praise, particularly during lessons, was associated with better studeM
behavioL, Rutter cautions that when giving praise, the currency should
be real, the children should have actually performed in a commendable
fasluon. AS we have seen in Brookover et al. (1979), students' success is
important not only for its probable effect on self-concept but also to
support the norms and values of the school. More rewards than
punishments, then, may be anotherindication that the social and- task
structure of the school promotes student Success. Rutter also points out
that when punishments are necessary, they should be given in a way
that indicates firm disapproval without humiliating the student or
modeling Iolence. Questions for assessing schools according to these
findings are:

Does the teedback students receive in terms of rewards or praise
outnumber the punishments?

Do teachers praise students for work well done?
Do teachers structure the classroom en% ironment to permit stu-

dents to succeed?
Are punishments deli% ered in a way, that indicates firm -disap-

proal of misbehavior while avoiding humiliation and avoiding Model-
ing violence?

Consistency of School Values

Rutter describes a school's social organization by the degree of consen-
sus held across the school's population. "The 'atmosphere' of any
particular school will be greatly influenced by the degree to which it
functions as a coherent whole, with agreed upon ways of doing things
which are consistent throughout the school and which have the general
support of all the staff" (p. 192).

For example, Rutter found better student outcomes in schools
where teachers planned courses jointly, vheie expectations for behavior
and disupline were set by the staff a,S a group, where administrators
were aware of staff punctuality and homework assignments, and where
deusions were centralized and staff members perceived that their
interests were represented in those decisions. Rutter's suggestion that a

66
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school's staff take its cues from administrative behavior and values
reinforces studies that suggest the principal's role is to help set the
norms and values of an institution. Together, the staff and the adminis-
tration appear to be most iraluential in developing and maintaining a:
school's climate through consensus and consistency of norms and,_
values.

For these who want to confirm a school's effectiveness, the follow-
ing questions may be appropriate':

, Have teachers and administrators come to a working consensus
on patterns of acceptable behavior for staff, students, and administra-
tion?

Does there appear to be a working consensus on how school life
organized?'

Are thpre sauctured opportunities for staff and administration to
develop and reinforce consensus?

Do teachers feel their interests are repsented -hy -those making
' decisions?

Pupil Acceptance of School Norms

Students must accept the school's norms if the school is to be effective.
Rutter suggests three crucial influences in determining this acceptance,
The nest, general conditions for pupils and staff attitudes toward pupils,
leads to the following questions:

Is the building maintained and decorated to provide pleasant
Working conditions for students?

Are staff members willing and 4val. :ole for consultation by
children about problems?

Does the staff expect students to succeed and achieve?

Sharea aCtivities between staff and pupils, such as away-from-school
outings, also-contributed to-better student outces. -Rutterhypothe-
sivs that these shared activities may increase effectiveness if they are
directed toward a common goal or purpose, such as a schoolwide
charity. A question that reflects this point is:

Are there out-of-class activities that bring students and teachers
together to-build toward a common goal?

Pupil behavior and success on exams were also influenced positive-
ly when a high proportion of students held positions of responsibility.
Rutter hypothesizes that students _who hold positions of responsibility

nore likely to identify with the educational values of the school and
to provide models of mature behavior for others. The following question-
might be posed:

.
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Do high proportions of students hold positions of responsibility?

To summarize, the Rutter study shows that differences in -school
outcomes in such areas as academics, attendance, student behavior, and
delinquency not only reflect S school's intake patterns but are, to.a
significant degree, determined by school processes and characteristics.

I^ X

-Studies of Effective-Desegregated_ Schools,
Delving into the research literature on desegregation, we found similar'
school processes updating in effectively desegregated schools. These
processes are outlined in Figure 4. (See Henderson, et al., 1981,. for,a

.concise review.)
From a student's point of view, equal access and participation in the

aLademic and cocurricular activities of the school was an important
,dimenston_associatell with successful' desegregation. Thua, rigid track-
ing tends to teach children that only a few will succeed (Pettigrew- , 1075;
Cram, 1978, Jones, et al., 1972, Porwoll, 1978). Similarly, equal and fair
access to social positions and cocurricular activities,are important (Rist,
1978, 1979; Schofield, 1978). Even school symbols, like team colors and
mascots, Lan be a powerful force in fostering a sense of ownership by all
groups in a school. The following question might be posed:

Do students have equal and-fair access to academic and cocurricu-
la r school 'programs?

Codes of conduct are important in a successfully desegregated
school, as they are in a safe school. Studies point to a need for a Uniform
code ot conduct, firm discipline, and procedOres that are perceived to be'
fair by all groups- (Lincoln, 1976, Migell, 1978, Wilie and Greenblatt,
1980). The principal appears to be the key person in establishing the
"working" code of conduct and the Llimate of the School. The successful
principal is able to communicate expectdiions ofiair play to all:staff and
students (Egerton, 1977, Noblit, 1979). A question reflecting this is:

Figure 4. School Processes and Outcomes in Desegregated Schools.

input, -

,Schools under study as
desegregated
institutions

Process Outcome
Student participation Reduction of conilict
Codes of conduct

Principal's leadership
Faculty models and

expectations
Inservice training

Successful
desegregated
schools

Improved achievement

6&`
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Is the principal perceived by students and faculty as modeling
expectations of fair and equal treatment?

. -
High expectations are also 'important, for what children learn

depends to a large degiee on what teachers expect of them (Davey, 1973;
Eddy, 1976; Mackler, 1969). Moreover, a desegregated faculty may help
provide positive role models for ihildren (Cohen, 1980; Davidson, 1978).
Two questions arise:

Do school,personnel provide positive role models for children?
Do teachers have high expectations for all students, regardless of

race or class?

-Inservice training is one way a school demonstrates commitMent
toward the goal of equal opportunity. Successfulty -desegregated schools
provide Staff with inservice on skills for teaching heterogeneous class-
roonis and skills in classroom panagement, as well- as self-analysis in
actions that in-" te discriminatory behavior. A question that _comes
from this disci_ssk n is:

Is insery ,aining provided that encourages self-reflection and,
skill building in areas promoting equal opportunity?

Descriptive Studies of Effective Schools
Recent research findings on effective schools have been _indirectly
confirmed_ iri a rather tiriusual way by a group of journalists on a
research- fellowship at George Washington University's Institute for
Edtkational Leadership. Their reports are compiled in D. Brundage, ed.,
The Journalism 'Research -Fellows Report. What Makes an Effective School?
(1-979)._Afte an overvieW of current research,. the journalists were asked
to visit schools across the country that local communities thought were
effectiN;e or that had higher achievement test scOres than would be
expected. While journalistic descriptions do not hold the validity and
reliability of research data, we think they ring true enough, and are
consistent enough with the researth, that useful questions can be posed
from -them. Frit the most part, our reading of the Journalism Research
Fellow,: Report parallels that-of Robert "Benjamin of the Cmonnati Post,
who wroteone otthe articles. Benjamin found that effective schools are'
shnilar in tering, of-their principals, beliefs, instruction, teachers, read-
ing, inid resources. We -will describe all bet reading and resources
because our own analysis of the fournalisin Resei, ,,h-Fellows Report doesn't
supfiort these as major characteristics of effective elementary and
secondary schools. .
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I hroughout the artictes, the principal t merged as the one who sets
locus, tone, philosophy, aii'd chrection in a school. "Good principals
tend to rock the boat. They forsake the desire to be loved for the hard
task ot monitoring students' progress. hey set achievement goals for
their students, and they Judge their teachers and ihemselk es by them"
(p. 102). Furthermore, the principals who were featured in this report
tended to obsen e classes frequently, to have at least a partial say in
hiring teachers, to actikely structure the development of curriculum and
instruction, to obtain the staff's commitment to a schoolwide program,
and toy:licit-respect from studebts as a "straight shooter." Although the
articles descnbed both elementary and secondary principals with vary-
ing leadership styles, one of the headlines from the report suriimed it
up. "Principals demandand getresults, but allow flexibility in
achieving them" (p. '24).

Behet,that students ccip)learn that the Job can be done (p. 102) is
the secood indication ot ettectike schools. It appears from_ the news
article, destriptions that this ,belief originates with.the principal and
spreads to staff and students._But belief, from our analysis of the articles,
goes beyond believing that children can and \A illiearn. Belief also has to
do with school locus, philkisophy, and goals. The fwis of a school could
be a particular curriculum program, or an emphasis -on community
participanori, or a successfully desegregated school. But there has to be
a tocosci belief. As one of the headlines .put it, "Good Schools Have
Quality Principles."

"Instruction- is the third characteristic of an effective school. As
Benianun reports, :Student achitn. ement results from time spent direct-
ly and efficiently on teaching academic skills" (p, 102). Task focus, a
sense ot urgency, and a belief that time is kaluable all characterize
ettectn e classrooms. These classrooms appeared to be more humane
places than classrooms here there was a lot of off-task behavior. Figore
5, based=on logs compiled over two months of observation, shows thllt
more time is spent on instruction in w hat Penjamin.called "schools that

work."
letichers- IS the fourth theme mentioned in the articles, arid in

etkchke schools most teachers beliek e that children can succeed and
have confidence in the principal's abilitk to lead, The-effective teachers
these reporters obserk ed were able to maintain discipline in their classes
wikhout spending time- punishing students, and the students appeared
to understand the rules. Effectik e t'eachers planned their lessons in
advance: When a teacher needed assistance, appropriate help ,was
available from the principal or from-another teacher. Effective teachers
expected their students to learn and were able to structure their
classrooms, using w hole-group teachi.ng Jechiiiques, to fulfill their
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Figure 5. How a Classroom Hour Is Spent
.4+

Schools that work Other schools

Source; Dave McElroy, Baltimore Sun

expectations. In effectiv e schools, teachers handled most discipline
problems themsel es and rarely sent children to the principal's office.
Furthermore, they cared for the students, had a sense of pride in
teaching, and were relatk ely satisfied with teaching in a particular
school. Effecti% c schools usually did not have a transient teaching staff.
The reporters did not paint=rosy pictures of all the "effective schools,"
howe%er, some still had problems with discipline (although most
reported improvement),,apathy, lack of-student motik ation, poor corn-
munity relations, and large and insensitive-bureaucracies. Nevertheless,
these schools appeared to be moving in a set direction.

These journalistic descriptions of effeetke schools reinforce the
importance of student engagement, student sulless, -teach& manage-
ment of instruction, and supervision by the principal, and as such they
bolster the pre% iously reported research on classroom effectiveness.
Ntoreo er, they suggest the follow ing questions about effective schools.

Does thc principal actively set the tone and focus of the school by
obsercing classrooms, enforcing the discipline code in a "fair but firm"
manner, and,setting goals for the school that are supported by the staff?

Does the school have cl focus or philosophy, a direction that is
supported-by administration, staff, and students?

Is time spent cffiochtly and directly on teaching academic skills?
'0-Do teachers usually handle their discipline problems themselves?
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5. 4

.School.Climate -and

Leadership

In the previous chaptgr, we posed a nutriber of research-related ques-
tions that can be asked to determine a school's effectiveness. In this
chapter, we regroup those qdestions under the categories of school
climate and Jeadershipthe firykomponents in our model for improv-
ing-school and classroom effectivenbss (see page 4.)

We recognize that_ others may group these questions differently,
and we enc'ourage you to take a siab at such an exercise. Our purpose is
not to determine the critical categories of school effectiveness for all
time, rather, It is to be as explicit as possible about the way the data'
make the most sense for us now.

School Clithate
Metaphom'ally, -schgol climate consiMs of three-weather conditions: an
emphasis on academics, an orderly -environnient, and expectations'for
success. The questions synthesized from the research providwindicators
th it can help assess a school's climatic mnditions. Because ail school

.
p iaticipants'appearto contribute to and have a-stake n-a p9sitive-school
climate, the questions are grouped to indicate each participant's contri-

.
butions to each "weather condition." ,

., Academic .ttiphasist Students

Do students master the academiavork?
Do students bring books and pencils toclass?
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Do students use the library on a weekly baMs?
Do students percek c congruence atoong the facuRy in enforcing

school rules and strictly-controlling classroom behavior?

Students' mastery of acadeihic work um be determined by report
Lard grades, by questions correct on unit tests, and by the teacher's
professional judgment. Not surprisingly, students who bring books and
pencils to class usually succeed. Such actions by studer0 reinforce the
school's academic emphasb. Frequent Me of the school library by
students may indicate that students and teachers value the resources of
the libraryind are thus reinforcing an academic emphasis. The ques-
tions also suggest that when students perceive congruence among the
faculty in egforLing school rules and controlling classroom behavior, the
academic emphasis of the school is enhanced.

Academic Empha'sis: Teachers

Instruction

ls time spent effkiently and directly on teaching academic skills?
Do lessons start on time and continue without interruptions?
Is whole-group instruction ysed?
Do teachers provide rewards for actual achievement?
Do teachers praise students fol. work.well- done?
Do teachers regularly give and-mark homework?

Planning

Do teachers plan lessons in advance?
Do teachers regularly give and mark homework?

Other

Do teachers-expect students to succeed?
Are staff members willing and available for consultation by

children about problems?

Teachers Lan reinforce an academic emphasis by spending time
efficiently and directly on teaching academic skills. This may help
student engagement and success, which, according to our model, may
in turn enhance student achiecment. Ilmning lessons in advance
helps to epsure that kssons begin and end on time. Teachers can bolster
an academic emphasis by 1.*.ro iding rewards and praise 4to students for
work well done. 1 lornework assignments also appear to be an indicator

/of academic emphaSis. I lomework gives a student an opportunity for
further practice, thus increasOig the student's engagement and increas-
ing the likelihood of improked acliiel.enumt. The aailability of teachers
to help students ith problems may also signal an academic emphasis.
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- Academic Emphasis: Principals

Behaviors

Do teachers and principals support the academk focus of the
sLhool by spending most of the st.hool day on instructional activities?

Does the principal regularly observe classrooms and confer with
teachers on instructional matters?

Does the principal LheLk to see that teachers assign homework?

Structures

Is course phnning done by teacher groups rather than by isolated
individuals?

Do teaLhers feel their interests are represented by those making
decisions?

Are rewards fairly earned by a large number of students?

Beliefs

Do principals and teachers believe and expect_ that students can
master their academic work?

Does the soLial structure of the school teach those who work and
learn there that their actions'have some effect?

Prinupals promote, the school's .Kademic emphasis by their own
aLtions, by the organizational struLtures they put into place, and by their
beliefs. Prinupals of effective schools tend-to spend a large proportion of
their day on activities rehted to instruction. Three actions are associated
with high sludent achiecment. checking that teachers assign home-
work, obser% mg in classrooms, and conferring with teachers. Effective
pnnupals have found ways to orgamze their time so that the instruc-
tional program receives priority.

The questions also suggest that principals create organizational
structures that enhance the school's academic emphasis for example,
having groups of teachers rather than individuals plan courses. In
effedive st.hools, teaLhers feel their inteiests are represented when
deLisions are made, although they may not ha c direa input into the
decision. This finding suggests that adequate communication exists in
the school. The question of students earning rewards implies that the
sLhool organizes reward structures for achieving students, and that
aLlnevement is a alued outLome. Principals of effective schools orga-
nize and maintain such reward structures.

The research on effective schoois highlights the importance of
prmLipals bdieving that students will master the academic contept.
When the pnnupal aLtively struLtures the bLhoors soLial system around
mastery , then,,it may be more likely that students and teachers feel their
actions,and efforts have some effect.
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Orderly Environment: Students

perceptions of discipline

Do students perceive that discipline is-unfairly administered?
D tudents perceive congruence among the faculty in_enforcing

school rules and strictly controlling classroom behavior?

Student part icipat ion

Do students use the library on a weekly basis?
Do students take care of schocil resources?
Haye students -participated in organizing a schoolwide cilarity

drive?
Are a high percentage of students named in school assemblies for

their participation?
Do high proportions of students hold positions of responsibility?
bo students have equal and fair access to academic and cocurricu-.lar school programs?

Students, teachers, and principals also contribute to a school's
orderly environment, the second component of a positive school cli-
mate The. questions concerning- this component suggest indicators of
effective schools that have a low incidence of violence and vandalism
and/or higher-than-expected student achievement.

Student indicators of an orderly environment can be grouped- into
two clusters: perceptions of discipline procedures, and participation in
school affairs. In effective schoois, students perceive that discipline
procedures are fair and are applied equally to all. Effective schools also
elicit high student participation, students take care of school resources,
contribute to school-organized charity drives, use the school library, and
are involved in class activities and assemblies. Nese specifie indicators
correlate' with positive pupil behavior in school.

We go beyond these indicators to suggest that schools that enlist
students' participation in a wide variety of aLtivities are less likely to
have student Vehavior problems because the students have a stake in
the school. If many students interact around school activities outside the
classroom, then norms of positive student behavior may be more likely
to emerge.

Orderly Environment: Teachers

Instruction

Do _teachers start lessons on time and continue without interrup-
tion?

Do teachers regularly give and mark homework?
-Do teachers provide rewards for actual achievement?
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Classroom ma,lagemeill

Are positive models of behavior provided by teachers?
Does the feedback students receive in terms of,rewards and praise

.outriumber punish men ts?
Are punishments delivered in a way that -indicates firm disap-

proval of misbehavior while 41% oiding humiliation and avoiding model-
ing violence?

DoLs the faculty express punitive or authoritarian attitudes to-
ward students?

Do teachers maally handle their infrequent discipline problems
themselves?

Are teachers available to Lonsult ith students about problems?

Teachers can enhance the orderly e'nvironment of-a school through
their skills in instruction and classroom managementIn instruction, the
teaLher's use of time is important, thus one question suggests that
teachers who maximize their allocated time by bLginning lessons
promptly have fewer discipline problems. Teachers who give homework
and pro% ide rewards or reinforLement for actual achievement also have
fewer discipline pail:Ms. AS these Lomments suggest, sonic indicators
of orderly-en% ironment- also-reinforce a school's academie emphasis.

The classroom mmagement- questions suggest ways discipline
problems should be handled ii the classroom.-For example, the teach-
er's own behavior IS a model for student behavior. In classrooms with
few beha%ior problems, teachers use punishment but avoid humiliation
and %iolence toward students. Moreover, they do not express punitive
or authoritarian attitudes toward students, and they tend to handle
disuphne problems themselves. Positive rewards and praise generally
outnumber negative reinforcements. Teachers with fewer discipline
problems also tend to be more available to students to talk about
personal and academic problems.,It is interesting to note that the two
teaLher beha% iors of instruLtion and Llassroom management, which are
Llosely lMked to student aLliie% ement in our model, also promote an
orderly school environment.

Orderly Environment: The_Principal

Consensus hilding for an mderly environment

I lave teachers and administrators come to a woiking consensus
on the patterns of acLeptable beha%ior for staff, students, and adminis-
tration?

I Lis the prinLipal built shared expectations and strong coordina-
tion about school rules?

A?'7
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Does the pnncipal provide a reliable system of support, appropri-
ate inservice training, and opportunities for staff to coordinate their
actions in areas of instructkin and discipline?

Deliver!, of discipline

Does the principal acti% ely set the tone and focus of the school by
observing classrooms, enforcing the discipline code in a "firm but fair"
manner, and setting goals for the school that are supported by the staff?

Are punishments delivered in a way that indicates firm disap-
proval of misbeha% ior NNhile avoiding humiliation and avoidinz model-
ing violence?

Do students perceive that discipline-is fairly administered?'

The principal's role in creating an orderly environment revolves
around-creating a consensus about the school rules among staff and-
students, then administering this consensus in a "fair but firm" manner.
In delivering punishment, firm disapproval should be indicated while

oiding humiliation and modeling violence. Students may be the
"touchstone" if they percei e that discipline is fairly administered.
Thus, consensuS building and firm delivery help defule the principal's
role in creating an orderly school environment.,

Expectations for Success

Students

__N.) students feel the school helps them to master academic work?
Do students believe that luck is more inyortant than hard work?
Do students belie% c that they can get ahead without something or

someone stopping them?

Teachers and principtils

Do students, faculty, administration, and_ community feel that
their own efforts govern- their futures?

Does the social structure of the school teach those IN hp %%ork and
learn there that their actions have some effect?

Do principals and teachers bcliee and expect that students can
master their academic work?

Do teachers expect students to succeed?
Do staff expect students to succeed and.Achieve?
Do teachers ha% e high expectations of all students, regardless of

race or class?

Expectations for success help reinforce an orderly environment and
an academic emphasis In schools. But such expectations cannot be
directly obsen ed in behaioral terms. Indeed, this area is usually

';'
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assessed by questionnaires that ask students, "Do you believe luck is
more important than hard work?" and ask teachers, "Do you think that
all of your students will complete high school?" In effective schoolS,
positive answers to these questions generallY? coincide with teachers
starting athses on time or principals observing classes. We assume that
there is some interaction between behefs and behaviors, but we are not
sure whether people aLt beLause they -believe, or act first and belief
follows. We suspect it's a little of both.

Students in effective schools perceive that the school helps them
master academiL work. The teacher's behavior in structuring the class-
room, and the prinupal's leadership in organizing the school, apparent-
ly help mold students perLeptions in this way. Such speculation is
consistent with research on achievement motivation, which suggests
that students can learn to suceed, given the appropriate structure.

We also speculate that academic success leads to enhanced self-
LonLept and a feeling of efficacy on the student's part. Students in
effeLtive sLhoals generally believe they can get ahead and that work is
more important than luck. Self-concept is Lorre lated with student
achievement, and both are significant and measurable outcomes of
schooling for us.

TeaLhers and prmLipals in effective schools express their expecta-
tions for suLLess tn 0,tich a way that students know what is expected of
them and-belie% e -they can measure up to these high standards. As a
soLial sy stem, the sLhool also LommuniLates its expectations for stu-
dents by pros iding rewards for work w ell done and creating opportuni-
ties for student partiupation and leadership. In their attention to
aLadermL programs ami disLipline proLedures, principals set the tone for
the sLhool. And in an effectn, e sLhool, both prinupal and teachers not
only beliee students Lan succeed, but model those expectations to the
school as a Ivho!e.

'School Leadership
When reiewing the questions on sLhool climate, we found the princi-
pal's importanLe mentioned in in, ery category. We w ondered what
spcLifiL behiwiors on the part et' the school leader are associated with an
effeLth c sLhool, and we went baL: to our original questions to search fur
possible answers. The questions-highlighted three processes of leader-,
ship that suggest norms for developing a positive school climate.
SpeLifkA, sLhdol leaders (1) do, clop positive models, (2) generate
Lonsensus, and (3) use feedbaLk to build a positive school climate. In
sLhools sucLeeding above expectations, these leadership processes ap-
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pear to be in place, and they may provide hints about how a school
might change if increased student achievement Is a. valued outcome.

Modeling
,

We tend to copy the actions, attitudeg, and beliefs of people we respect,
especially if those people are in positions of authority. Because teachers
and administrators hold such positions in a school,. their behavior
'provides important cues to children about what is evected and what is
valued there. Let's take a look at how one principal's behavior is
perceived by a student hall monitor.

Dr. -Black, the principal, is six feet, six inches tall and walks the
school's hall- with long strides. He makes a definite impression on
people, as this passage from a seventh-grader's English composition
suggt sts. "On my way to class, with the halls empty, I was walking
behind-Dr Black, who stooped to pick up a piece of paper. He swooped
down like an eagle after a field mouse, retrieving the paper without
breaking stride. Now, I do the same while thinking of eagles."

Picking up a piece of paper in the hall of a large school' is a small
gesture, yet it speaks-of a person who cares about how the school looks
and cares for the ople who work and study there. By this one gesture,
Dr Black has modeled a whole constellation of beliefs to the hall
monitor. Picking up trash is not seen as a demeaning task but instead is
associated in the student's mind with the power of eagles. While most
gestures may not be that effectiv e, people in schools do look to respected
authority figures for models of appropriate behavior and attitudes.
Modeling ma.) be a particularly appropriate way of reinforcing both
i3cademic emphasis and an orderly environment.

I et's take a look at the questions that demonstrateahe importance
of modcling as a leadership process (see Figure 1). We begin by
discussing modeling from-the perspective of-the principal and organize
questions to show how modeling can affect a school's climate.

Principals-in effective schools model-an emphasis on academics by
observing classrooms, conferring with teachers about instructional mat-
ters, and setting agreed-on goals for the school. "What I do is whSt
mean," is the way one principal describes his modeling. "If I'm not in
those classrooms, then the teachers begin to feel I don't care about the
academic program. From observing classrooms, I know the staff's
teaching patterns. I know what is being taught. There's less time
teaching holiday facts and more-time spent-on reading-and math skills
than when I first began in this position. I believe the emphasis of the
curriculum changed partly because of our teacher-principal-conferences
after dassroom observations."

Creating and maintaining an orderly env ironment is enhanced by ,
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Figure 1. Modeling.

The Principal's Role
Modeling for an Academic Emphasis

Does the pnncipal actively set the tone and focus of the school by observing classrooms,
enforcing the disciphne code in a fair but firm manner, and setting goals for the school that
are supported by administration, staff, add students?

Does the principal regularly observe classrooms and confer with teachers on instructional
matters?

Does the principal emphasize academic standards?

Modeling for an Orderly Environment

Are punishments delivered in a way that indicates firm disapproval of. misbehavior while

aGoiding humiliatiori and avoiding modeling violence?

Is the building maintained and decorated to provide pleasant working conditions for
students?

Is the prinupal perceived by students and faculty as modeling expectations of fair and equal
treatmerit?

Do high proportions of students hold positions of responsibility?

The Teacher's Role
Modeling for an Academic Emphasis

Do teachers plevibe rewards tor actual 'achievement?

Do students bring books and pencils to class?

Are staff members willing and avthiable tor consultation by children about problems?

Does teacher behavior, such as helping students on the teacher s own tirne, indicate that the
schoors children and the profession of teaching are valued?

Modeling for an Orderly Environment

Are positive models of behavior provided by teachers?

Qoes the faculty express punitive or authoritarian attitudes toward students"

Do teachers start lessons on time and continue without interruption?

Do teadhers praise students for worlowell done"

Do teachers structure the ciassroom environment to permit students to suCceed?

tile principal's modeling of appropriate behavior for staff and students.
I his modeling behavior is exemplified in the procedure for determining
punishments, the trequenLy of those punishments, the perceived fair-
ness oi the punishments, and the equity with which the punishments
are administered to different groups in the school population. Maintain-,
ing wdl-deLorated building where conditiuns for students are pleasant
Is another way to demonstrate or model _an orderly envhonment. A
dean building suggests order. Modeling by tile principal may create an
"environmental press" where being orderly is the easies't thing to do.

s.
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One way to enhance an orderly environment Is to ensure that the school
enlists students' participation, not only in the classroom but through
having a large proportion of students hold leadership positions in the.
school Through participating, the students have a stake in the scilool.

Teachers who are, after all, tlie leaders in the classrooma:so
model behaviors and attitudes that pffect a school's climate. When -
teachers provide rew aryls for actual achievement, when s, adents are
required to bringbooks and pencils to class, when teachers are available
for consultation outside of the classroom, then teachers are modeling
the importance of a school's academic,emphasis. A teacher who begins
lessons on time is more likely to maintain order in the classroom.
Conversely, if students perceive an autlwritarian or punitive attitude
being modeled by a teacher,, they are less likely to internalize the norms
of an ordedy environment. Teachers also model, by their own behavior,
the school's expectations for success. By praising children for work well
done, by teaching so that all children experience success, and by
spending time on instruction, the teacher communicates these expecta-
tions to students.

Of course, modeling can also w ork ip a negative direction. In some
low achieving schools, for example, or in schools w ith high incidences
of violence and vandalism, Aservers found that teachers did not, as a
group, spend the entire class periix. on academic content. In .the same
schools, students-perceiv ed that a Sew students could "get-away with"
inappropriate behav ior, "It was only unlucky if you got caught." Such
negative models also communicate clearly to school participants.

The models provided by administrators and teachers are one of the
keys tp leadership in effective schogls. The behaviors of teachers and
administrators, as authority figures, communicate w hat is really valued,
ivhal is really important in a school.

Consensus Building

Consensus builds as groups of people behave in consistent patterns. At
times, these patterns are explicitly agreed on. Schools maintain consist-
'ent patterns for beginning and ending the day, for ivhen it is appropri-
ate to talk to the principal, and for when students and teachers eat
lunch Implicit patterns also build, evolving became people .begin to
behave in a particular tv ay homew ork-isn't given on weekends, certain
groups occupy "their table" in the lunchroom, students don't carry
books to classes Thus, each organization builds-consensus patterns,
each of which may help or hinder the achievement of the organization's
goals. In effectiv e schools, consensus Is built around the school climate
factors of a(adentic emphasig, orderly env ironment, and expectations
for success The questions inligure 2 point to leadership processes that
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Figure 2.7.. Consensus Building.

Consensus.puilding for an Academic EMphasis

Is courstplanning done by groups of teathers?

Do inexperienced teacherS consult with experienced teachers?

Do teachers have extensive contact with a,limited.riumber of students in several aspects of
their educatiOn?

Is there little difterentiahon among students or in the mstruchonal program provided 'Tor them?

Do principals and teachers beheve and expect that students cari master their 'academic
work?

Consensus Building for an Orderly Environment

Have teachers and administrators come io a working consensus on patterns of acceptable
behavior for staff, students,,and administration?

Has the principal bgilt shared expectations and strong coordination about school rules?

Do students perceive congruence among the.faculty in enforcmg school rules and strictly
cOntryling classroom behavior?

Do students perceive that discipline is unfairly administered?

Does there appear to be a working ,onsensus on.how school life is organized?

Are there structured opportunities for staff and administration to develop and, reinforce
consensus?

Consensus Building tor Success

Does the social structure of_the school teach those who hve there that their actions have
sonic) effect?

0
Do students, faculty, administration, and the comrrnity,feel that their own efforts govern
their future?

Do teachers have high expectations for all students, regardless of race or class?

Are-there provisions-for school outings?

Do a large number of students participate in assemblies?

Do high proportions of students hold positions of responsibility?

Are there out.of-dass achvities that bring stude ts and teachers together to build toward a
common goal?

Does the social structuro of.the school and classroom provide opportunities for students to
practice leadership?

may assist in building consensus od developing a positive school
climate.

-Building Lonsensus tor an academic emphasis requires that teacbers
e time to meet and plan Lourse Lontent together-New teachers need

an "old pro" to introduLe them to formal and informal school rules and
proLedur. A wnsensus emphasizing aLademics can be destroyed in a
few years if new teachers don't understand that students are Llxpected to
do their homework-in this school and that it's appropriate to require And

o'r
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,enforce tirat shit:lents bring books and pencils to class.
The next two questions suggest that a differentiated academic

program may have a detrimental effect on creating 'consensus. I,-
effective schools, there is little differentiation ainong students' pro',
grams Further, ettectn e' schools design schedules that give teachers
extensive contact with a limited 1,umber oistudents in several aspects ot

z,
.their education Ironically, in buikling an academic emphasis, according
to the above criteria, the teacher student relatiotiship may by more
important than a vast smoigasbordloLcoursAontent. The last question
in this area '4uggests that staff and.admfrustration must hold expecta-
tions that' all students can master the academic content: .

In buikling a jonsensus "for an orderly environment, the idea of a
"working consensus" should be,gniphasized. The staff and administra-
,tion need to periodically re\ dew patterns that promote or disrupt the
,;ehool's ordcrly environment. is a .different group of cluldren shoping
up late tor class' Is there a trend in cutting class? Building consensus
also meaos enforcing rules in a consistentmanner, so students generally
agree-thatthe,entorcement is-fairand-equitable. Arbitrary and inconsis-
tent enforcement ot a school's rules leads staff and studentsto think that
luck is a- more valued conunoditv than following the rules.

Students in effective schools feel that their-actions have some effect.
They believe that it they study, the\ will get,better grades; they know
that if they cut school, their,parents will be notified. Consensus in this
area is likeh to bring success jj hood, antUi healthy _self-concept.
qcWOl leakrslielp build this consensus by hundreds of decisions every
day.

,Consensus 'can Occur ',ink if people interact with one another,
however Thus, success can be fostered b prcA iding,for school outings
and assemblies and creating opportunitit2s for many students to hold
positions of responsibility Students are likely to be moce successful and

vecLito have more of ;la in\ estment in school if they are Inc ol n activities
outside' the classroom. The idea_of student im7olvem..nt, as described in
Chapter 2, take,s on additional meaning here. Effective school leadership
analyzes patterns ol student in\ kilt ement and opNrtunities tor students
to formallyexerdse responsibilii and-then seeks improvement in those
patterns.

Co',sensus building is a leadership activity. School leaders in
schools .vith tewer incidents ot iolence and \ andalism than would be
expected were able to form a t.onsensus between administration and,
faculty about 'both the focus of the instructkmal program and 'the
disciplinary polk ies And proceduies. It is inwesting to note that
students w ere not necessarth m ol ed in de\ eloping either consensus.
Rather when students perce.ive0 a fair, firm, and consistent consensus
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acadenucs and discipline, school outcomes were better than expect-
ed. Similarly, Rutter et al. (1979) found a correlati 11 between better
qudent atkndance and achievement and teachers who felt their views
were considered important by the administration even when they

'themselves had no actual say in administrative decisions.

Feedback

The school, like all organizations, provides feedback to. participants
Ana the acceptabihty of their behavior. Through feedback, participants
learn what is really valued by the organization. For example, most
schools have rules about being late for class. Despite such rules,
however, in one school almost a third of the students were-consiskmtly
late tordass. I eachers who .used to start their classes on time gave up.

lw students-complained vy heh sanctions v% ere imposed and claimed,
tlwv wel e imposed inconsistently. After a while, ev eryone adapted to
the _situation 1..)v, strafing. their. L.lasses later. Students understood the
teedback the organization pros ided not important- to the school
that students get to class On ime. The feedback led teachers to
understand that students would be late and nothing could be done
abnit it Another, more subtle, message is that the leadership in this
scl mg may not alue w hat happens in the classroom-enough to delAgg
way to help-get-the students to class on time. And the result, of course,
wastthat-student Inv olv ement, wverage, and success decreased. If-eight
minutes are lost rum each period in an eigh, period day , by the end of a
1h0-day school y ear, students and teachos w ill hay e lost 11,520 minutes
or 1,920 hours Lit time allocated for instruction. No wonder student

'achievement suffers,
1 he questions synthesized from the research (sec Figure 3) suggest

areas w here etteLtiv c school leadership-provides feedback that supports
a schoOl cliMate in vs, hich academics are emphasized, the env ironment is
orderly, and success is expected,

Both prmupals and teachers pros ide fciedback that reinforces a
school's academic emphasis. Positiv e feedback to students for a task
well done Is assouated ith better student outcomes. It appears obvious
that teachers should praise students fr ork well done, display' student
work, and regularly give and mai homew ork. Net.that is not4ways the

.case. In many ot the ineffectiv e schools ered by case studies,
observers found that students w ere rewarded for incorrect answers or,
when they answered correctly, receiv ed no reward. Similarly, Rutter et
al. 0979) tound at least three times as many negativ e reinforcers as
positive ones in the school environment.

Prinupals provide feedback that supports an academic emphasis by
checking to see if teachers give homew ork, conferring with teachers
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3 Agure 3. Feedback.

Feedback for Academic Emphasis

Do leachers provide rewards for actual achievement?

Do teachers praise students 1or work well done?

Do teachers praise students' work in class?

Is student work displayed on walls?

Do teachers structure the classroom environment jo permit students to succeed?

Do teachers regularly give, and mark homework?

-Does the principal check to see that teachers give homework?

DOes the principal regularly observe classrooms and confer with teachers on instructional
matters?

Do teachers andprincipals support the academic focus of the school by spending most of the
school day on instructional activities?

Do teachers feel their yiews are represented in decision making?

Feedback /Pr an Orderly Environment

Do studdnts perceive congruence among the faculty in enforcing school rules and .stnctly
controlling classroom behavior?

Does the frilty express punihve or authoritarian attitudes toward students?

Do teacherNsually handle their infrequent discipline problems themselves?
Are unishments deliverecth_a_wayLthaLindicates_firm disapproval of misbehavior while
avoiding humiliation and avoiding modeling violenc

is the principal aware of staff punduality?

Feedback That Builds Expectations for Success

Are rewards earned fairly by a large number of students?

Does the feedback students receive in terms of rewards or praise outnumber punishments?

\pc high proportions of students hold positions of responsibility?

Does the social structure of the school and classroom provide opportunities tor students to
practice leadership?

Is inservite training provided that encourages selPeflection and skill building in areas
promoting equal opportunity?

Do students believe that luck is more important than hard work?

Do students be116e that they can get ahead without something or someone stopping them?

about instructional matters, and representing teachers' views tn the
decision-making process..

Students' percePtions ofiaculty and adminisfration agreement on
school rules ihdicate kedback that reinforces an orderly environment.
This feedback avoids humiliation, iolence, and authoritarianism, whtle
indicating firm disapproval of misbakh tor. Congruence on these mat-
ters requires school leaders who are willing to monitor and develop

*,
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consensus about the way 4 school operates, when staff punctuqlity -'is

_monitored by admmistrator, c assume suh consensus is developing.
teedbaCk that builds e,xpectations for success is communicated

elisrouOrrewards'and, leadership positions for students. Wheii rewards
are called bv large numbers ot students, 'when students hold many
positioms thj.ln dais feedback sdpports a climate ol
success. And l hen students beim, e that their actions and decisions can
,nave all nnpact on then w odd, sui_cess May foster an improved self-

., concept.

Conclusion
In this_chapte-r. e discussed leadership and school climate iridicators
gl-ltsu t. lilted ith oettel school outcomes. The indic..turs suggest three
norms ot gl positive school chm . an orderly di% ironment, an emphasis

acadeAcs, and expepations tor success., When grouped another
wav, the indicators aim) suggest the three leadership processes of
modehpg, cons-cnsus building, and feedback, w hich support a positive
school climate. Mont speulics-mdicators associated with a positive
school climate .uid ettectiv e'leadership processes ale similar to thos'e that
lead to student intvolv ement, suu.ess, and coverag. Thus, leadership
processes and school climate pro% ide one tvpy of understanding what
makes a school ettecto. e and suggest places w here change may signifi-
cantly affect-school outcomes.
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Administration and Policy

Perspectives for Effective

Sc- hoots

We hav e re% icyced some of the research on chalactervItics of effective
schools and come to the conclusion that effective school are built on
leadership aird a positiv c school climate. Noy% vve %%ould like to illustrate
how one prihcipal enhanced the effectiveness of his school by using the
ideas of leadership and school diMate to focus-a school Improvement
effort To do this, vve first introduce the metaplwr of schools as "loosely
cotipled" sy stems, 11% pothesi'zing that effective schools tend to be more
1ight1%- coupled in areas suggested by our model. Next a story is offered
to illustrate hovv 13ill's beliefs about leadership and school climate led to
changes in student and teacher behav ioD, that helped improve student
achiev ement. We conclude vv ith a list of implications for superinten-
dents and school boards.

J

Loose Coupling
Durin,, the last 80 years, public schools have mushroomed into ever
larger and increasingly more complex institutions. And yet, at the
classroom le% el,, the structure of school has hardly changed at all, one
feacher meets vcith 20 to 35 students, m a classroom. The difference,' is
that there are more classrooms in schools now.

81
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When pieces of an organization, like classrooms, can be added or
taken awas without substantially affecting the sr hole, this suggests that
the organization Is loosely coupled (Weick, 1976, Firestone, 1980).

Corbett (1982) defines coupling in this context as "the extent to which
action by one person requires or leads to action by another." For
example, it there is no ielationslup between the actions of one classroom
and those of another, then a school is considered loosely coupled. If
mdisiduals are inure interdependentts in team teaching, the unit is
more tightly coupled. A loc2sely coupled by stem, in other words, is no(
like an Assembls line where, sr hen one part is lacking, the whole line
must shut down.

Schools benefit in mans ways from being loosely coupled. Structur-
alls, there needs to be some way to divide children into manageable
gnmps'that won't disrupt/the school. ,In no bther place in American
soot ts arc so lawny people packed into so small an area as children are
in schools. for foe to six hours a day, 180 days a year, each classroom
houses up to 33 students plus a teacher. Small, loosely coupled groups
make school :. more manageable, if one classroom is chaotic, otlier
classrooms wr: not be affected.

In a loosels coupled school, one can add or..subtract courses in the
curriculum and continue school es en though teachers, principals, and
students change or al times don't perform up to par. Schools can be
conibnied when student.enrollment Is declining or new, ones built when
the number ot students increases. In a loosely coupled system, internal
changes don't has e large impact on the organization as a whole. One
1 ridas aftet noon, w hen the buses were running late, a quarter of the
tacults was out on an inset-% tee acto its, and the os ens in the cafeteria
weren't win kingi principal we sork with described his school as
completell uncoupled. Of course, the fact that all_this could happen and
school reIllu a in session Is one of the posito e properties of a loosely
coupled'SW' CL

In main other +s,ns, hos.e% el, loose couplpg presents problems
tor a school. leachers may not know, what their colleagues are teaching
in the classroom next !aor. Principals may has e difficulty generating
consensus on school rules in ,1 large faculty and among a large student
buds that changes once ever\ three to six s ears. Gis en that schools
strive tow aid mans dittetent goals, accountabilits in a loosely coupled
school mas also be a problem. Coordination may be difficult, as
connections between people in the sclwol may rest more on happen-
stance than on design. As a result, planning tn-such areas as curriculum
My suffer,

Descriptions ot' etfectise schools suggest that certain couplings or
connections are necc.,,sary it schools are to be effectoe in producing
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academic achiev ement. These crucial coupli5ss can help school adminis-
trators order their many conipeting prioritfeS.

The school's schedule ef time use i one such area. The time
schedule is a plan of how different subunits in a school are coupled or
coordinated, Let's use as an example a school where there are four
teachers for each grade, I 4, and two kindergarten teachers. All
teachers must ha) c lunch and planning periods during a school day that
begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 2.45 p.m. Their classes must be
scheduled for regular sesions v% ith special teachers in library, art,
mu or physkal education, who also need lunch and planning time.
The si\ school aides must be equally div ided up among the classroom
teachers. Provision must be made for serving breakfast to I50,s,tudents
and supervising the playground and bus loading. And then, the
Chapter I teachers need to have access.to students who must be pulled
Out of class lot special helpbut not during instruction in math and
reading Special education students need to be mainstreamed. There
must be special schedules for assemblies and holidays, and a schedule
for-bathroom breaks and recess.

The image presented-here is one ofa tightly coupled environment
that is constrained by time. The schedule is tight, usually figured to the
minute. Such coupling, w hue necessary, may not be sufficient to
produce student achievement above expectations.

Although it is east to understand why many principals get seduced
into spending most of their time managing such a situation (and schools
do need full time management), we suspect that simply managing it is
not enough. The school effectiveness research gi) es us hints about what
else is important. [Teal\ e schools hay e time fur teachers to plan and
meet together, time for sy stematic super) ision of classes, time for
students to Lin er the conteat that is tested. From case studies of leaders
of effectiv e schools, it appears that the) are able to structure at least
some of their time,in these areas.

What we are suggesting is that there are w at s to manage efficient-
Is 'to run the organizatkm moothlvw hile ensurnm that a school is
also effectic, that it produces high student achitnement through
.coupling the "right" areas. student success, int oh ement, and coverage.
The criwrion of effcctiv e management should not be how well a
principal maintains the school's time schedule, although that is impor-
tant Rather, the criterion should be promoting student success, involve-
ment, and coveragethe benchmarks of an effectiv e school.

In the following story the principal's goal is to ensure high
engagenwnt and cov erage ot appiopnate academic content. I he story
Jescribes this principal's attempt to couple his inganization around
engagement and coverage.
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Bill's Story
When I first accepted the position of prIllupal, ealh %%111g of the school
was running a separate 4 program, using different texts and different
teaching strategies. l'he three i% ings %%cry very competitive, each
claiming supeuoi iesults and plulosophy . Children were selected for
eacli wing on the basis of a draft.] he w ings were led by a head teacher
in charge ot put chasing and stalf super% 151011. head teachers met
with the superintendent as a group, Oen though I %%as the principal, I

%vas not in% ol% ed, It took, me almost six months to figure out what
exactly wSs going on in eadi %ving of the school.

O'he wing had a nongiaded plulosophy where students progressed
through the curriculum at their o n pace. Anothei ing giouped
ey cry one %%, ithin the grade according to ability and then had all kids

gioups about six to eight times a day . eachers in thal wing
taught only certain subjects. Thu third N ing had self-contained class-
rooms tor reading and 'math, but the rest of the subjects were divided
among the tea% hers, each of whom saw all the students. The halls in
each wing were always full. I lealk couldn't tell exactly where kids %yere
if their parents wanted to find them. That's-not a happy siniation-for a
principal.

In the beginning, it a paient asked me to describe the school
program, I couldn't do it. And %%hen I could, it was complicated and
Loptradictor% , At one point, I iemember tr.ying to explain' w hy one child,
whose mother thought she should be goit,Ig to. middle school, %%as
destined to spend anothei y ear at the primary school. It tllt ned out that
the girl had icpeated second glade, but the s) stem %\ as SO uncleal that
her mother never realized it. The girl herself had-no due either, as the
situation was ungraded.

Consensus Building

It sycnied to ine that till- school's piot essioihil. staff needed to build a
consensus mound the goals and dnection of the school, We formed
committees led by the head teacheis and my'self and_centered around
the subjeyt areas of reading, math, social studies, and scienceto
tido mine what essentials all children should masto. I used the state's
minimum competency program as a basekalong with foul oi five of the
texts used in the xatious wings. kN c also took a look at the standardized
test speunc,!,tions. Attei a-yea!, we had a list of units with objectives in
Vai, h subject that almost (ALAN one agreed children should master. 13v
locusing on t. on tent areas, the staff Mame more tightly coordinated.

During the day , the wings ha,' 45 minutes for gioup planning, led
by the wing leaders, w lute their childica ent to gy iii, niusic, library, or

ljtj
AC.
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art After discussion tv ith the 1% ingleaders, we moved to a grade-level
plan, where the kving-leaders became grade-level leaders. We tried this
Out initially when the committees met to decide units and objeckives tor
each grade level During the second %ear, after discussion with the team
leaders, I switched everyone into sdf-contained classroops with one
teacher teaching the four major subjects to one group of students. We
kept the planning time for the grade lev el teams, as we needed,to build

,a new consensus with these groups. The leadi!rs of each wmg, now
shouldered the leadership for grade-lev ermeetings. After a tew_months
they reported that the team meetings concentrated on curriculum, as
everyone now had the same curriculum content to teach. I he system
now focused on tcachnlg agreed-on standard curriculum, and not,
everyone was pleased w ith this -change. However, I figured that it's
easier to coordinate curriculum and instruction within grgde levels, \
rather than having three tv ings, each 1,% ith _their separate way of doing \
business In addition, this system encouraged teachers-to take-responsi-
bility for a particular group of children and their learning. After a year,
not as .manv students were getting lost between khe gacks in the
curriculum.

Feedback 0

Now that the professional staff agrced on the objectives students should
master, I asked teachers to schedule w hen they would cover the
objectives. Then I monitored -their lesson plans to see that they were
keeping up with their schedules, so that all students would have an
opportunity to cov er the material cv eryone had decided was impor-
tantthe material that was on the standardized tests.

This year, I had a way of hacking-coverage, as teAchers turned in
their mastery tests on each objectiv e. Then I comparv,d the dates they
completed the units to their schedule of objectke's. Most were able to
keep up or catch up when they fell behind. I thit-ik it had something to
do with in\ knowing where each teacher was and showing I was
concerned.

1The grade le% el leaders and other teachers On the giade-level team
provided feedback that reinforced our consensus about what children
should master The grade level groups discussed instructional strategies
and did daily problen ing Lento ed around teaching and individual
students, Most groups tend to plan togethei, and a few teams are now
submitting group lesson plans. The gioup leaders report that they feel
more successful because their roles arc more closely 'finked to decisions
about curnculum and instruction This feedback helps to reniforce our
schoors41icademic emphasis.

Discipline presented problems kv hen I took (iv er the school, but the
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problems were teduced w hen every one changed to self-contained
classrooms. Students vv ere no longer in the halls So much of the time,
and indicidual teachers had responsibility for a limited number of,
students. Rut we also developed a consistent set of rules for the school
during the second year. We took a day in the summer to list routines
kids were expected to fellow tor such classroom activ ities as sharpening
pencils, going to thc bathroom, getting and putting back instructional-

.materials, and changing groups. ftis was one of the first activities the
teachers completed as gradc-lev el teams. The de\ eloped games to
teach clriidren these classroom management

We also rev loved the iules with studonts through a demonstration.
Daring the first coupk of days of school, stopped by each teaclier's
classroom to see how ,the pi ogram as berng cart ied.out. I-believe that
pros iding clear tcedback'to students on the rples, developing consensus
about Ulu i uks, and making sure ev erv one receiv ed feedback on their
impicmc :nation may have contributed to fewer discipline problems.

Modeling

When I took the job as pt inc pal, I hilt' n tmage of the ktrid of school I
wanted almost a feeling that I carried around inside my hepd. Of
course, the trick is to torge the ev er's d.iy life of the school so it matches
the image. l ery month I try to put my excess energies into making
reality pwre like my image.

By being -firm and decisiv e, I try to set a businesslike tone thlt
ctommunicates, We ate here to learn and to teach. Wc know w hat it is
that students arc expected totem n. We know that older is necessary for
children to learn. We're proud to be part of an oi'ganization that is
succeeding and improv mg.- 'those four-sentences summarize my own
image about vv hat a school should-be and vvhat I am UV ing to mold this

,
scnovi toward.

I Li-% liv use my sell as a model tor other. 1 Woik longor hours than
most, and I build regulat classioom visits into rn schechile. Once a
month I meet ,w,ith grade level groups ot teachers during plat-thing time
to discus', ptoblems and possibilities for the future. At lunch time, I
spend a tcw minute', chatting w ith staff, vy He making sttre circler is
man-darned in the caletetia. lacultv meetings center around ,progEam
improvement and sometimes use the talents of our,own'staff. Review ing
and commenting on lesson plans and on teachcrs' and students' succNss
In masteting objectives receiv c top priority one attetnoon a week. While
each ot these dal% Wk.'s t)% em laps V ith the next, thc redundapcy prot ideS
me vs, ith the know ledge I need to keep tabs on what is-happening in the
school. I do a lot of listening.

/ .
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School Climate and My Beliefs

I belies e a school should be a safe place sy here children go about the
interesting business of learning in an orderly em ironment, a school
sy ith an academic emphasis and expectations for success. I believe that
the leader of a school, usualls the pi mcipal, creates the school environ-
ment And cleating an en% lionment for learning depends on putting
Your time where your mouth is.

For me, 'there is a hierarchy of needs to attend to. First, I am
wncerned about an orderly environment. 6 the school safe? Are
children phy sically safe? I keep tiips.on the playground. -the cafeteria,
the classrooms to look for things hke spilled food, kids could slip-on,
loose tiles, holes kids could trip in. But my idea-of safety goes beyond
just the pily sical I try to tind out sy hether kids feel safe in the restrooms,
on the plas ing fields, in the locker rooms, in the gy iii, coming and going
trom school, and most important, in the classrooms. I keep records of
fights and office referrals and sit doss n once a month to take a look at
des eloping patterwl. to make sure the kids, their teachers, and, at times,
their parents get help from grade-les, el teams or others in resolving
those problems.

Is the school em ironment orihrlv ? I took tor teachers and students
being quiet in the halls during classes, between classes a friendly jostle is
one thing, but no iunning or pushing. The teachers know I expect this
and-do a fine job. In the classroonis, a b,,usy buzzis not-uncommon, and

look to see if students are engaged And if the teacheu is_ providing
appropriate materials and classroom routines. For beginning teachers
and those hay ing diffkulty maintaining order, I spend extra time
supers ising in their classrooms and conferencing sy ith them afterwards.
Graje les, el leaders and their teams help new teachers understand the
school's routines, stimost new teachers make a smooth transition. I ali
check my ,osy n management to see I% hat decisions I make that may
dishipt school ioutines, such as use of the intercom, frequent schOol-
'syrde assemblies, and s4.heduling such things as special area teachels,
substitutes, and plwsical exams.

Is success expected? All students can-succeed if gis en the time, the
appropriate material, and the sopport and structure they need: I

monitor teport cards, teachers' unit,test results, and standardized tests
carefully to determine, patterns of success in each class. While in
classroysns, I check to see whether teachers sire gly ing all children
opportunities to participate, or spending more time Yy ith Some kids and
I(!ss sy ith others, or just ignoring some kids. Grade-les el leaders share

ith their teams strategies toi increasing student success through
increasing teacher interattion ty ith all students, I try to listen carefulh,
w hen teachers talk about their problem- students, looking for eY idence

)

C.
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that the teacher has 'found ayS to OSe some ot each pi oblem student's
abilities and attitudes to help ensure that student's success.

I also take a look at hot% my osy n behay kir supports students' and
teachers success. A supervisory sy stem built on studelit engagement,
content cov erage, and success is one ty ay I hope to ensure that the
school is effectiv e. Through modeling, feedback, and consepsus buikl-
mg, the beliefs I hokl about schools aie becoming more-of a reality. The
norms of a sate and oiderlY en% ironment ith an academic emphasis arc.
nosy yy idely held, as a school, %ye all appiar to be reading off the same
script.

Implications for Superintendents
and School Boards
hi our ie y ie of research on effective classri urns and schools, %ye fond
little attention paid to the welintendent, t central office staff, and the
school-board. Indeed, in some cases, schoo S %%CI C effectiy c because they
buffered theinsely es against "interference- hymn the district's influence
and requirements. I lus suggests-that many school systems may be %cry
loosely coupled, YYith little coordination betyyeen indly idual schools and
their programs. hi such sy stems; effective schools may be created by
dynamic.principals, but ineffectiye schools go unchecked. Where that is
the case, superintendents and school hoards need to create management
and policy shuctures that %%ill couple the school system internally for
increased student achievement.

School boards and superintendents set.the long tin m direction of a
school sy stem. l"hey control poly erful organizational incently es, such as
management sti ucture and objecti es, compensation plans, promotion
criteria, accountabilitY sy stems, and planning designs. Unfortunately,
hoiyev er, nut all school sy otems gear these incentiy es to enhanced
student aciteYement. at times, plomotions ft:stilt from lack of perform-
ance on the administratas pai t, teacher planning time is reduced in
times of austerity, lcuses are bastx1 on lunge% it rathei than merit.

When the board and the supel mtendent haY e developed a consen-
sus on'the school sy stem's focus, on the othip hand, then the organiza-
tion is mole likely to be structuted so that student at hie% ement
increases. Couplolg school sy stems toi increased achie2,ement requires
attentim to tlie follyming policy and management 4r,eas.

I. School distiict philosophy. That musti document needs to be
re, ic.ced and pethaps rety ritten to shoyy that student achley ement is to
receive priority in the school district, if this is the consensus of the board
and superintendent.
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2. Policy analysis. 11w policy manual should be_reviewed to
determine which procedures.support student success, my olvement, and
coverage Research reviewed in preaCius chapters suggests that the
individual school may need more autonomy in hiring staffand expend-
ing hinds 11 it is to be 'effectiv e. Converseh more accountability of
administrators and teachers may need to be built into lob descriptions,
evaluations, and salary schedules.

3. Goal setting. The school board and superintendent need to reach
a consensus not only that student achievement is important, but that it
can be improved Goals for the district should center around that
improvement (See Appendix 2 foi an example from Kent, Washington,
School District No. 415.)

4. Financial structure. The district's financial structure should be
reviewed to determine how its policies and procedures impact on
student involvement, cov erage, anJ success. For example, if staff
development is a centralized function funded through the central office,
then it is not likely that such money yv ill address all schools' individual
needs for increasing ,audent inv olv ement, success, and covel'age. In-
stead, the schools may need line items in their budgets 'for staff
development to support change's deemed appropriate at the school
level Acquisition of curriculum matt:6al and equipment could be '

funded in a similar fashion.

5. Accountability. The supointendent should be held accountable
to the board, not only for how district funds are spent, but also for
student achiev ement. A quarterly report on student involvement,
success, and coy erage should be considered as-important as a financial
statement The school board should go on record as being accountable to
local citizens tor improv ing Student achiey ement. The superintendent
should be held accountable by -the board for principals performance.

6. Speed of results. Change happens relatiy ely slowly . The changes
we describe would take most school sy stems a minimumcil five years to
implement, and longer'in.larger school systems.

7. -Superintendent's contract. The ay erage term ot a superinten-
dprs contract is approximateh three years. Ironically, substantial
changes in schools take much longei. School boards-that want consist-
-ent leadership should considei longei term contracts with superinten-
dents.

A

- 8. Teacher contracts. Contiacts betw evil the board and the teachers
association should be rev iewed to'dctermine yy hich pio isions help or
hinder student inv olv enwnt, success, and co\ erage. 1 he length of the
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teaching day, , _plamung 7tiniv, staff decelopment, curriculum develop-
ment, sick leac e, and termination procedures could all impact on
student achiec ement. In Wile lasjb, adequate student involvement

. pay hinge on a longer teaching day w ith provision for teacher planning
time.

4

Summary,
I low a school systern_ is run gi . es messages about Y kit iS important. A
school that is loosely coupled may not engage students succesffully
enough so that,they fulfill the school's expecytions. A loosely coupled
school may hace no organizational press for achiec ement. On the other
hand, acetic.: schools tend to be conpled (kr coordinated to produce
t,tudent achiecement. In our story , J3ill used the three leadership

IdUL'Ssc:, of wnsensus building, feedback, and modeling in building- a
school that isinstructionally coupled. 13i ief suggestions about the role of
superintendent:, and school boards in helping to develop instructionally
coupled '3 ...hook concluded the chapter. The nest chapter focuses on
assessing the ellectivenest; ot your own school.

A

4

,



7.

Assessing

School Effecthiness

The indicators of effective schools and classrooms that we have dis-
cussed are specific and, in most cases, measurable. For those who want
to assess their own schools or school systems, we offer a questionnaire
in this chapter that summarizes these indicators of effectiveness. The
questions are organized according to the major categories of our model:
student behaviors, teacher behaviors, supervision, school climate, lead-
ership, and student achievement.

The questions appear in the first column of the questionnaire.
Following each question, in Parentheses, is an index to the pages on
which more information about the question can be found. The remain-
ing five columns are for respondents to enter comments about the
question.

In the second column, each question should be answered by
indicating "Y" (yes) or "N" (no). The next column asks for an indication
of how certain you are of your response. "0" is completely uncertain and
"5" is completely certain Naturally, not everyone in a scliool system can
be certain about alr the questions asked here. Where there appears to be
consensus about the cert,ontror uncertainty of a particulor response,
these data may give clue: about areas where more data are needed.
Again, the questionnaire is set up so that you are the judge of the
meaning of patterns in the data.

The column headed "What Data Do You Have?" is -the most
important. 1 fere you are to indicate the kind of data that allowed you to
answer the question "yes" or "no." This information may come from
your experience as a teacher in a particular classroom or as administrator
of a particular school. Or it may come from such svrces as lesson plans,

91
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logs of classroom interaLtion, calendars, evaluation reports, hearsay, or

rumor. Try to be as specific as possible, for it may be important to know
where some people get their data. Principals may get tlkir data from
teachers' plans, for example, while school board members r y get
theirs from parents or students they happen to know. Such sources may
!Ant to ways to systematize the school's data-gathering and reporting

systems so that consensus is generated by everyore's having similar
information.

In the next column, indicate who is responsible for the task or
function in question. If you know who ,is responsible, write in that
person's title, if no one is responsible, write in "no one. Finally, in the

last column write in the title of the person who checks to make sure the
responsible person is carrying out the responsibility. If no one performs
such checks, write in "no one." Figure 1 shows how one principal filled

out the first question.
Of necessity, the questions are quite general. For example, question

6 asks, "On the average, do students experience high levels of success in

their daily woik?" A precise answer to this question would require a
knowledge of what happens in each classroorn and at each grade level in

each school. While we aren't suggesting that this information ,be
collected on a systematic basis all the time, it might be interesting to
check such- data occasionally, especially in light of the great range of

success on academic tasks that has been documented in previous
studies. For example, the principal might ask for all teachers to report on
how the students in their classes did on Friday's spelling test, or how

Figure 1. Sample Response to the Questionnaire.

'Student Behaviors
Involvement:
1. On the average, is reading/language arts scheduled for

at least two hours a day in elementary school? (10-12,
14-15, App. 1)

What Data Do You Have?

School schedule
Teachers' lesson plans
(except kindergarten)

Whose
Responsi-

bility?

Principal
Teacher

Answer
YIN

Certainty
0-5

Who
Checks?

Principal
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many children are failing English year after yLr, as possible ways to
answer that question.

Some pedple we have shared the questions with were amazed that
anyone would even want to question such things: "Most people take
these things for granted." Whether most students are involved with
academic work for most of the school day, for example, seems like a
question it should not be necessary to ,isk in a school. Unfortunately,
such obvious questions do need to be addressed. We believe that most

'schools 'will find such an exercise very _confirming, however, because
most schools are doing well on _many of these indicators. The school
administrators or supervisors who can answer most of these questions
with a high degree of confidence are those who have designed effective
management and supervision systems. For them, such questions and
their answers will confirm their hard work and may suggest further
areas for improvement. The answers may also indicate where the
system can be more tightly coupled or coordinated.

Don't think that change strategies will be implemented quickly,
however. As our next chapter indicates, it takes time to build an effective
school. Organizational change happens over a three- to five-year period,
so we suggest that, to start with, a staff should choose only one change
area where success appears likely. The more difficult areas can be
tackled in later years.

4

Using the Questionnaiie
This quesf:ionnaire will work best when it is vsed by small groups of
people who are concerned with student achievement. We suggest that
groups interested in using the questionnaire begin with the student
behavior questions, as these are most closely linked with stkident
achievement. Three scenarios are suggested:

Scenario 1: school level. At a faculty meeting, the research on
student involVement, coverage, and ,success can be summarized. Then
members of the faculty and administration fill out the questionnaire for
the first seven questions. Results are tabulated aLcording to grade level,
and patterns across grade levels are generated as each grade level
reports its findings. After the faculty meeting, grade-level representa-
tives meet -with the principal to discuss implications for program
modification. When this is completed, another faculty meeting is held to
review the research and answer the set of questions on teacher behav-
iors. Such a scenario may be most effective where schools are not
strongly coordinated by a central office and _each school has a high
degree of autonomy and control over resources.
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Scenario 2: district level. f or those districts that would like to take

a look at how the district management structure influences school
effectiveness, we recommend the following scenario. At a meeting of the
management team (principals, relevant central office administrators,
and the superintendent), pal ticipants review research on the particular
dimension where change could most easily occur. They, then fill out the
questionnaire in that area, discern patterns across schools in the district,
and generate implications for change.

Scenario 3: school board level. The school board has a vital role in
setting the general direction of the district. This questkinnaire can
useful to the board in hiring the next superintendent. For example,
question 4 on the qiiestionnaire can be turned into an interview
question. "Ilow will you be able to assure the school board that students
are covering the content and skills measured by our standardized kests?"
By using such a question, the board not only gets an indication of the
candidate's competence, but, also givcs the message that student
achievement is important. School boards and superiptendents can also
use the questions to help set priorities for tlw coming year, Priorities can
be set during a planning session at which board members are asked .to
rank the questions in the order of their importance for improvement
during the coming year. The questionnaire then gives the superinten-
dent and other administrators a structured way to look at the school

district.

Me questionnaire should be used as a process helper, focusing

attention on significant questions but leaving it to the participants to
decide what areas to collect data on and what the patterns in the data
mean. Even the extensive research reported here is not strong enough to
provide definitive standards in all areas for all schools. On the other
hand, the areas delineated by th4 questions do have significance for all
schools that want to improve thei r effectiveness.

1 he data generated by the iquestionnaire may be threatening to
some members of a school's organization. A school board member we
met outside a conference sess on with the title, "Is Your School
Effective?" said he was frighten d by the question and wasn't sure he

really wanted to know the answ ,r. A principal we spoke to responded,
"How am I supposed to pay attention to all those questions and still run
the school?" Another board member commented, "Now I have some-
thing-to ask the superintendent ne..)a time we decide about his raise."
Underlying these responses is a potential for conflict that cah surface
using this questionnaire. At the center of the conflict is what makes a
school effective, and this is an important idea to debate. We would also
like to emphasize that, there seem to be no universal prescriptions that
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are appropriate for all- classrooms, all schools, or all districts. Rather,
research and experience point to a number-of areas that should receive
focused attention when school or classroom effectiveness is an-issue.

Despite any conflicts that might arise, the data gcaerated by the
questionnaire should be used to enhance the school's effectiveness. One
way to analyze that data is to look for patterns of response. Three such
patterns are:

Pattern 1. Everyone answers "yes" to the question, cites similar
data sources, names the same people as responsible, and agrees on vho
does the checking. If the data listed are similar to what is found in the
;research, then this pattern probably indicates that the school is effective
when it -comesto that -particular qpestion, or that _a consensus--has
developed in this area.

Pattern 2. Answers in the "yeshio" column are ineonsistent.
People cite different data sources-and are unclear about who is responsi-
ble and who should 'check. This pattern may indicate that the formal
organization pays little attention to this particular area. Or, it may
indicate that different people perceive the answers in diffcruid ways,
which suggests the need for further discussion, building toward consen-
sus.

Pattern 3. Everyone answers "no" and leaves blanks in rnany
other columns. A consensus of "no" answers may indicate that the
school or district is ignoring one of the factors that may lead to a more
effective school.

After the data are collected and analyzed, priorities for change
should be focused on those areas most likely to influence student
achievement. In our model, those areas arc student and teacher behav-
iors. Of course, management systems need to be in place to ensure the
efficiency of any change. And the school board needs to understand and
support the process if long-term improvement is sought. Such change is
the central theme of the following chapter.

1 0



Questionnaire for Assessings,School and Classroom Effectiveness.
00-

Answer
YIN

Studnt Behaviors
Involvement:
1. On the aveiage, is reading/language arts schedUled tor

at least two hours a day in elementary school? (10-12,
14-15, App. 1) --

2. On the average, is math scheduled for 50 minutes a day
in elementary school? (10-12, 14-15, App. 1)

3. Are most students involved most of the time? (3-4, 10-
11, 14-15, 2223, 54, 5758, 64-65, 67, 69-70, App. I)

Coverage:
4. Are students covering the content and skills measured

by the outcome measure? (3-4, 11-15, 22-23, App. 1)

5. Have students mastered the prerequisites before work-
'ing on new skills? (11-13, 15-16)

Success:
6. On the average, do students experience high levels of

success in their daily work? (3-4, 13-15, 21-23, 60, App.

1)

7. On the average, do students master most of the content
covered in reading/language arts and math? (13-16, 66-
67)

Certainty
0=5 What beta Do You Have?

1

Whose
Responsi-

Pliny? Checks?v,4

8

t")

0



Teachor Bshavlors
Planning:
.8. Do teachers, early in the year, plan for the content to be

covered during the year? (5, 16-17)

9. Do teachers plan, in advance, so that materials and ac-
tivities are closely linked to the objectives and goals by
which the program is evaluated? (16-17, 57.59, 64, 67)

10. Do teachers have and use-data on prior achievement of
their students? (3, 16-17) s_...

11. Have teachers prepared plans for developing classroom
management before the first day of school that include:

analyzing classroom tasks
identityhig exPected behavidrs
developing ways to teach rules and procedures? (5,

17-19)

12. Do teachers plan for and expedt students to succeed?
,(5, 49, 52, 54, 57-59, 61. 63, 71, 74)

-
13. Are classroom disruptions infrequent? (57-59, 69-70)

_ .

Classroom Management:
14. Does the teacher ensure that transition from one activity

to another is done with a Minimum, loss of instructional
time? (18, 57-59) .

15. Are all students provided approximately equal opportuni-
ty to respond and become involved in instruction? (52,
57-58, 62) -

_ _ --..

....

_ .,....,

.

_f -

_ _

c

.
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Answer
Y/N

Certainty
0-5

16. Does the teacher consistently enforce the classroom
rules and procedures so discipline problems are infre.
quent? (18-19, 51, 57-58, 60-64, 69.70, 74, 75, 79)

17. Does the
without i

Instruction:
18. Do teachers spend suftcient time presenting, demon-

strating, andlor explaining new content and skills to the
whole group of students in the classroom? (5, 1921, 23,
57.59, 62, 64, 67)

teacher start lessons on time and continue
nterruption? (57-59, 67)

19. Are the teachers explanations and directions clear and
understandable? (1920,. 64)

-20:-Do teachers:provide-adequate opportunity.for-students.
to practice and reinforce newly acquired skills and con;
t nt where help is available? (19.20, 57-58, 60)

What Data Do You Have?

Whose
Responsi-

bility?

21.

22

Do teachers monitor students' performances and pro.
Ade constructive feedback, as needed? (18, 20, 54)

Do teachers assign independent practice activifies such
as seatwork and homework only after students have
demonstrated understanding of a skill or concept? (20,
57-59, 79)

a
Who

Checks?

A

-8

8



a.

23. Do teachers use a system for Monitoring and recording
achievement of instrUctional objectives? (20-21, 59) '

.

. .

Supervision
24. Dots the principal regularly observe classroom ins1ruc

tion? (54-55, 63-64).7 .

25. Does the principal meet regularly with teachers to dis-
cuss classroom practi,ces? (54-55)

-

(
_

26. Has the school, as an organization, spedfied procedures
and criteria for evaluating instructional personnel that fo-
cus on student management, success, and coverage?
(25.28, 6061, 74) .

,

27. Have principal and staff received training in procedures
of evaluating and supervising so that principal and staff
know about the rules under which supervision and eval-
uation are conducted? (28-30, 63-64)

a

-

, a

28, Do conflicts inherent in the supervising and evaluating
process surface from the_viewpoint athe principal and
teachers.? (31144),

29. Are the data patterns recorded during supervision and
evaluation related to valued outcomes such as student
engagement, success, and Coverage? (5-6, 26-27, 54-
55) .

School Climat
Academic Emphasis: .

30. Do students expect to and actually master the academic
work? (19, 49, 52, 54, 57-58, 6162, 71)

_ _ _
.

. .

.
.



Answer
YIN

31. Do teachers and principal support the academic focus of
the school by spending most of the day on instructional
activities? (5-6, 23, 54-55, 57-58, 66-67, 78-79)

_

32. Do teachers give and mark homework? (5-6, 57-60, 79)

33. Do teachers reward and reinforce.actual achievement?
(52, 54, 74, 78-79) --

34. Is academic leaning th4 primary focus of the school?
(63-65, 79)

Orderly Environment:
35:Do students perceive congruence among the faculty in

enforcing school rules and strictly controlling classroom
behavior? (6, 51, 57-58, 61-67, 69-71, 74, 76-77, 79-80)

Certainty
0-5 What Data Do You Have?

Whose
Rasponsi-

bIlity?

36. Do a large majority of students hold positions of respon-
sibility, participate in schoolwide activities, use the li-
brary, and care for school resources? (52, 57-59, 61-62,
6667, 69, 77-79)

37. Are punishments delivered in a way that indicites firm
disapproval of misbehaviors while avoiding humiliation
and avoiding modeling violence? (1, 59-60, 74, 76, 79)

38. Are teachers available, to consult with students about
problems? (57-61)

u

Who
Checks?

8

>
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Expectations foit Success:
39. D tudents feel the school helps them to master the ac

ademic work? (49, 52, 54, 57-58, 61, 63-64, 77, 79, 87-
88)

.3 40. Do principal and teachers believe and expect all stu-
dents, regardless of race or class, to master the aca-
demic work? (6, 54, 61, 63-64, 70-71, 76)

41. Do students believe that work is more important than
luck in order to succeed? (49, 52, 54, 57-58)

-

Modeling:
42. Are positive models of behavior provided by teachers

and administrators? (6, 59, 63-64, 71-76)

43. Do teachers praise studenic-for work well done? (18, 52,
54. 57-58, 60, 67-68)

44. Is the principal perceived by staff and>students as mod-
eling the eipectation of fair and equal treatment? (63-65,
73-74)

:-Consenps-Bulldingr
45. Is course planning done by a group of teachers? (57-58,

60-61, 68, 76-77)

46. Do high proportions of students hold positions of respon-
sibility? (52, 57-59, 62, 69)

47. Do'teachers have extensive contact with a limited num-
ber of students in several aspects of.their education?
(19, 50; 54)

1 0
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48 Have teachers and administrators come to a working
consensus on patterni of acceptable behavior for staff,
students, and administrators? (6-7, 50-52, 54-55, 57-58,
61, 65, 68,15-77, 84-85)

49. goes the school teach those who work and learn there..
that :hey can get ahead.withoursómething or someone
stopping them?-(49, 52, 54, 57-69, 64, 68, 71, 87-88)

Feedback:
50. Do teachers provide rewards for actual achievement and

praise ptudents for work well done?"(18, 51, 54, 57-59,
67)

61. Does the principal regularly observe clissrooms and
confer with teachers on Instructional matters? (54-55,

' 63-64)

52. Do teachers feel their views are represerited in decision
making? (61, 64, 68, 78) . .

-...-4
53. Does the feedba6k students receivit in terms of rewards

and praise oUtnuMber punishfhents? (51,05758, 60)

54. Does the principal provide a reliable system 6f support,
appropriate Mservice training for-staff, and opportunities'
for staff to coordinate their,actions in the areas.6f in-

- stiuction and discipline? (6, 51-52, 5455, 57-581 63-64,
78-80, 85-86)

Answer,
YIN

Certainti
0-5 Whit Data Do You Have?

Whose
Responsi Who

bflity? Checks? 44_

A

8

>
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Student Achlevement -
55. Are achievement tests used to evaluate attainment of

basic skills? (3, 7-8, 16-17)

'.

<,

..

.
--

56. Do students from poorer families achieve as well as stu-
dents from middle-class families? (3, 48-49, 52-54, 63)

_ , _

57. Are standardized achievement test reitaii reported in
Lsable )orm to:

students
teachers
administrators
school board members

- community? (16, 88-90)

.____ .

.

58. Has the school board set student achievement as a ma-
jor goal for the school system? (88-90, App, 2)

59.1Do management and instructional systems exist that
support student achievement? (54-55, 57-58, 63-64, 78-
80) .

c
60. Are the results of achievement teats used to modifY the

curriculum or instructional progran? (3, 7-8, 16-17)

.

.

7,
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8.

Principles of the

Improvement Process

In previous chapters we reviewed research relating to effective class-
4roOms ond schools and identified a relaaely few essential characteris-

tics that differentiate more and less effective schools. We also suggested
how principals, superintendents, and school boards can use this infor-
matiOn to improve schools under their control.

The ,purpose of this chapter is to offer a few guidelines for school"
improvement efforts taken from research and from our experience.
These guidelines are not intended as an in-depth review or synthesis,
and readers are referred to Emnck and Peterson' (1978), Lehming and
Kane (1981), Pincus and Williams (1979), and Zaltman, Florio, and
Sikorski (1977) for more complete reviews.

Berman (1981) has identified three stages of the improvement
process. mobilization, implementation, and institutionalization. The
problems 'faced in each of these three stages are different, as are the
expected outcomes. Therefore, our suggestions are grouped under these
three rubrics.

Mobiiization
Mobilization, or getting started, includes such activities as planning,
assessing needs, setting an agenda, determining resources, and creating
awareness. Of course, one of the post important activities is the
decision to actually adopt an innovafion or begin a change effort. Three
guidelines should be kept 'in mind regarding the mobilization 'process:
(1) the innovation should be a long7range, focused effort; (2) an

104
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appropriate entry point must be selected, and (3) the central role of the
principal must be considered.

Plan a Long-Range, Focused Effort

Too often, we want a quick fix. Wu believe a three-hour inservice session
(or better yet, a one-hour session) will solve our problems. Solutions
should be easy, painless, and cheap, we think. But guess what? That's
not the way it is. School improvement takes time and hard work. It may
even cost money.

Our experience suggests that anyone attempting to make more than
a minor change should pian on three to five years for implementation:
We don't know why that idea is foreign to so many superintendents.
Most districts have five-year plans for equipment replacementwhy not
for instruction? Note that in the vignette in Chapter 1 the principal is
reflecting on three years of effort. Imagine if the changes he made had all
been attempted in one-year.

To fully implement activities that will create the characteristics we
described earlier (if most of them are not already present) requires a
long-range, sustained effort. Changing behavior and changing norms
takes time. One change project found that just trying to improve
wmmunication skills in a faculty is counterproductive unless more than
twenty-four hours of training is provided (Runkel and Schmuck, 1974).

In addition to having a long-rang.: perspective, the improvement
process should also be- focused. Fullan and Pomfret (1977) found that
innovations are more likely to be successful if the goals are discrete and
moderately complex. Under tbe model presented in this monograph,
the ultimate goal is the improvement of student achievement, short-
range goals would be changes in the dimensions affecting student
achievement (that is, student behavior, teacher behavior, supervision,
school norms and values, and school leadership).

Change in any one of these dimensions might be considered a
major innovation in and of itself. Therefore, it is probably unwise to
focus on all of the dimensions in one year. Rather, the entire,model
might be presented-and one or two dimensions targeted-as the focus for
getting started. Then, as the staff bewmes proficient in one skill, a new
dimension can be targeted.

In fact, our experience shows that each of the student behavk .

might best be treated as a separate change area. We have found that
teachers can be enthusiastic about learning the skills involved in
observing and improving student involvement. But when the schedule
requires training on Loverage before teacher.s feel comfortable and
proficient in the first area, they become frustrateli.

Me importance of having a clear and shared focus for the whole

I Li
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effort- somewhat akin to the "image" mentioned in an earlier chapter
(Reinhard et al., 1980)- cannot be overemphasized. All the staff should
be able to see a picture ot vhat their school will be when the effort has
borne truit. As we said earlier, the model combining classroom and
school factors proN ides an organizing framework to tie together varioos
improN ement activities. Moreover, staff must understand how these
Narious actiN dies contribute to reaching that goal. They must see how
both 1mi-easing time on-task and analyzing test content can lead to
improved student achievement. This will help avoid the all-too-preva-
lent teeling that change is being madcl for the sake of change or that the
staff must put up with a new fad each year. We have heard many
teachers s-a), "Tilde's no need to take this seriously. Next year they'll
want us to try something else." 11 the staff understands the goal, they
are.more likely to accept and support the work involved.

Select an ApproPriate Entry Point

Gien that the oinproement process will take more than one year and
that L'N cry thing can't be started at once, it is important to select an
appi opnate enti) point. One crucial Lonsideration Is whether the staff
pcicen, es an important problem oran "opportunity for improvement"
(Ha% clock, 1970). 1 hat Is, there may be problems that are not percehed
or acknow ledged by the staff, but in order to attack those problems you
may need tu begin w ith the stairs list. It they see ) ou are willing to help
with what they belie\ c to be problems, then they are more likely to
cooperate in efforts focusing on the problems you percei% e.

Since the student, teacher, and school-loci factors arc interdepen-
dent, you w ill otten find that a single actiN it) may lead to improvement
in more than one area. For example, the process of learning to improve
student engaged time usualh, in% oles the principal and teachers in
communicating about academic goals and learning a common ocabu-
laky to describe a classroom. This often results in the teachers seeing the
principal as more concerned about academics and the staff having
greater consensus on expectations for teaching. The communication in
the tiaming session can al;io help build more appropiiate norms for
teacher behavior.

Another consideration Is that it may be best not to start with the
most SCN ere pi obit:1o, since soh ing it may require the mpst time, work,
and skill. Rather, begin on a problem on w hich there can be some
progress rather soon (I laN clock, 1970). This success w ill reinforce the
staff for their efforts.

Consider the Role of the Prin'cipal

A strong principal Is one of-the hallmarks of an &dike school, and any
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attempt to make a substantial, lasting ilqact on a school must involve
its principal. This has been shown in repeated studies of school chang
(We nisch et al., 1978; 13erman and McLaughlin, 1975, Sikorski et aL,
1976, Upham, 1977, Little, 1981). In a recent study of school-based
organizational do elopment efforts, Stout and Rowe (1981) found that
the single best predictor of SlIlleSs 1, as the principal's estimation, before
the project was implemented, of IRA% successful it was likely to be in his
or her school. 4rhose principals w ho predicted (mime were not likely to
support the innoc ation. Similarly, in a rey tew of the_results of a major
stuiy of change conducted by the Rand Corporation, McLaughlin and
Marsh (1978) noted that the principa* attitude was critical to,the long-
term results of change piojects, They found that %cry few ot the projects
toward w hich -the principal display Os unfac ohi attitudes were able to
be successfully implemented.

What b it that principals do that makes them so crucial to change
efforts' A study by Reinhaid (1980) suggests sec eral behac iors by vhich
principals can make an impact. First', the) show commitment to the
concept and xision of the project Jt the outset. Second, principals work
to acluey e role clarity tor all the participants. Next, the) butler the staff
by negotiatini; ith competing eny ironmental pressures. I-hen -they
secure and_ pros ide the necessal) resources. r ,nall), the) provide social
suppoil as well as at-th el) participating themseh es. Such bellayior
seems to endow the concept of leadorship with explicit meaning.

But cruc,ial as they are to the change effort, not all principals support
innoc ations In one district, foi example, onentations wemscheduled
two schools. At cne school, thy principal notified teachers well in
achance of the atter-school meang and its pui pose, had-the room and
equipment ready,, and- ,,as on hand tu learn and help. At the other,
teachers were told only at the last nlblute to report to the meeting. The
roonl was not arranged adequately., and the principal shcmed no signs
of support. Little wondel that man) more teachers in the tirst school
than in the second volunteered to participate.

Implementation
lnlplenlentation is the pro).ess of actually following through with an
limo% ation. It includes all of the acti% ities necesSary to carry out the
limo\ ation at a specific site. '1.%% 0 actnities that are especially important
are adapting the Milo\ ation to local circunlstances and clarifying the
innO%ation continualk as it is being used. Tu. o guidelines seem to be
particularlyrele% ant. continually monitor and ec aluate the implementa-
tion, and complete what you start.
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Monitor and Evaluate

Monitoring whether your activities are being carried out as planned and
evaluating whether -the activities are having the intended effect is
essential (Pincus and Williams, 1979, Wellisch et al., 1978). First, if what
you planned did not occur, there is no sense in trying to See if it worked.
Second, if what was planned was implemented, you need to know if_ii
worked or whether you should try something else. The data-gathering
suggestions in Chapters 2 and 4. and in Appendix 1 can provide
information for monitoring and evaluation.

Beyond the value of monitoring and ev aluation for decision making
:is their-, symbolic importance. Conducting these functions honestly
sends a clear signal that plans are to be carried out and results are
expected.

finally, evaluation permits public acknowledgment of accomplish-
ments -made, theretiy reinforcing the effort.

Complete What You Start

-Be sure to carry through what you set out to do. If you,allow efforts to
die oi to bo continually postponed, you may 'kill any chance of getting
the stall to be serious about future improvement effoits. In one project,
tor example, each training session that w as scheduled -was cancelled at
the last minute by the principal. Teachers became increasingly frustrated
and less illing to continue with follow -up activ ities bete% een sessions.
While reasons for cancelling an activ ity' are often legitimate, the princi-
pal should realize the consequences and weigh the alternatives.

Not only must y ou identify w hat you are willing to finish, but you
must also ivientify what you hav e the resources to complete. If a
particular activity specifies that 15 how S U(piseKice training are needed
but only6 hours are left in thc school yealy it it: unrealistic to expect that
activ ity to be completed that y eat . It may be acceptable to complete only
6 of the 15 hours, but,make it clear that this is only one phase and more
will follow the next year.

Institutionalization
Institutionalization is the process of stabilizing or establishing new
routines as part of the ongoing operation of the system. We offer one
guideline relating to the institutionalization stage. move from "project"
status to "standard operating procedure" as quikly as possible. AS long
as a school_improvement.effort is seen as a project, it is quite ulnerable
(Corbett, 1983): [he quicker-it becomes part of the ongoing operation of
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the school or district, (lw more likely it is to endure.
Certain!) many of the activities required to implenwnt the improve-

Ment effort do not need to be continued. lhit the critical teatures of the
project must become institutionalized or made a part of the school
norms and work behav ior. lot example, a principal can regularly
obsene engaged time as ,pal t of the routine, ongoing operation of the
school. A principal in Wow ate does just this (Baile) and Morrill, '1980).
She observes each teacher se% el al times a ) ear and includes engagement
rate as a regular pa, t of that observ ation: In the same way, compiling a
school year planning guide for academic wntent can be as routine as
coMpiling absentee lists. In short, these critical activities need-to be seen
as normal.

Conclusion
The research findings from the pre% ious chapteis can ser% e as the target
of school impro% cment efforts. In other chapters, we have offered
suggestions -for assessing these critical areas and monitoring any
change. 1,Ve hope that this chaptel has offeled a few prmuples of how to
put together a geneial strateg) (or impio% ement, It s ill not be easy or
quick, but it can be done.
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Summary.

Schools can be effective in producing high student achievement, a saki
environment, low delinquency, good student behavior, and high atten-
dance regardless of students' socioeconomic status. In effective class-
rooms, achievement on standardized tests is linked to the amount of
time a student actively works on academic content, the amount Of
content the student covers that is on the standardized test, and the
student's success on daily assignments and unit tests.

Student involvement, coverage, and success can be enhanced by
teachers' actions in the classroom, by supervisors and principals' work
with teachers, and by school leadership that structures the organization
to create a positive school climate. For example, teachers, through
planning, classroom management, and instructional procedures, and
principals, through their supervision, ipfluence the degree to which
students ,are imolved, cover the appropriate content, iind succeed in
daily assignments and unit tests. hese indicators of effective class-
rooms are also found in the research on effective schools. For example,
school leaders can enhance a school's effectiveness by emphasizing
academics, promoting an orderly environment, and reinfordng expecta-
tions of success. Principals and teachers can create such a positive school
climate by modeling appropriate behavior, providing feedback on
academics and discipline, and -building, a consensus about schoorgoals
related to achievement and discipline.

While schools can be focused on student involvement, success, and
coverage, it is not a simple jyib. If adequate time is to be spent on basic
skills instruction in reading and math, then such instruction will "use
up" significant portions of the.school day. eachers and principals face
difficult choices in deciding bow to allocate time Schools are eXperienc-
mg increasing demands for education in a wide variety of subjeds, such
as family living, vocations, computers, environmental education, and
nutrition educatiOn, along with subjects already in most school curricu-

110



SUMMARY ill
la---art, music, shop, physical education, and health. Time, probably
more than money, dictates ,:chool priorities. Decisions about time
allocation aren't new, of cours'e, but more is now known about the
relationship of time to student achievement. Curricular decisions can
now be more precise, albeit more ,complicated, because of our knowl-
edge_ about the impact of student involvement on student achievement.

Similar dilemmas exist for coc erageparticularly if one basis for
determining adequate coverage is standardized tests. Standaruized tetds
in any subject area do not cover all the essential skills and knowledge in
that area. In coihmunications skills, for example, standardized, tests
cover sych skill.4 as reading comprehension of short passages, phonetic
analysis, and usag,e, but often ignore writing, oral language, and an
analysis of other media. Using knowledge about the relationship of
coverage to student achievement, school leaders can weigh what is
hnportant to cm er in any cuuiculum. We have some tools, such as
objectives and' curriculum alignment procedures, for keeping traA of-
the contents of the school's curriculum. Progress Is even being made in
mapping the "hidden curriculum" of sdwols (Bussis, Chittendon, and
Amarel, 1976). These tools can assist school districts in focusing their
instructional programs. The anecdotes and research summaries from
this book contain other suggestions.

If succcss fosters success, as the research on effective schools and
classrooms indicates, Alum school leaders may want to examine how
schools as organizations encourage students sucums. Indeed, a number
of our nation's schools are organized to screen students so that only the.
"better" ones remain for further educatkin. The United States has been
remarkably sucumsful in educating large numbers of students for a

greater number of years than any other country. Nevertheless, the
tension continues between sorting students and ensuripg that all
students master the cuniculuni The research citedhere suggests that all
students can master the content and concepts-of a school's curriculum.

The research on effectice schools points to a school's organization
and leadership as major contributors to positive school outcomes. For
example, Rutter (1979) found that students who attended efkctive high
schoois in inner-city London were less likely to have their names
recorded in police records. The schools with lower delinquency rates
also had higher attendance, 'higher achievement, and lower rates of
violence and c andalism within the schools. Such evidence leads to the
conclusion that schools, .as organizations, have a significant effect on
students' academic and social lives:

Other studies suggest that the leadership of the school, particularly
the principal, plays a critical role in positive school outcomes. Such
leaders organize the schoul so that teachers,m4mize student involve-

1. 7
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ment and success. Effective schools have leaders who reinforce an
academic emphasis, an orderly environment, and expectations for

success from students and staff. Leaders reinforce these norms by
modeling desired behaviors, providing appropriate :eedback, ancrgen-
crating a consensus about the purpose of the school. The questions in
Chapter 7 .suggest areas that leaders of effective schools have in

cornmon.
The research on'effectivii school leadership is strong enough that we

can begin using ii in planning and pvformance' appraisals of schools
and their leaders. Again, this is much more easily said than done. The
design oifilans and appraisals begs a discussion about what is important
tor childr'en to learn, for schools to teach, and for a school's leadership to
nurture and direct. The successful judgments made in the past can now
be bolstered by findings,that correlate with school outcomes.

In summary:
1. .1Zesearch points to questions that can be aske to determine the

efferctiv1:ness of schools.
2. Measurement of school and classroom effectiveness is posSible in

terms ot both outcomessuCh as achievement, attendance, safety, and
student behaviorand processessuch as students', teachers', and
principals' behaviors of "rdodeling, feedback, and consensus building.

3. Areas that contribute to school effectiveness are under the
control of those who stalcture, direct, and govern ,the schools. .

Findings from the research on effective schools *and classrooms are

not meant to be used as,hammers, they should not be held as ultimate
and fixed standarcts for all.schools. On the other hand, they shouldn't be
ignored, ,particularly by schools in which student achievement could
improve. 1 hese findings provide one way to test individual practices
and assumptions about the complex realities of schools againSt findings
that may be more reliable and valid and involve &greater number ol
schools. This review frames questions for those-interested in:providing
quality education for all children. With these questions, they can test
their own circumstances, assumptions, and behaviors while confirming

the best of their educational practices.
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Appendix 1.

Monitoring Student

Behaviors

In this appendix, we would like to briefly thss instruments and
procedures that can be used to monitor the critical student behaviors of
involvement,' cilerage, and sucLess. These instruments and procedures
are adaptedfroir training manuals developed at Research for Better
,Schools, Inc. (Huitt, Caldwell, Traver, and Graeber, 1981, Segars,
Caldwell, Graeber, and Huitt, 1981, see also American Ass-ociation of
School Administrators, Time on MA, Usmg Ingructima1 Dme More
Effectively.).

Involvement
Student involvement is monitored by looking at three factors. allocated
time, engagement rate, and student engaged time. We will discuss each
one in _turn.

Allocated Time

Data on allmated time can be colfected by teachers, who simply note the
actual (rather than sclmiuled) beginning and ending time of their
lessons and record it on'a log such as that shown in Tigure A-1.

In this example, Ms. Jones t list'ed the reading/language art., and
mathematics activities she Nit,scheOuled for Dauber 2. Then as each
activity began and ended, she simply noted the-time on the log. At the
end of the day, she calculated the time for each activity and then the
total allocated time for readinglanguage arts and math,

113
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Figure A-1. Allocated Time Log.

Allocated Time Log

Teacher Ms, Jones

Reading/Language Arts

-Activity Begin End Time

,

Whole-class
instructiori 9:01 9:30 29

Seatwork 9:35 9:44 14.

Group' 10:45 11:45 60

Spelling 1:30 1:41
,

11

°SSR , 2.00
,

2.15
.

15

,
129

Date 10/2

Math

Activity Begin End - 'Time

Drill 8:45 8:57 12

Wholeclass
Instruction 9:53 10:10 17

Seatwork 10:10 10:25 15

Groups 1:05 1:27 22

66

i ki

,

,

r-4
r-4
IA
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Engagement Rate

Enmement rate data is best collected by an obst:rver other than the
classroom teacher (fur example, pt:er teachers or supervisors). One

.example of how this might be done Is included-in the chapter on positive
supervision (Chapter 3).

Set eraFimportant points shoold.be considered. First, the observer
should talk to the teachei befori: observing the class to learn what the
teat.her expects tt ill take place. Next, obsert er and teacher need to agree
on a set of definitions of on-task- and off-task behaviol;. A. number of
research studies hat c generated such definitions. In general, "engaged"
simph means being int oh:ed in or attending to instruction in the
assigned academic content. NI example, engaged students may be
leading, tt, riting, answ ering the teacher's questions, watching.another
student answ er a question un the board or doing an) thing else that
indicates they are involved in the task at hand.

Unengaged student_s, on ,the other hand, are not involved in
learning acadcnut. content. Figure A-2 presents a set of d:finitions,
adapted from tlw Follow -Through L aluation Study (Stallings an&
Kaskow itz, 1974), tt hich lists fi% c categories of unengaged behat ior. The
iwron) m "Ms. Duo" (for NlanageMent,transitton, Socializing, Disci-
pline, Unot.cupied,obserk ing, and Ou( of the room) has Geen suggested
as an aid in remembering the categories.

rinark, the obserker needs to collect data in sui.h a vwy that the
engagement rate can be computed. A simple fo'rmula is

Total students engaged
Engagement rate

Total students observed

A form that can be used to Lolled engagement rate data is show n in
Figure A-3. In this example, the obsert er went into the class in the

Figure A-2. Definitions of Unengaged Student Behaviors.

Management getting ready for instrudtion, waiting, listening to
Transition: nonacademic directions, or changing activities
Socializing: interacting socially or watching others socialize
Discipline: being reprimanded by an adult, being punished, or watching

other students being scolded
Unoccuplecir wandering about with no evident purpose or goal, watching
Observing: other people or unassigned activities, or playing with

materials
Out of the
Room: going out of the room temporarily

1.21



Figure A-3. Completed Engagement Rate Form.
t

. c.

' Engagornint Rate Form
gubject MATH

State

#

,

School #
Teacher

.

District
Scbopt
Teacher Jones

Coder Brown State
Date 10/2 District #. #

1

__
2 3

...___.

4

Time 10:00 1001 10:02 10:03

Assigned 20 20
_

20

Management/
Transition ._
Socializing

_Discipline

Unoccupied/
.Observing 1 II II

Ouf baloom

Total
Uriepgaged 1 2 4

Engaged' 19 18' 20 16
_ ...- ,

"

Observed

G..

rt ot

rade "PBeg

Date 10/2 # Students Mid 0!`

Coder # Present End____ _
5 6

_

10:04 10:05

20 20

8' 3

12 17
t

12,:";;

8 .

10:06 10:07

20 20

9

10:08

20

0 1.2
20 j 18 _

12

tri

Qs

=-
0
0

a

0
0



I

10 11 -12 13 14 15
Time Engagement----

10:13 10:1410:09 10:10 10:11 10:12 Total Rate
Assigned 20 20 20 20 20 300 Engaged

PtUffManagement'
Transition

jitf I
.4tf

II III 49 Assigned

Socializing
1111 8

Discipline
_ Jilt In I 13 200 67%

- 30

300Unoccupied,
Observing II

Out of Room

Total
Unengaged

_ 17 16 11 2 10 12 I 100

E ngaged 3 9 '18 10

^
8 200
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middle ol a nlath lesson and made 15 separate observations at one-

minute intervals. On each observation, the observer noted the-number
ot students who were unengaged and made tally marks in the appropri-
.ate unengaged categories. At the end of each observation, the observer
totaled the_unengaged students and calculated the number of engaged
students by subtracting. the number who were unengaged from the
number who were 'assigned tattle task. At the enci of the 15 observa-

tions, the observer calculated the total number of students who were
observed during all the observations and the' iotal_number of students
who were engaged. Since-all students were assignaft-o-math,activities
during the period of obsen ation, the total observed woulcrbe
students, multiplied by 15 observations, or 300 student observations. ----
-I he total number of students engaged would bc calculated by simply

summing the numbei of engaged students for all-15 observations, or 200

students.
1 he engagement rate Is then calculated by dividing the total number

of students engaged (200) by the total number of students observed
(300). In this case, the engagement rate is 67 percent.

Student Engaged Time

I he third measure ot invoi ement, student engaged tinle, is-the product

of all6cated time and engagement rate.
One way tor teachers to monitor student involvement is to keep a

record oi all intormation collected throughout the year. The summary
sheet shown in Figure A-4 is an example of how-this might be done.

In this example, Ms. Jones' math class has been observed previous-

ly on September 30, and that data has already been entered on the

summary sheet. For the October 2 observation, the allocated time of 66

minutes was obtained from the allocated time log shown ill Figure A-1.
1 he engagement rate of 67 percent w as obtained from the engagement

rate torm shown ill Figure A-3. The student engaged time of 44 minutes,

obtained during_ the October 2 obseration, is averaged with the
previous data for an axeiage student engaged tinle of 38 minutes.

Changes in the use of classroonl time can be monitored easily by

plotting the collected data On a graph. Figure A-5 shows an observation

record tor student engagement time in third-grade math that has been

developed using this data. The 1.ertical axis shows the expected level of

achievement based on the reanalysis shown in. Figure 2, Chapter 2. The

horizontal axis shows the months of the school'year. The shaded portion

ot the graph indicates "at expected level of achievement." In this
example, the student engaged time data On the summary sheet shown

ill hgure A-4, plus data trom the rest of the year, have been plotted. It is
readily apparent that student engaged tinle for the first two observation

1.2q



Figure A-4. Completed Summary Sheet.
State SUMMARY SHEET
District
School
Teacher JONES

1Date

j 9/30
1,10:T2

Coder #

x127

12

APPENyix 1 119

State # School # Subject MATH
District Teacher Year 1981

Avers:,
Engage- Student Student

Part of ment Allocated Engaged Engaged
Period Rate Time Time Time

BEG 55% 60 min 33 min X

MID 67% 66 min 44 min 38 min

days falli; in the "below expected" tone. Based on the Stalling. and
Kaskowitr. data, unless things change we would expect this class to
perform less well on the upco-ning achievement test than might be
esxpected given the students' previous performance.

A major benefit of monitoring the status of student involvement
throughout the school year is that corrective action can be taken early if
necessary. For example, the engagement rate for students in Ms. Jones'
room was about 60 percent for the two days, whiLh is about average
when data is Lollected using the procedures described. It is not unrea-
sonable that the engagement rate could be improved to ..80 percent,
which would mean that students would spend about tweb, e minutes
more per day than they do now actually involved in mathematics.1

Coverage
By Loverage we mean that the content students cover during-the course

'80 perceth (nem, a%erage engagement rate) A 63 minutes (a erage alkicated time) =-

50 minutes student engaged time, present aIrage student engaged time 38 minutes.

125
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'70

60

50

40

30

20

Mathematics Observation Record

I 1_ I

Sept Oct Nov

I I I

Mar APr -May June

Date of Observation

Expected Level of Achievement
Li Above I At Below *Data Source: Stallings & Kaskowitz (1974)

Figure A-5. Example of Completed Observation Form.
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of the school year should be appropriate, both in terms of the students'
prior learning of the prerequisites and in terms of the content that is to
be tested on the standardized achievement test at the end of the year.

Monitoring whether the content covered is appropriate for the
students' prior learning is "probably best done by looking at the two
other student behaviors: engagement rate and success. Students are not
likely to work actively on an assignment that is either too easy or too
difficult; nor are they likely to be successful on a task for which they
don't have the necessary prerequisite skills.

Procedures for monitoring content coverage will vary depending on
whether teachers Aid supervisors follow the procedures suggested in
Chapter 2 for aligning curriculum and test content. If a curriculum guide
is available that represents an optimal overlap of test topics and local
curriculum topics, then teaclers and supervisors need only monitor
progress through the curriculum guide. A form such as that shown in
Figure A-6 can be used"by teachers to list the topics and the dates they
are covered.

This example shows part of the %typical moth content for a fourth
grade class in the column labeled "Curriculum." The curriculum listed
in this guide has been placed according to topics, an alternative
arrangement may be to sequence the curriculum in approximately the
way it might be taught. In the column labeled "Materials," the district
has entered the particular textbook pages that deal with that topic.
Where the textbook does not match well with the curriculum, the district
has developed a supplementary workbook. In the column labeled
"Topics on Current Test," the district has indicated whether that
particular content is on the test and what format is used. The district has
also provided a guide to the average number of days needed to teach
that content. The total number of days needed for this content is
thought to be about 150 days, leaving room for the teacher to add
additional topics as desired. The teacher has listed the relative strengths
and weaknesses of his or her students in the column labeIed "Prior
Learning." This information might be obtained from the previous year's
achievement test results (if testing was done in the spring) or through
diagnustic testing at the beginning of the school year. In the column
labeled "Date/Success," the teacher has listed the date on which
instruction and testing on that topic were completed for the majority of
students and the number of students who were successful on that date.

Sup'ervisors can review these forms periodically (perhaps every
nine weeks) to determine if the rate of coverage is adequate. They
should not try to impose a lockstep curriculum that requires every
teacher to be on the same page at the same time, however. Flexibility is
needed,'but the goal of teaching students what they need to know must

1 2



Figure A-6. Sample Page from School Year Planning Guide.

Curriculum

Numeration/Place
Value

Place value to million

Roman numerals to
100

Addition &
Subtraction

Facts

Regrouping up to ten
thousands place

School Year Planning Guide
MathematicsGrade 4

Materials

Houghton Mifflin
pp. 22-29

Houghton Mifflin p. 44
Supplementary

workbook pp. 4-5

Houghton Mifflin
pp. 2-16

Houghton Mifflin
pp. 47-69

Supplementary
workbook pp. 15-
18

Topics on
Current Test

Place value to ten
thousands
Renaming numbers

Up to 5 digits, vertical
and horizontal
formats

12

Prior
Learning

Days
Needed

3

-Strength-
Addition

Weakness

2

4

4

Date -
Success

921

10 of 25

9-21

of 25

9-21

24 of 25

10:9

15 of 25

Total 150 days
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be constantly emphasized.
In determining whether enough of the content to be assessed is

being covered, it is tempting to decide that "more is better." That is not
always the case, however, as shown by the curvilinear relationship
between coverage and achievement for first-grade math (see Chapter 2).
It is also necessary, then, to be mindful of success and to cover as much
as possible without sacrificing successful performance.

Success

Two aspects of student success need to be monitored: daily work, which
includes both new and review work, and unit tests. Most teachers
already give students these types of assignments and keep the records
in a grade book.

One sirnple way of mynitoring daily success, in addition to the
grade book, is to have each student answer one or two questions or
problems on the content covered during that class period. The teacher
then has a _rough idea of how well the students understand that day's
work. In general, the BTES-III data indicate that students should spend
dyer 'half their time on wo'rk where they make few or no errors.

-With respect to testing, it is perhaps best to give a unit test every 1
to 4 weeks and a review test at least every 12 weeks. Many textbooks
provide unit tests at the end of each chapter, which can be used to assess
student-knowledge. However, it is important to remember to eliminate
any items that test content not covered during instruction.

h is also important to establish standards for success or mastery of
the content tested. One rule that has been-used is to expect all students
to do as well as the best students, which often means students should
answer more than 90 percent of the questions correctly. A second rule is
tkat .students must also be able to perform the present task well enough
to be able to learn future tasks. If students do not perform successfully
on their first effort, it may be necessary to proOde corrective feedback
and.additional instruction before proceeding, to a new topic or unit.

One way to monitor students' success or mastery on unit tests is to
develop a progress chart such as that shown in Figure A-7. Students'
names are written on the side of the chart, and the skills or objectives
that are to be mastered are written at the top. When a student

_demonstrates mastery on an objective, the date of mastery is entered for
that student in the column for that objective. For example, all the
students in this example have detnonstrated -mastery on addition and
subtraction* facts, regrouping, and open number sentences, but only
Ann, Dave, and Harriet have done so on multiplication facts.
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Figure A-7. Sample Student Progress Chart.
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Appendix 2.

Policy Statement from Kent,

Washington, School District

No. 415'

Effective education occurs in schools where staff, students, and parents
share a desire for academic excellence, where students demonstrate
high academic achievemeritmd where there is an equally strong
degree of caring and concern for the individual.

GEORGE T. DANIEL
Superintendent, Kent School 'District No. 415
Kent, Washington 98031-

Goals and Objectives
The Kent School District goals for 1982-83 and beyond are based on the
definition of effective schools and on the recognition of our need to
move toward that goal by working at the following:

1.0 Students are carefully placed in classrooms where they spen0 the
greatest possible time actively engaged in significant learning tasks
pf appropriate difficulty.
1.1 Classroom objectives are prepared, which will ensure that

every student is engaged in productive and appropriate activi-
ties throughout the entire period or allocated time of instruc-
tion.
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L2 Staff demonstrates that they believe instructional time is
important by planning and delivering instruction which en-
gages all students in appropriate activity for the entire instruc-
tional period.

1.3 Students value class time as important by being on time, by
attending class, and by engaging themselves in class assign-
ments.

2.0 Both teachers and students believeand expect that each pupil can
and will perform up to high, but personally appropriate, standards'
of achievement and behavior.
2.1 Administration clearly communicates district, building, grade

level; and course expectations to staff.
2.2 Staff communicates course standards and expectations to

students.
2.3 Staff accepts only the best efforts of students.
2.4 Staff regularly evaluates students and lets them know if

stand,ards are not being met. .

3.0 Student progress in achieving the established instructional goals is
frequently and systematically monitored and the learning tasks are
appropriately modified.
3.1 Staff makes use of district test results to plan instruction.
3.2 Teachers use formal and informal classroom testing to monitor

and adjust instructional planning.
3.3 Teachers.use evaluation, results to keep students and parents

informed.
, 3.4 Teachers communicate crass performance to building adminis-

trators and' use results to discuss instructional plans.
4.0 The-school reflects d climate of being an orderly, purposeful, active,

and pleasant place of well-directed, cooperative learning and
interpersonal caring.
4.1 Staff knows what is expect,!i of them in their relationship to

the total school community.
4.2 Students know what is expected of them in being a part of the

school corrimunity.
4.3 Parents understand -and support" the building statements of

student responsibilities and rights.
4.4 Stcaff makes an effort to work together to maintain a pleasant,

productive atmosphere throughout the building. ,

4.5 The building reflects a feeling of success and genuine praise
for achievement.

5.0 There is assertive, knowledgeable administrative leadership by the
school principal, especially in regard to instruction and to creating
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and maintaining the four goals which _precede.
5.1 Principals observe Llassroom instruction regularly and spend

time in discussion of instructional plans and results with staff
.on a regukir bagis.

5.2 Principalk, are thoroughly familiar with instructional pro:
gramsobjectives, materials, and activities.

5.3 Faculty meetings regularly focus on instructional goals and
instructional management.

5.4 Principals use student test data to build their rok as instruc-
tional leaders.
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4.

For further exploration of school and classroom effectiveness, readers.
may find the following ASCD media useful:

Publications Price Quantity

Effective Instruaion. Tamar Levin and Ruth Long.,
Suggests methods to help teachers improve
student learning and achievement. 1981. 102 pp.
611;80212.

School Effectiveness, Teacher Effectiveness.
Theme i'ssue of Educational leariership. October
1979. 96 pp. 611-79170.

Audiocassettes

$6.50

$2.00

The Characteristics of Schools That Are
Instructionally Effective for All Pupils. Ronald
Edmonds. Reports school effectiveness research
and describes New York City's effective schools
projea. 1981. 73 mins. 612-20234. $9.00

Research on Effective Schools and Effective
Teachers: Strategies for Implementation in Lbcal
Schools. Thomas L. McCreal. Describes how
school districts are using effectiveness research to
improve their schools. 1983. 70 mins. 612-20322. $2.00

Research on Effective Schools. Lawrence W.
Lezotte. vExplains the process Lezotte and his
colleagues use to identify instructionally effective
schools. 1983. 75 mins. 612-20368. $9.00
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Videotape
Teacher and School Effectiveness. Ronald Edmonds, Barak Rosenshine,
and Peter Mortimore, featured educators. Three noted researchers
explain how their studiP- were conducted, summarize their findings,
and suggest how schools can use the results to improve their own
programs. 21 mins. a.

Format (specify no. of copies) Rental ($50 for five days)

3/4" cassette .Preferred date
1/2" reel Alternate date
1/2" Beta Unscheduled preview ($30 for
1/2" VHS two days)

Purchase
ASCD melnbers, $195
Nonmembers, $230

Ordering and Payment Information
1. Indicate on.the form the quantity of each item you wish to order.
2. Please be sure your ame and address appear below.
3. All orders totaling $20 or less must be accompanied by payment.

ASCD absorbs the cost of postage and handling on all prepaid
. orders. Make check or money or r payable to ASCD.
4. If order is to be billed, postage an h dling are extra.
5. Orders from institutions and busine ses must be on an official

purchase order form.

Mail to:
ASCD
225 N. Washington St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 549-9110

Name

Please.clack form of payment:
Enclosed is, my check or
money order in the
amount of $
Please bill me (postage and
handling extra)

Address

City State Zip
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